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Rapid7’s National / Industry / Cloud Exposure Report (NICER) for 2020 is the most comprehensive census of the modern 
internet. In a time of global pandemic and recession, the Rapid7 research team offers this data-backed analysis of the 
changing internet risk landscape, measuring the prevalence and geographic distribution of commonly known exposures in 
the interconnected technologies that shape our world. To provide even more actionable data, the findings are broken down 
by country, industry sector, and protocol, with special sections on the effect of the pandemic and technological shifts like the 
movement to the cloud. This helps diagnose what is vulnerable, what is improving or getting worse, and what solutions are 
available for policymakers, business leaders, and innovators to make the internet more secure. 

The Global Pandemic, As Seen from the Internet

By the middle of 2020, the entire world has been coping with a virus outbreak of the sort we don’t usually cover in computer 
science fields: the biological pandemic of COVID-191 and the nearly immediate economic recession following the resultant 
lockdown. At Rapid7, we were already planning on producing another survey of the internet and the state of security worldwide, 
but we now have a unique opportunity to capture this unprecedented period of tumult as it reshapes our world in sudden, 
chaotic ways.

The first question we tasked ourselves with answering was, “How did the pandemic, lockdown, and job loss affect the character 
and composition of the internet?” We expected to see a renaissance of poorly configured, hastily deployed, and wholly insecure 
services dropped on the public internet, as people scrambled to “ just make things work” once they were locked out of their 
offices, coworking spaces, and schools, suddenly shifted to study-at-home models of work and study. Fears of thousands of 
new Windows SMB services for file sharing between work and home, rsync servers collecting backup data across the internet, 
and unconfigured IoT devices offering Telnet-based consoles haunted us as we started to collect the April and May data for  
this project.

But, the year 2020 is nothing if not full of surprises — even pleasant ones! Indeed, we found that the populations of grossly 
insecure services such as SMB, Telnet, and rsync, along with the core email protocols, actually decreased from the levels seen 
in 2019, while more secure alternatives to insecure protocols, like SSH (Secure Shell) and DoT (DNS-over-TLS) increased overall. 
So, while there are regional differences and certainly areas with troubling levels of exposure — which we explore in depth in this 
paper — the internet as a whole seems to be moving in the right direction when it comes to secure versus insecure services. 

This is a frankly shocking finding. The global disasters of disease and recession, along with the uncertainty they bring, appear 
to have had no obvious effect on the fundamental nature of the internet. It is possible that this is because we have yet to see the 
full impact of the pandemic, recession, and greater adoption of remote working. Rapid7 will continue to monitor and report as 
things develop.

The Myth of the Silver City

Meanwhile, the cloud is home to more “internet stuff” than ever before. Platform-as-a-service (PaaS) and infrastructure-as-a-
service (IaaS) providers enable even small organizations to launch professionally managed and maintained server infrastructure 
to run every sort of internet-based venture you can think of. Given the good news of a decrease of insecure-by-design services 
on the internet, we expected to find that cloud providers were responsible for this decrease. Perhaps naively, we imagined 
that the global leaders in cloud provisioning were constructing glittering silver cities in the sky, resplendent with the perfect 
architecture of containerized software deployments, all secure by design.

This was not the case. It turns out that cloud providers are often dogged by the same problems that traditional, on-premises IT 
shops struggle with; the easy path is not necessarily the secure path to getting internet services configured and up and running, 
even in those providers’ own documentation and defaults. Furthermore, there seems to be a fairly common “set it and forget it” 
mindset with many users of these services given the number of unpatched/out-of-date Ubuntu (and other Linux distributions) 
instances and associated installed services in these networks. This finding was a sobering reminder that the security of the 
internet still trails the desire to just get things working, and working quickly.

1COVID-19 is more precisely known as SARS-CoV-2, also known as simply “the coronavirus.”
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National Rankings

While network operators may know exactly what the autonomous system “AS4809” refers to, most of the rest of us do not. As 
such, it is much easier to just refer to the computers there as simply being “in China” or “in networks attributed or allocated to 
China.” These network assignments, along with other characteristics, are what IP geolocation services use to attribute a given 
IP address to a given location. We’ve chosen to use “country” as the attribution feature since it is the most accurate out of all 
possible fields.

While we use terms like “nation” and “country” interchangeably to describe the regions discussed in this report, we occasionally 
refer to other named regions on Earth as well, without making any distinction as to their political statuses as special 
administrative regions, scientific preserves, or claimed territories of other countries. The rule for inclusion is simply, “Does the 
region have an ISO 3166 3-alpha country code?”2 If so, it’s a “country” or “nation” for our research purposes, regardless of the 
political realities of the day. For example, regions like “Hong Kong” (HKG) can and do appear in this research (Hong Kong has 
some interesting features when it comes to exposure), while “California” does not, even though it is home to plenty of poorly 
configured internet-connected devices.

In case you’re reading this report and wondering only what the “most exposed” countries in the world are, we hope to save you 
the trouble by providing you with the discussion and table below.

RANK COUNTRY

1 United States

2 China

3 South Korea

4 United Kingdom

5 Germany

6 Brazil

7 Russia

8 Japan

9 Canada

10 Iran

11 Italy

12 Argentina

13 Taiwan

14 Australia

15 Spain

16 France

17 India

18 Turkey

19 Hong Kong

20 Mexico

21 Vietnam

22 Netherlands

23 Egypt

24 Thailand

25 Ireland

RANK COUNTRY

26 Sweden

27 Indonesia

28 South Africa

29 Singapore

30 Poland

31 Colombia

32 Saudi Arabia

33 Venezuela

34 United Arab Emirates

35 Morocco

36 Portugal

37 Algeria

38 Austria

39 New Zealand

40 Romania

41 Ukraine

42 Switzerland

43 Chile

44 Malaysia

45 Norway

46 Tunisia

47 Belgium

48 Croatia

49 Hungary

50 Greece

Most Exposed Countries
The table below shows the most exposed 
countries, calculated by weighting a country 
higher on the list (i.e., more bad exposure) by:

• Total attack surface. (i.e., number of total 
IPv4s in use exposing something during  
the study period). 
Rationale: More stuff = more stuff to attack.

• Total exposure of selected services. 
Specifically SMB, SQL Server, and Telnet. 
Rationale: These should never be exposed. 
Ever.

• Distinct number of CVEs present across  
all services.  
Rationale: More known vulnerabilities =  
more exposure.

• The center of the distribution of  
vulnerability rates. Vulnerability rate is  
defined as the number of exposed services 
with vulnerabilities/exposed services. 
Rationale: Higher vulnerability concentration 
across all exposed services should contribute 
more to the rank penalty.

• Maximum vulnerability rate.  
Rationale: To break any ties that remain  
after the previous steps, penalize a nation  
state with the highest vulnerability rate.

TOP 50 MOST EXPOSED COUNTRIES

1 https://www.iso.org/iso-3166-country-codes.html

https://www.iso.org/iso-3166-country-codes.html
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As one might expect, our ranking methodology highlights countries with large swaths of IP space, so the U.S. and China being in 
the No. 1 and No. 2 spots of “most exposed” shouldn’t be too surprising. The interesting, and perhaps more surprising, findings 
are found from No. 3 through the remainder of the 50 most-exposed regions. For example, while Canada and Iran both have 
sophisticated, extensive internet presence, Canada has less than half the human population of Iran. Even so, Canada and Iran 
have very similar exposure rates, with Canada edging out Iran for the No. 9 exposure spot.

More to Come
In the coming weeks, we expect to produce supplemental reports that take a closer look at certain countries and groups of 
countries, such as Japan and Latin America. If you have a favorite region you’d like to visit with this particular magnifying glass, 
please let us know!

Industry Rankings

In 2019, Rapid7 produced a series of reports, the Industry Cyber-Exposure Reports (or ICERs), which looked at the security 
posture of the Fortune 500 in the United States, the FTSE 250+ in the United Kingdom, the Deutsche Börse Prime Standard 
320 in Germany, the ASX 200 in Australia, and the Nikkei 225 in Japan. Because we’ve already gone to the trouble of identifying 
these 1,500 or so highly successful, well-resourced, publicly traded companies, we’ve also taken a moment to grade and rank 
these industries against each other.

In the above chart, each dot represents one organization, and the position on the X axis represents how many high-severity 
vulnerabilities were discovered in components of their internet-facing attack surface. These components range from web 
servers to caching servers to the operating systems these services run on. 

RAPID7 INDUSTRY 1500 ORGANIZATION HIGH VULTERABILITY DISTRIBUTION
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The majority of the weakness are in poorly maintained 
Apache HTTP web servers with a smattering of “the usual 
suspects” (e.g., DNS, SMTP, SSH) quickly trailing behind:

VENDOR SERVICE

COUNT OF 
INSTANCES WITH  
HIGH-SEVERITY 

VULNERABILITIES

Apache HTTP Server 14,830

Squid Cache Server 3,822

OpenBSD OpenSSH 3,626

Debian Linux 3,123

ISC BIND (DNS) 2,460

RedHat Linux 434

Apache Tomcat Server 205

Exim Exim (SMTP) 162

Canonical Ubuntu 160

nginx nginx Web Server 133

Apache components — in this case, the HTTPD web server 
and Java servlet runner — have the distinct disadvantage 
of being much older than, say, nginx, and also being part of 
“appliances” that many organizations have little visibility into 
or control over (making a great case for the need of some 
type of “software bill of materials”1 so IT and security teams 
can better manage their exposure).

While the chart shows the overall distribution, we’ve 
approached ranking these industries in a slightly different 
way than we did country ranks, since we know a bit more 
about the population that is exposing these services. These 
are well-financed organizations; most of them must adhere 
to at least one regulatory framework; they employ dedicated 
information technology and information security experts; 
most have been around for at least 10 years; and, all of 
them should have some basic IT and cybersecurity hygiene 
practices in place. 

3 https://www.ntia.gov/SBOM
4  See the Methodology appendix for how the industry breakdowns in each index map to our normalized industry categories.
5  https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/services/restaurant-grades.page

With all this in mind, we defined our own cyber-version 
of grime and rodent infestations as the number of “high” 
(CVSS 8.5 or higher) vulnerabilities in discovered services 
for each industry grouping,2 and assigned a letter grade 
similar to what New York City does for restaurants.3 The 
assigned letter is determined by the logarithmic mean high 
exposure per industry (since some industries have far fewer 
member organizations than others and certain industries 
lend themselves to exposing hundreds or even thousands 
of assets), which results in the scores:

INDUSTRY GRADE

Aerospace; Defense; Transportation A

Motor Vehicles; Parts A

Retail B

Business Services; Media B

Transportation; Logistics B

Wholesale B

Real Estate B

Energy; Utilities C

Food; Beverages; Tobacco C

Consumer C

Hotels; Restaurants; Leisure C

Administrative; Professional C

Technology; Telecommunications D

Financial Services D

Healthcare; Pharma D

Engineering; Construction; Industrials D

Materials; Mining D

Looking back at just the past 12 or so months, all of the 
industries with a “D” grade have garnered the majority of 
breach and ransomware headlines, so it’s not too surprising 
to see them trailing behind the others.

https://www.ntia.gov/SBOM
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/services/restaurant-grades.page
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However, none of these industries come close to “perfect,” 
and our previous ICER work showed each regional list of 
companies had a lot of work to do when it comes to cyber-
hygiene. This is underscored by the fact that 80% of the 
Apache HTTPD high exposure lies in versions ranging from 
three to 14 years old:

VERSION
RELEASE  

YEAR
COUNT PERCENTAGE

2.4.6 2013 3,222 21.73%

2.2.15 2010 2,162 14.58%

2.2.27 2014 1,357 9.15%

2.4.29 2017 1,177 7.94%

2.2.3 2006 1,100 7.42%

2.4.18 2015 1,098 7.40%

2.2.22 2012 711 4.79%

2.4.7 2013 397 2.68%

2.4.25 2016 389 2.62%

2.2.31 2015 377 2.54%

However, the news is not all bad. We’ve mapped the public 
IPv4 space of just under 1,500 organizations across the 
ICERs, and only a minority slice — 611 (~40%) — had high-
severity exposure. We hope to see that percentage drop 
as more organizations replace aging IT applications and 
infrastructure with more modern components.

Categorizing Internet Security: Key Findings

While we are bolstered by the evidence that progress is being 
made in cybersecurity, and the trend is heading in the right 
direction, progress continues to be slow. Arguably, progress 
is happening far too slowly when considered in the context 
of the exploding adoption of, and reliance on, connected 
technologies; the prevalence of both automated, untargeted 
attacks, and highly sophisticated and well-resourced 
attackers; and the increasing complexity of our systems.  

With that in mind, let’s examine which aspects contribute 
to the overall security posture of this advanced global 
telecommunications network we all depend on to conduct 
commerce, express our culture, and, more than ever, 
live our daily lives. We believe that it comes down to four 
considerations, all measured throughout this paper across 
the 24 protocols we assessed: the design, deployment, 
access, and maintenance of internet-based services.

Cryptographic Design
The internet was invented in the 1960s, exploded in the 
1990s, and has continued to grow and change throughout 
the 21st century. Along the way, thousands of universities, 
companies, and individuals have developed novel solutions 
for transmitting and receiving data across a public network, 
yet only recently are services designed with at least 
some security concepts in mind. The most important 
design element of any new service on the internet is the 
incorporation of modern cryptography, which serves two 
functions. First, cryptography ensures that communications 
and data maintain a high degree of confidentiality and 
cannot be easily eavesdropped upon or altered while 
traversing the public internet. Second, cryptographic 
controls establish the identities of the machines and 
people involved in secure conversations — cryptography 
ensures that you know with certainty that the machine 
that purports to be part of your bank is actually your 
bank’s, and your bank can know that you are, in fact, 
you. Whenever cryptography isn’t used — known as 
“cleartext” communications — neither of these assertions 
of confidentiality nor identity can be guaranteed in any 
meaningful way.

• Key finding: A technical assessment of the 24 
service protocols surveyed finds that, on the whole, 
unencrypted, cleartext protocols are still the rule, 
rather than the exception, on how information flows 
around the world, with 42% more plaintext HTTP  
servers than HTTPS, 3 million databases awaiting 
insecure queries, and 2.9 million routers, switches,  
and servers accepting Telnet connections.

• Key recommendation: If it touches the internet, it  
should be encrypted. This goes for data, service 
identification, everything.
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Service Deployment
This area is the one we tend to spend the most time and effort in measuring — what services are actually available on the 
internet, and who can reach those services? The internet was created with a decentralized and open design, but this openness 
is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it makes the internet, as a whole, very difficult to destroy. When parts of the internet 
are damaged and destroyed, the internet tends to simply route around the damage, continuing to function for other services 
and their users. On the other hand, it means that every computer can normally reach and exchange information with any other 
computer, even if some of those computers are operated by malicious attackers. Therefore, when we find services that should 
not be reachable by just anyone, such as databases, command and control consoles, or other services that external strangers 
have no business talking to in the first place, we mark them as dangerously exposed.

• Key finding: One bit of positive news was that we found the population of insecure services has gone down over the  
past year, with an average 13% decrease in exposed, dangerous services such as SMB, Telnet, and rsync, crushing the 
doom-and-gloom predicted jump of newly exposed insecure services such as Telnet and SMB, despite the sudden shift to 
work-at-home for millions of people and the continued rise of Internet of Things (IoT) devices crowding residential networks.

• Key recommendation: Keep up the good work! ISPs, enterprises, and governments should continue to work together to kick 
these inappropriate services off the internet.

Console Access
The first job of the internet was to provide remote system operators with a capability to log on to far-flung computers, run 
commands, and get results, and securing those remotely accessible consoles was second to connectivity. Today, when we 
find console access, security professionals tend to take a dim view of that entry point. At the very least, these Telnet, SSH, 
RDP, and VNC consoles should be hardened against internet-based attackers by incorporating some type of second-factor 
authentication or control. Usually, incorporating a virtual private network (VPN) control removes the possibility of direct  
access; potential attackers must first breach that cryptographically secure VPN layer before they can even find the consoles to 
try passwords or exploit authentication vulnerabilities. Services lacking this first line of defense are otherwise open to anyone 
who cares to “ jiggle the doorknobs” to see how serious the locks are, and automated attacks can jiggle thousands of doorknobs 
per second across the world.

• Key finding: We have discovered nearly three million telnet servers still active and available on the internet, and many of 
those are associated with core routing and switching gear. This is three million too many. While remote console access is 
a fundamental design goal of the internet, there is no reason to rely on this ancient technology on the routers and switches 
that are most responsible for keeping the internet humming.

• Key recommendation: Telnet, SSH, RDP, and VNC should all enjoy at least one extra layer of security — either multifactor 
authentication, or available only in a VPN’ed environment.
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Software Maintenance
We often talk about the internet in terms of the machines that swap the bits of information around the world, but recall that 
these machines are remarkably durable. They are not designed with physical pistons or gears that can wear out, but instead 
are largely made of solid-state, unmoving electronics, with the most mechanical part of a machine being a cooling fan. These 
machines can run, without incident or human attention, for many years. While this may seem like a feature, it can, in fact, lead 
to complacency. The complex software that runs on this hardware absolutely does require routine maintenance in the form of 
patches, upgrades, and eventual replacements. As our knowledge and understanding of security and secure design concepts 
expand, new software must be deployed to satisfy the same business, academic, or culture requirements. Unfortunately, we 
have found evidence that this routine maintenance is largely absent in many areas of internet service, as we find decades-old 
software running with decades-old software vulnerabilities, just waiting for exploitation.

• Key finding: Patch and update adoption continues to be slow, even for modern services with reports of active exploitation. 
This is particularly true in the areas of email handling and remote console access where, for example, 3.6 million SSH 
servers are sporting [vulnerable] versions between five and 14 years old. More troubling, the top publicly traded companies  
of the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, Germany, and Japan are hosting a surprisingly high number of 
unpatched services with known vulnerabilities, especially in financial services and telecommunications, which each  
have ~10,000 high-rated CVEs across their public-facing assets. Despite their vast collective reservoirs of wealth and 
expertise, this level of vulnerability exposure is unlikely to get better in a time of global recession.

• Key recommendation: Given that all software has bugs and patching is inevitable, enterprises should bake in regular  
patching windows and decommissioning schedules to their internet-facing infrastructure. 

Disaster, Slouching Toward the Internet

With these aspects of internet engineering in mind, we are certain that there is much more work to do. While the internet has 
gotten incrementally “better” in the past year, and so far appears to be resistant to biologically and economically influenced 
disaster, vulnerability and exposure abound on the modern internet. These exposures continue to pose serious risk through 
the continued use of poorly designed, outmoded software, through an over-availability of critical “backend” services, through 
uncontrolled operating system console access points, and through a lack of routine patch and upgrade maintenance.

Furthermore, we know that internet-based attackers are well aware of these weaknesses in design, deployment, access, and 
maintenance, and are already exploiting soft internet targets with essentially no consequences. We know there are no effective 
“internet police” patrolling the internet, so it is up to IT and cybersecurity professionals around the world to secure their internet 
infrastructure, with the assistance of those who teach, train, advise, and pay them.

This is a fairly weighty tome of observations. Specific, actionable security advice is given for each of the 24 protocols and 
their seven service categories of console access, file sharing, email, graphical remote access, database services, core internet 
infrastructure, and the web.  If you take nothing else away from this research report, we hope we can convince you of this: 
The internet is not an automatic money- and culture-generating machine; it depends on the heroic efforts of thousands 
and thousands of professionals who are committed to its well-being, even in the face of daily attacks from a wide array of 
technically savvy criminals and spies.
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Policymakers—those folks in governments around the world who promulgate and enforce regulations, determine public budgets 
and procurement priorities, and oversee tax-funded grants—should and do play a crucial role in the security of the internet. 
Security is not manifested through technology alone, but also through the right mix of incentives, information sharing, and 
leadership, ideally informed by up-to-date and accurate information on the evolving security landscape and expert guidance on 
potential solutions to complex security challenges. Where could policymakers find some research like that? Why, right here!

The NICER 2020 outlines the risks and multinational prevalence of protocols that are inherently flawed or too dangerous to 
expose to the internet — such as FTP, Telnet, SMB, and open, insecure databases — which have direct bearing on public- and 
private-sector security. Policymakers can review this corpus of current internet research to help inform decisions regarding 
online privacy, security, and safety. Policymakers should consider using this information to encourage both public- and private-
sector organizations to reduce their collective dependence on high-risk protocols, mitigate known vulnerabilities and exposures, 
and promote the use of more secure protocols. For example:

• Issue guidance on the use of specific high-risk protocols and software applications, such as in the context of implementing 
security and privacy regulations;

• Evaluate the presence of high-risk protocols and applications in government IT, and transition government systems to more 
secure and modernized protocols;

• Conduct oversight into agencies’ efforts to mitigate known exposures in government IT;

• Consider exposure to dangerous protocols in inquiries, audits, or other actions related to private-sector security;

• Use data regarding the regional prevalence of known exposures and dangerous protocols to enhance multinational 
cooperative efforts to share threat information;

• Direct additional studies into the impact of cleartext, dangerous, and inherently insecure protocols and applications  
on national security, national economies, and consumer protection, and the challenges organizations face in  
mitigating exposure.
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The remainder of this report is concerned with in-depth analysis of 24 protocols across seven families of services — everything 
from Telnet to DNS-over-TLS. First, we compare the raw number of services providing each protocol compared to counts from 
the same time last year, in 2019. Then, each protocol section will have a brief “Too Long, Didn’t Read” (or TLDR) overview of that 
protocol with an executive summary of:

• What the protocol is for

• How many of these services we found

• The general vulnerability profile of that protocol

• Alternatives to that protocol for its business function

• Our advice regarding that protocol

• Whether things are getting better or worse in terms  
of deployment

Following this overview, we provide detailed data and analysis about these protocols, including the per-country, per-cloud, and 
per-version breakdowns of what we saw. Each one of these analyses would make for fine papers in and of themselves, but lucky 
you, you get all of them at once. So, strap on your cyber-scuba rebreather, and let’s dive deep!
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Internet Services, Year Over Year

Providing a point-in-time exposure view has tons of merit, but the Rapid7 Labs team was curious as to how April 2020 
compares to April 2019 since quite a bit has happened since then.

We approached the report with some hypotheses regarding the impact of the global pandemic and a looming worldwide 
recession, such as “we will probably see more RDP servers” as people are forced to work from home, but still need access to 
their GUI consoles, or, “we’ll probably see a spike in SMB” as people hastily reconfigured Windows workflows to accomodate 
a remote workforce. It turns out that we were woefully wrong.The table below shows the rise and fall — and mostly fall — of the 
protocols covered in these 2020 studies compared to a sampling of 2019 studies around this time last year.

SONAR STUDY PORT 2019 2020 CHANGE PERCENTAGE

SMB 445 709,715 594,021 -115,694 -16.30%

Telnet 23 3,250,417 2,830,759 -419,658 -12.91%

rsync 873 233,296 208,882 -24,414 -10.46%

POP3 110 4,818,758 4,335,533 -483,225 -10.03%

SMTP 25 6,439,139 5,809,982 -629,157 -9.77%

IMAP 143 4,296,778 4,049,427 -247,351 -5.76%

SMTP 587 4,220,184 4,011,697 -208,487 -4.94%

RDP 3389 4,171,666 3,979,356 -192,310 -4.61%

POP3S 995 3,887,033 3,717,883 -169,150 -4.35%

IMAPS 993 4,008,577 3,852,613 -155,964 -3.89%

MS SQL Server 1434 102,449 98,771 -3,678 -3.59%

SMTPS 465 3,592,678 3,497,791 -94,887 -2.64%

DNS (Do53) 53 8,498,166 8,341,012 -157,154 -1.85%

FTP 21 13,237,027 13,002,452 -234,575 -1.77%

NTP 123 1,653,599 1,638,577 -15,022 -0.91%

FTPS 990 443,299 460,054 16,755 3.78%

SSH 22 15,890,566 18,111,811 2,221,245 13.98%

DNS over TLS (DoT) 853 1,801 3,237 1,436 79.73%

Before we break down the table, we need to emphatically state that the internet is getting safer, at least where these core 
services are concerned. As certified security curmudgeons, that sentence was extremely difficult to type. But the survey data 
does not lie, so let’s dig into the results.

First, we’ve left a few services without a highlight color in the “percent change” column. Scanning the internet is fraught with 
peril, as noted in the Methodology appendix, and we’ve collected sufficient scan data over the course of six years to understand 
how “off” a given scan might be (it’s become a bit worse over the years due to the increase in dynamic service provisioning in 
cloud providers, too). Each Sonar study has its own accuracy range, but across all of them, any results differing +/- 4% means 
we cannot make definitive statements about whether anything’s “gone up” or “gone down.” All that said, it turns out that most 
services had numbers well outside that range.
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Microsoft SMB has seen almost a 20% drop in exposure, mostly due to ISPs blocking SMB ports. There are still over half  
a million Windows and Linux systems exposing SMB services, so let’s not break out the champagne just yet.

Telnet being down nearly 15% warms our hearts, since we’ve spent the last four or so years begging y’all to stop exposing it. 
Still, a sizable chunk of those remaining 2.8 million devices with Telnet exposed are routers and switches, so just because  
those services are stuck in 1999 configuration mode does not mean we can party like it is that year, either.

It’s great to see folks giving up on hosting their own mail infrastructure. While this transition to professionally hosted email 
services like Outlook 365 and G Suite may have seen a more accelerated adoption because of the sudden shutdown, we  
believe that this transition to more centralized email was already in progress and will continue.

Seeing a near 13% increase in SSH leaves us a bit concerned (see the SSH section to see how seriously vulnerable the SSH 
service and their host operating systems are). We’re hoping to see a reduction in SSH over time as more Linux distributions 
mimic Ubuntu and adopt WireGuard6 for secure remote system connections, as it is much safer and as or more secure than 
SSH, and provides even better connectivity.

Finally, we’re not surprised that the number of DoT servers nearly doubled over the past year, and expect to see another 
doubling (or more) in 2021.

So, while we have seen a major shift in the way people work and use the internet in this time of pandemic lockdown and 
economic uncertainty, we haven’t detected a major shift in the nature and character of the internet itself. After all, the internet 
was designed with global disaster in mind, and to that end, it appears to be performing admirably.

That said, let’s jump into the per-protocol analysis. Don’t worry, we’ll get back to our usual cynical selves.

Console Access

In the beginning, the entire purpose of the capital-I Internet was to facilitate connections from one text-based terminal to the 
other, usually so an operator could run commands “here” and have them executed “there.” While we usually think of the (now 
small-i) internet as indistinguishable from the (capital W’s) World Wide Web, full of (essentially) read-only text, images, audio, 
video, and eventually interactive multimedia applications, those innovations came much later. Connecting to the login interface 
of a remote system was the foundational feature of the fledgling internet, and that legacy of remote terminal access is alive and 
not-so-well today.

TELNET (TCP/23)
It wasn’t the first console protocol, but it’s the stickiest.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT: One of the oldest remote console applications in use today on the internet.

HOW MANY:  2,829,555 discovered nodes 
389,528 (13.7%) have Recog fingerprints for 36 total service families

VULNERABILITIES:  Oddly, there are few remote code execution-style vulnerabilities, but plenty of default credentials  
and opportunities to eavesdrop on the same.

ADVICE: Never, ever expose Telnet to the internet.

ALTERNATIVES:  SSH (Secure Shell) is the most straightforward alternative to Telnet, but consider the wisdom  
of exposing console access to the internet in the first place. 

GETTING: Better! There was a 13% reduction from 2019 exposure.

6 <https://www.wireguard.com/>

https://www.wireguard.com/
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Discovery Details
Way back in RFC 15,7 Telnet was first described as “a shell program around the network system primitives, allowing a teletype or 
similar terminal at a remote host to function as a teletype at the serving host.” It is obvious from this RFC that this was intended 
to be a temporary solution and that “more sophisticated subsystems will be developed in time,” but to borrow from Milton 
Friedman, there is nothing quite so permanent as a temporary solution. Remote console access is still desirable over today’s 
internet, and since Telnet gets the job done at its most basic level, it persists to this day, 50 years later.

Exposure Information
Technically, despite its half-century of use, Telnet (as a server) has suffered relatively few killer vulnerabilities; a quick search of 
the CVE corpus finds only 10 vulnerabilities with a CVSS score of 5 or higher. However, Telnet suffers from a few foundational 
flaws. For one, it is nearly always a cleartext protocol, which exposes both the authentication (username and password) and 
the data to passive eavesdropping. It’s also relatively easy to replace commands and responses in the stream, should attackers 
find themselves in a privileged position to man-in-the-middle (MITM) the traffic. Essentially, Telnet makes little to no security 
assurances at all, so paradoxically, the code itself tends to remain relatively vulnerability-free.

The bigger issue with Telnet is the fact that, in practice, default usernames and passwords are so common that it’s assumed to 
be the case whenever someone comes across a Telnet server. This is the central hypothesis of the Mirai worm of 2016, which 
used an extremely short list of common default Telnet usernames and passwords and, for its trouble, managed to take down 
internet giants like Twitter and Netflix, practically by accident.

The chart below shows that China alone has a pretty serious Telnet problem, followed by Argentina and the United States.

TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR CONSOLE ACCESS: TELNET (23)

7 For those who follow human calendars, that would have been September 1969.
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While we would prefer to see no Telnet among cloud service providers, we see that good progress seems to have been made 
here. Microsoft Azure tops the list with about 7,000 exposures, which is a little weird since Windows platforms don’t normally 
have a built-in Telnet server.

CLOUD PROVIDER CONSOLE ACCESS: TELNET (23)

Of the Telnet instances found on the internet that we could 
confidently identify by vendor, the table below describes 
those services from vendors that appear in Sonar with at 
least 10,000 responsive nodes.

VENDOR COUNT

Cisco 278,472

Huawei 108,065

MikroTik 73,511

HP 70,821

Ruijie 17,565

ZTE 15,558

What’s interesting about these figures is that we can 
see right away that the vast majority of Telnet services 
exposed to the internet are strongly associated with core 
networking gear vendors. Cisco and Huawei, two of the 
largest router manufacturers on Earth, dominate the total 
count of all Telnet services. Furthermore, sources indicate 
that about 14% of Cisco devices and 11% of Huawei devices 
are accessible, today, using default credentials. This lack 
of care and maintenance of the backbone of thousands of 
organizations the world over is disappointing, and every 
one of these devices should be considered compromised in 
some way, today.
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While Telnet is still prevalent far and wide across the internet, we can see that some ISPs are more casual about offering 
this service than others. The table below shows those regional ISPs that are hosting 10,000 or more Telnet services in their 
network. Furthermore, the vast majority of these exposures are not customer-based exposures, but are hosted instead on the 
core routing and switching gear provided by these ISPs. This practice (or oversight), in turn, puts all customers’ network traffic 
originating or terminating in these providers at risk of compromise.

ISP/PROVIDER COUNT DISCOVERED ASNS ALLOCATED TO

Telecom Argentina 1,320,360 AR

China Telecom 282,897 BY, CN, GB, HK

China Unicom 183,290 CN, GB, HK

Tencent 130,620 CN

Korea Telecom 81,392 KR

Cox Communications 78,442 US

Arteria Networks 68,598 JP

LG UPlus 56,434 KR

British Telecom 53,020 GB, NL

AT&T 43,517 BR, CZ, DM, MR, RO, TH, US

HiNet 42,150 TW

Guangdong Mobile 39,197 CN

Claro 37,469 BR, CL, ES, MX, PA

Uninet 37,204 AZ, MX

VNPT 35,640 VN

China Mobile 35,247 CN, HK, RU

Hathway IP Over Cable Internet 33,428 IN

Telefonica Brazil 30,270 BR

Columbia Telecom 27,865 RU

CenturyLink 26,998 US

NTT Communications 26,757 AU, BR, HK, JP, MM, MY, SG, US

Total Pay Telecom 26,448 MX

Alestra 23,679 MX

Algar 23,546 BG, BR

Charter Communications 23,124 US

Irideos 22,570 IT

RCS & RDS 22,422 RO
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ISP/PROVIDER COUNT DISCOVERED ASNS ALLOCATED TO

Indonesia Telecom 19,920 ID

Rostelecom 19,597 RU

Orange 19,562
BD, BE, BF, BR, CD, CF, CI, CM, ES, EU, FR, GN, GW, IN, 

MD, MG, ML, NE, PL, RO, RU, SK, TN, UG

Corbina Telecom 19,071 RU

Vodafone 18,760
AU, CZ, DE, EG, ES, EU, FJ, GB, GH, GR, HU, IE, IN, IS, IT, 

MT, NL, NZ, PT, QA, RO, TR

Daisy Communications 18,028 GB

FreeBit Co.,Ltd. 17,590 JP

Turk Telekom 17,446 TR

Telecom Italia 17,042 IT, SM

Triple T Broadband 16,936 TH

Primus Telecommunications Canada Inc 16,732 CA

Comcast 15,980 DO, US

Verizon 15,926 GB, US, ZA

True Internet 15,394 TH

Compañía Dominicana de Teléfonos S. A. 15,317 DO

TalkTalk 15,120 GB

TekSavvy Solutions Inc. 15,041 CA

Telefonica De Espana 14,366 ES

Hong Kong Broadband Network LTD 13,839 HK

Level 3 13,008 BD, HK, US

HGC Global 12,222 HK

SK Broadband 11,972 KR

Cable & Wireless 11,550 EU, GB, PA, SC
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Attacker’s View
Telnet’s complete lack of security controls, such as strong authentication and encryption, makes it totally unsuitable for the 
internet. Hiding Telnet on a non-standard port is also generally useless, since modern Telnet scanners are all too aware of 
Telnet lurking on ports like 80 and 443, simply because firewall rules might prohibit port 23 exposure. Today, Telnet is most 
commonly associated with low-quality IoT devices with weak to no security hardening, so exposing these devices to the internet 
is, at the very least, a signal that there is no security rigor in that organization.

Judging from our honeypot network, attackers continue to actively seek out Telnet services, even four years after the Mirai 
attacks that took several hundred thousand offline. Approximately 90% of the traffic shown below represents basic access 
attempts using common usernames and passwords. The spikes represent concentrated credential stuffing attacks, using new 
username and password combinations pulled from publicly available dumps of other credentials.8

TELNET (TCP/23) HEISENBERG ACTIVITY

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should prohibit Telnet traffic both to and from their networks, both through blocking standard Telnet 
ports and through deep packet inspection (DPI) solutions, whenever possible. They should continuously monitor their network 
for Telnet services, and track down offending devices and disable Telnet connectivity. There is no reason to expose Telnet to the 
modern internet, ever. In the rare case a network operator wants someone to log in to a text-based console over the internet, a 
well-maintained SSH server will be far more reliable, flexible, and secure.

Cloud providers should operate similarly to the above organizations. They should, by default, prohibit all Telnet traffic through 
automatic, technical means. It’s possible that some customers are relying on Telnet today, but those customers should be 
gently, but firmly, moved to SSH-based alternatives. After all, Telnet clients are not available by default on modern versions 
of Windows, OSX, or Ubuntu Linux for a reason, so it would seem that few future clients will suffer from its absence on their 
hosted machines.

Government cybersecurity agencies should actively pursue those ISPs that are offering an egregious amount of Telnet access 
to their core network operations hardware, and give those operators a stern talking-to, along with migration documentation on 
how to set up SSH, if needed. ISPs, at this point, should know better.

8 Relevant XKCD: https://xkcd.com/2176/, “How Hacking Works”

https://xkcd.com/2176/
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SECURE SHELL (SSH) (TCP/22)
It’s got “secure” right in its name!

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  SSH is usually a secure alternative to Telnet, but it also can wrap virtually any protocol in a warm, 
comforting blanket of cryptographic security. 

HOW MANY:  17,875,456 discovered nodes 
17,073,109 (95.5%) have Recog fingerprints (21 total service families)

VULNERABILITIES:  As with Telnet, the usual exposures associated with SSH stem from default passwords and password 
reuse. Also, SSH tends to surface vulnerabilities present in a given operating system’s cryptographic 
libraries.

ADVICE:  Deploy SSH judiciously, and have a system in place for generating and maintaining secure passwords  
or private keys. 

ALTERNATIVES:  There are certainly alternatives to SSH, but it is free, open source, and well-maintained by a network of 
academic and commercial software developers. It is hard to imagine a reasonable alternative to SSH, 
especially given that SSH can wrap otherwise insecure protocols.

GETTING:  Better? There was a 14% increase over 2019, but we’re not convinced that’s a good thing. 

Discovery Details
Secure Shell, commonly abbreviated to SSH, was designed and deployed in 1995 as a means to defend against passive 
eavesdropping on authentication that had grown common against other cleartext protocols such as Telnet, rlogin, and FTP. 
While it is usually thought of as simply a cryptographically secure drop-in replacement for Telnet, the SSH suite of applications 
can be used to secure or replace virtually any protocol, either through native applications like SCP for file transfers, or through 
SSH tunneling.

One of the bright spots of this report analysis is the fact that SSH deployment has now outpaced Telnet exposure at a rate of six 
to one—it seems the world has gotten the message that, while direct console access from the internet might not be the wisest 
move in the world, about 85% of those exposed shells are secure shells, which takes whole classes of eavesdropping, spoofing, 
and in-transit data manipulation attacks off the table. Good job, internet, and especially the American network operators 
around the country — the United States exposes a ratio of 28:1 SSH servers (6.6 million) than Telnet servers (a mere 232,000). 
Compare this to the 3:1 ratio in China, which is 2.4 million SSH to 734,161. Given that SSH provides both console access and the 
capability of securing other protocols, whereas Telnet is used almost exclusively for console access, that United States ratio is 
pretty outstanding.
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TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR CONSOLE ACCESS: SSH (22)
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CLOUD PROVIDER CONSOLE ACCESS: SSH (22)

Exposure Information
Being more complex and making more explicit security guarantees, SSH is not without its own vulnerabilities. Occasionally, 
traditional stack-based buffer overflows surface as with other network applications written in memory-unsafe languages. 
In addition, new vulnerabilities in implementations tend to present themselves in non-default combinations of configuration 
options, or are surfaced in SSH through vulnerabilities in the cryptographic libraries used by SSH to ensure secure 
communications. Most commonly, though, vulnerabilities in SSH are often associated with unchangeable, vendor-supplied 
usernames, passwords, and private keys that ship with IoT devices that (correctly) have moved away from Telnet. This is all to 
say that Secure Shell is not magically secure just due to its use of cryptography — password reuse is weirdly common in SSH-
heavy environments, so protecting passwords and private keys is an important part of maintaining a truly secure SSH-based 
infrastructure.

As mentioned above, administrators and device manufacturers alike are strongly encouraged to adopt the open, free standards 
of SSH over their cleartext counterparts whenever possible. IoT, OT, and ICS equipment, in particular, is often cited as not having 
enough local resources to deal with the cryptographic overhead of running secure services, but if that is actually the case, these 
devices should never be exposed to an internet-connected network in the first place. As mentioned above, it is also not enough 
to simply move insecure practices such as default, reused passwords from a cleartext protocol to a “secure” protocol—the 
security offered by cryptography is only as good as the key material in use.
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Of the SSH services discovered on the internet, the below 
table accounts for well over 99.9% of all offerings (only 
those fingerprintable services with at least 1,000 or more 
shown here.)

SERVICE FAMILY COUNT PERCENTAGE

OpenSSH 15,747,821 92.238%

Dropbear 1,250,254 7.323%

SSH 37,884 0.222%

WinSSHD 10,408 0.061%

WeOnlyDo 6,510 0.038%

iLO 6,495 0.038%

Secure FTP 
Server

3,507 0.021%

NetScreen 2,298 0.013%

Embedded SSH 
Server

2,044 0.012%

SSH Tectia Server 1,942 0.011%

libssh 1,586 0.009%

VShell 1,064 0.006%

Attacker’s View
SSH provides console access in a better way than Telnet, 
but it is still just a piece of software with many features, 
including one that drops you to a command prompt 
after a successful login, so attackers perform credential 
stuffing (which can include using stolen certificates, too, 
for SSH) and vulnerability exploits against the service 
itself. As such, we’d be just repeating much of the same 
content as we did in Telnet (and we value your time too 
much to do that).

What we can do is focus more on two things: 
vulnerabilities associated with exposed SSH services 
and how much information exposed SSH services give  
to attackers.

The most prevalent version of OpenSSH is version 7.5.  
It turns four years old in December and has nine CVEs. 
Every single version in the top 20 has between two and 32 
CVEs, meaning there’s a distinct lack of patch management 
happening across millions of systems exposed to the cold, 
hard internet.

VERSION COUNT RELEASED
NUMBER 
OF CVEs

7.4 4,784,909 2016-12-19 9

7.6p1 2,286,132 2017-10-03 8

7.2p2 1,928,745 2016-03-10 13

5.3 1,535,299 2009-10-01 32

7.4p1 1,023,278 2016-12-19 8

6.6.1 609,661 2014-03-15 22

6.6.1p1 558,341 2014-03-15 22

6.7p1 485,255 2014-10-06 22

7.9p1 341,816 2018-10-19 2

7.5 271,083 2017-03-20 9

8 195,587 2019-04-17 2

4.3 161,884 2006-02-11 40

6.0p1 145,874 2012-04-22 26

7.9 141,982 2018-10-19 7

8.1 99,243 2019-10-09 2

5.9p1 88,520 2011-09-06 26

6.4 79,966 2013-09-08 28

7.7 79,399 2018-04-02 9

7.8 67,960 2018-08-24 8

8.2 59,804 2020-02-14 3
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You may be saying, “So what?” (a question we try to ask ourselves regularly when we opine about exposure on the internet). 
Another exposure view may help answer said question:

CVES PER OS/SERVICE NOTING SEVERITY • TELNET (23) & SSH (22)

The above figure packs quite a bit of information into it, so let’s dig in as we hit our second point (how much information 
exposed SSH services9 give to attackers).

The left panel says “Operating Systems,” which means we can figure out which operating system is in use just from the data we 
get back from our Sonar SSH connections (enumerated below). Each dot represents one operating system version, the position 
on the X axis represents how many servers we found, and the position on the Y axis represents the number of CVEs that have 
been assigned to it. The color represents the highest severity. There is quite a bit of CVSS 8+ on that chart, which means there 
are quite a few high-priority vulnerabilities on those systems (at the operating system level).

The right panel is the same, just for SSH versions (one of which we enumerated above). The count difference is due to both 
recog coverage10 and the fact that a single operating system version can run different versions of SSH, so the aggregation up 
to operating system category will be higher. There are fewer major vulnerabilities within the SSH services but there are more 
above 7 than below, which means they’re also pretty high-priority.

Adversaries can use this information to plan which attack path they plan on taking and map vulnerabilities to exploits to add to 
their arsenal. Overall, we’d say attackers could have quite a bit of fun with this particular SSH corpus.

9 The chart covers both Telnet and SSH, but most of the fingerprints come from SSH.
10 SSH Recog <https://github.com/rapid7/recog/blob/master/xml/ssh_banners.xml>

https://github.com/rapid7/recog/blob/master/xml/ssh_banners.xml
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OS VERSION COUNT

Ubuntu 18.04 2,220,456

Ubuntu 16.04 1,890,981

Ubuntu 14.04 533,725

Ubuntu 19.1 52,026

Ubuntu 12.04 48,705

Ubuntu 19.04 36,451

Ubuntu 10.04 16,757

Ubuntu 17.1 9,467

Ubuntu 15.04 7,086

Ubuntu 17.04 5,183

Ubuntu 16.1 3,536

Ubuntu 8.04 3,314

Ubuntu 12.1 2,408

Ubuntu 11.04 2,276

Ubuntu 10.1 2,201

Ubuntu 18.1 2,192

Ubuntu 13.04 2,131

Ubuntu 14.1 2,117

Ubuntu 11.1 1,807

Ubuntu 9.1 1,234

Ubuntu 9.04 861

Ubuntu 15.1 860

Ubuntu 8.1 393

Ubuntu 6.04 303

Ubuntu 7.1 285

Ubuntu 7.04 195

Ubuntu 5.1 29

Ubuntu 5.04 5

OS VERSION COUNT

Debian 9 975,722

Debian 8 436,149

Debian 10 274,752

Debian 7 137,363

Debian 6 46,054

Debian 7.8 38,543

Debian 4 17,279

Debian 5 13,526

Debian 3.1 3,089

Debian 11 1,361

Debian 3 362

MikroTik 2.9 419

vxWorks 5.1.0p1 911

vxWorks 6.9.0 288

vxWorks 1.10.0 285

vxWorks 1.8.4 47

vxWorks 6.8.0 40

vxWorks 1.12.0 24

vxWorks 6.5.0 22

vxWorks 6.0.9 14

vxWorks 6.6.0 8

vxWorks 6.0.2 7

vxWorks 7.0.0 2

OS VERSION COUNT

FreeBSD 11.2 23,503

FreeBSD 12 19,360

FreeBSD 9 17,646

FreeBSD 11.1 4,687

FreeBSD 9.2 4,193

FreeBSD 8.1 3,681

FreeBSD 7.1 2,468

FreeBSD 10.4 2,179

FreeBSD 8.3 1,939

FreeBSD 8.4 1,627

FreeBSD 10 937

FreeBSD 8 656

FreeBSD 6 521

FreeBSD 4.9 312

FreeBSD 5.3 155

FreeBSD 4.11 110

FreeBSD 4.7 74

FreeBSD 5.5 63

FreeBSD 4.8 43

FreeBSD 5.2 21

FreeBSD 5 14

FreeBSD 4.6 14

FreeBSD 5.1 11

FreeBSD 4.5 7

FreeBSD 4.3 6

FreeBSD 4.4 4
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Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should be actively replacing cleartext terminal and file transfer protocols with SSH alternatives 
whenever and wherever they are discovered. If such replacements are impossible, those devices should be removed from 
 the public internet.

Cloud providers should provide SSH as an easy default for any sort of console or file transfer access, and provide ample 
documentation on how customers can wrap other protocols in SSH tunnels with specific examples and secure-by-default 
configurations.

Government cybersecurity agencies should actively promote the use of SSH over unencrypted alternatives, especially when 
it comes to IoT. These organizations can also help encourage industrial use of SSH in areas where Telnet and FTP are still 
common. In addition, cybersecurity experts can and should encourage good key management and discourage vendors from 
shipping SSH-enabled devices with long-lived, default passwords and keys.

File Sharing

Once the internet patriarchs had console access, they needed way to get files to and from their remote systems, and file  
sharing constitutes the majority of modern internet traffic, whether it be encoded streams of movies to our devices, viewing 
far too many cat pictures, or interacting with websites, which download an average of about 70 files each time you visit an 
uncached page.11

11 Source: HTTP Archive, April 2020 https://httparchive.org/reports/page-weight?start=latest&view=list

DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL REQUESTS-PER-SITE ACROSS HTTP ARCHIVE COLLECTION

Requests for web resources are not the only type of file sharing on the modern internet. For our report, we looked at three other 
services under this broad category of “File Sharing”:

• File Transfer Protocol (FTP) (TCP/21) and “Secure” FTP (TCP/990)

• Server Message Block (SMB) (TCP/445)

• Rsync (TCP/873)

Each of these services has its own, unique safety issues when it comes to exposing it on the internet, and we’ll start this 
breakdown with both types of FTP.

https://httparchive.org/reports/page-weight?start=latest&view=list
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FTP (TCP/21)
A confusing data channel negotiation sequence and totally cleartext — what could go wrong?

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  FTP was first standardized in RFC 114, and like most protocols of that era, it relies on cleartext 
exchanges for authentication and data transfer. Traditionally, FTP uses TCP/21 as its control channel, 
and the client and server negotiates a second channel for the actual data transfer in either “active” or 
“passive” modes, thus confounding an entire generation of firewall administrators.

HOW MANY:  12,991,544 discovered nodes 
6,645,633 (51%) have Recog fingerprints (20 total service families)

VULNERABILITIES:  The majority of the fingerprinted versions have DoS and auth/unauth RCE-documented vulnerabilities 
with associated exploit code, and some have documented backdoors.

ADVICE:  All of the above arguments against Telnet apply to FTP. When you discover FTP on a publicly exposed 
network, you can be fairly certain the organization involved is running on an ancient legacy of public 
computing and does not enjoy the benefits of a mature security program.

ALTERNATIVES:  Today, there are several useful alternatives to FTP. SFTP is essentially FTP wrapped in SSH, while FTP/S 
is wrapped in an SSL layer much like HTTPS. For file transferring in general, SCP and rsync over SSH 
tunnelling are perfectly delightful solutions, and of course, HTTPS-based file sharing applications are 
well established in today’s enterprise networks the world over. This is all to say, there is no good reason 
to stick with this legacy protocol.

GETTING:   Stuck. There was no statistically significant change over 2019.

Discovery Details
FTP (the TCP/21 variant) dates back to 1972 and was intended “to satisfy the diverse needs of users of maxi-HOSTs, mini-
HOSTs, TIPs, and the Datacomputer, with a simple, elegant, and easily implemented protocol design.”12 It is a cleartext, short 
command-driven protocol that has truly outlived its utility, especially now that the two main browser developers are dropping or 
have dropped support for it.13

12 RFC 354 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc354>
13  Mozilla’s announcement<https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/FqCZUT9ay_o/jt4DLRDjAwAJ>  

and Google’s announcement <https://www.chromestatus.com/feature/6246151319715840>.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc354
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/FqCZUT9ay_o/jt4DLRDjAwAJ
https://www.chromestatus.com/feature/6246151319715840
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Project Sonar found just under 13 million active FTP sites (12,991,544), which is down from over 20 million from our previous 
National Exposure Index study. The United States leads the pack when it comes to exposing FTP to the internet with ~3.9 
million hosts awaiting your OPEN.

TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR FILE SHARING: FTP (21)
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Somewhat surprisingly, there is a large FTP presence in cloud environments, with Alibaba, Amazon, OVH, and Azure hosting 
around 13.5% of discovered nodes.

When we looked into this a bit more, we discovered that Alibaba generously provides detailed documentation on how to “Build 
an FTP site” on both Linux14 and Windows,15 and that Amazon has a brand-new FTP service offering.16 Similarly, both OVH17 and 
Microsoft18 have documentation on FTP, and OVH goes so far as to actively encourage customers to use it to manage files for 
their web content.

Furthermore, all the providers have base images that either ship with FTP available or easily installable (via the aforementioned 
helpful documentation!), so the extent of FTP exposure in cloud environments should really come as no surprise.

CLOUD PROVIDER FILE SHARING: FTP (21)

14 Alibaba Cloud FTP setup instructions: Linux <https://www.alibabacloud.com/help/doc-detail/92048.htm>
15 Alibaba Cloud FTP setup instructions: Windows <https://www.alibabacloud.com/help/doc-detail/92046.htm>
16 Amazon AWS FTP announcement <https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/new-aws-transfer-for-ftp-and-ftps-in-addition-to-existing-sftp/>
17 OVH FTP documentation <https://www.ovh.co.uk/web-hosting/ftp.xml>
18 Microsoft FTP documentation <https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/deploy-ftp>

https://www.alibabacloud.com/help/doc-detail/92048.htm
https://www.alibabacloud.com/help/doc-detail/92046.htm
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/new-aws-transfer-for-ftp-and-ftps-in-addition-to-existing-sftp/
https://www.ovh.co.uk/web-hosting/ftp.xml
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/deploy-ftp
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Exposure Information
In 2020, there is a single acceptable use of FTP, which is 
providing an anonymous FTP19 download service of more or 
less public data. In this application, and only this application, 
cleartext credentials won’t be exposed (but data in transit 
will be). Any other use should be considered insecure and 
unsafe, and should be avoided. Even this use case is edging 
into unacceptable territory, since FTP doesn’t provide 
any native checksumming or other error checking on file 
transfers, making man-in-the-middle alterations of any data 
in transit fairly trivial.

That said, there are millions of FTP servers on the internet. 
We’re able to fingerprint several,20 and the table below 
illustrates with fairly high fidelity the state of the FTP 
universe, authenticated and anonymous alike.

SERVICE COUNT

Pure-FTPd 3,102,834

ProFTPD 1,011,310

IIS 823,696

vsFTPd 661,034

Bftpd 420,023

FileZilla FTP Server 415,147

Firewall-1 66,686

Serv-U 55,392

Multicraft 29,610

SmbFTPD 15,800

Gene6 10,260

ucftpd 6,928

Twisted 6,826

inetutils 4,239

WS_FTP 4,231

TBS FTP Server 4,199

AOS 3,548

Unified Security Gateway 3,401

Nepenthes (Honeypots) 303

JetDirect 166

Yes, you read that last line of the table correctly: 166 printers 
are exposing their FTP service to the internet. Perhaps more 
disconcerting are 3,401 Ubiquiti Unified Security Gateway 
(firewalls) with FTP exposed. 

Fourteen of the FTP server types make it somewhat easy to 
fingerprint version numbers, and vsFTPd, ProFTPD, Bftpd, 
and Filezilla account for 95% of that corpus (which is ~2.1 
million FTP servers, i.e., ~17% of exposed systems). We’ve 
put the top five versions of each below along with some 
commentary, as including the entire version summary table 
for each would take a few reams of e-paper.

VSFTPD COUNT

3.0.2 221,481

3.0.3 165,776

2.2.2 164,761

2.0.5 43,347

2.3.5 16,598

Version 3.0.3 is current and appears safe from an RCE 
perspective, but 3.0.2 has one moderate remote exploit 
CVE.21 Version 2.2.2 dates back to 2011 and has a DoS 
CVE.22 Version 2.0.5 harkens back to 2008 with an edgy, 
remote (authenticated) CVE.23

PROFTPD COUNT

1.3.5a 118,672

1.3.5b 100,941

1.3.4a 59,089

1.3.5 57,364

1.3.5e 45,756

Three most prevalent versions of ProFTPD — 1.3.5/a/b — just 
happen to have a super-dangerous CVE24 that allows remote 
attackers to read and write arbitrary files. 1.3.4.a has a nasty 
DoS CVE25, followed by 1.3.5e, with a low-severity CVE26 
that gives authenticated attackers the ability to reconfigure 
directory structures under certain configurations.

19 RFC 1635 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1635>
20 Recog FTP fingerprints <https://github.com/rapid7/recog/blob/master/xml/ftp_banners.xml>

21 CVE-2015-1419 <https://attackerkb.com/topics/SLwQqWdCzX/cve-2015-1419>
22 CVE-2011-0762 <https://attackerkb.com/topics/pMUfmyuiTA/cve-2011-0762>
23 CVE-2007-5962 <https://attackerkb.com/topics/nqTIyFr916/cve-2007-5962>
24 CVE-2015-3306 <https://attackerkb.com/topics/1Qhi2ndx91/cve-2015-3306>
25 CVE-2013-4359 <https://attackerkb.com/topics/YdjqLThxIh/cve-2013-4359>
26 CVE-2017-7418 <https://attackerkb.com/topics/g2r203lfxR/cve-2017-7418>

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1635
https://github.com/rapid7/recog/blob/master/xml/ftp_banners.xml
https://attackerkb.com/topics/SLwQqWdCzX/cve-2015-1419
https://attackerkb.com/topics/pMUfmyuiTA/cve-2011-0762
https://attackerkb.com/topics/nqTIyFr916/cve-2007-5962
https://attackerkb.com/topics/1Qhi2ndx91/cve-2015-3306
https://attackerkb.com/topics/YdjqLThxIh/cve-2013-4359
https://attackerkb.com/topics/g2r203lfxR/cve-2017-7418
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BFTPD COUNT

2.2 310,906

3.8 90,088

1.6.6 12,733

4.4 1,725

2.2.1 1,713

Version 2.2 (which turns 11 years old in November) has 
a handy DoS CVE,27 with the remaining ones having a 
memory corruption CVE28 exploitable by logged-in users. 

FILEZILLA COUNT

0.9.60 beta 190,673

0.9.41 beta 138,349

0.9.46 beta 9,500

0.9.59 beta 9,030

0.9.53 beta 8,017

Shockingly, the top 5 FileZilla versions are CVE-free, but are 
incredibly old.

Attacker’s View
Project Heisenberg does not have an FTP honeypot, but we do capture all connection attempts on TCP/21, and there are often 
quite a few:

This activity includes attackers looking for an exploitable service on a node they can add to their C2 inventory, or both attackers 
and researchers searching for documents they can plunder. In either scenario, you’re much better off not giving them one more 
system to conquer.

27 CVE-2009-4593<https://attackerkb.com/topics/DybJGgFgGI/cve-2009-4593>

28 CVE-2017-16892 <https://attackerkb.com/topics/ShHL7hn1QT/cve-2017-16892>

FTP (TCP/21) HEISENBERG ACTIVITY

https://attackerkb.com/topics/DybJGgFgGI/cve-2009-4593
https://attackerkb.com/topics/ShHL7hn1QT/cve-2017-16892
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Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should avoid using FTP (TCP/21) both internally and externally. This cleartext protocol is inherently 
unsafe, and there are far safer and just better modern alternatives. For system-to-system file transfers, the “S” (FTPS/SFTP) 
versions of FTP or (preferably) SCP are all safer and often faster replacements that have widespread client and server support. 
For more interactive use, there are many commercially available or open source file sharing solutions that work over HTTPS. 
If you truly need to FTP firmware updates to infrastructure components, you should at the very least ensure those endpoints 
are not internet-facing and consider putting them behind an internal VPN gateway to keep prying eyes from seeing those 
credentials.

FTP should also be flagged during vulnerability sweeps and in public attack surface monitoring. During procurement processes, 
vendors should be asked whether their solutions support, include, or require FTP and use that information to help pick safer 
products and services.

Cloud providers should discourage use of FTP by only providing base images that do not come with FTP installed or enabled 
by default, rather than providing friendly and helpful documentation on how to set up a woefully insecure service. Service 
documentation and other instructional materials should actively discourage the use of FTP, and providers should consider 
performing regular service scans with associated notifications to customers when they find FTP exposed. If possible, the FTP 
protocol itself and/or TCP/21 should be blocked by default and definitely not be part of a standard SaaS offering.

Government cybersecurity agencies should provide guidance on the dangers of FTP with suggestions for alternative services. 
As noted in the Exposure section, there are unauthenticated RCE vulnerabilities in a sizable population of internet-facing FTP 
systems, making them choice targets for attackers and an inherent weakness in public infrastructure of each country with 
exposed FTP services.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT: FTP, but with an SSL wrapper, much like HTTPS is merely HTTP with an SSL layer.

HOW MANY:  459,907 discovered nodes 
84,607 (18%) have Recog fingerprints (10 total service families)

VULNERABILITIES:  Mostly DoS vulnerabilities in the discovered, fingerprinted versions, but a few have auth/unauth RCE,  
and IIS will have its own coverage in the “Web Servers” section.

ADVICE: Use SFTP instead, since FTP/S only encrypts authentication, leaving your file transfers in cleartext.

ALTERNATIVES: SFTP, SCP, SSH-wrapped rsync, or HTTPS-based file sharing applications

GETTING:  Stuck, like its FTP cousin.

Discovery Details
FTP/S (the TCP/990 variant) dates back to 1997 and was intended to resolve the outstanding security issues with the FTP 
protocol29 described in the previous section. It is, in essence, a somewhat more secure version of FTP. Unfortunately, it only 
makes logins safer, as file transfers are still performed in cleartext and without any sort of protection from eavesdropping or 
modification in transit. One other benefit is that FTP/S servers can assert their identities with cryptographic certainty — much 
like how HTTPS servers can — but this assertion relies on clients actually checking the certificate details and doing the right 
thing when certificate identification fails.

FTP/S (TCP/990)

“This bad boy can fit so many 
insecure protocols in it”

SSL/TLS

29 RFC 2228 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2228>

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2228
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Given that FTP/S is almost exactly like its insecure cousin but safer to use, you’d think there would be widespread adoption of it. 
Alas, you would be wrong. Project Sonar barely found half a million nodes on the public internet compared to millions of plain ol’ 
FTP servers. A possible big reason for this is the need to generate, install, and periodically update TLS certificates, a process for 
FTP/S that is not as simple as it is these days for HTTPS.30

There are high concentrations of FTP/S in the U.S. (mostly due to heavy prevalence in Azure, which we’ll cover in a bit), but 
also in Poland due to the home.pl hosting provider, which goes out of its way31 to get you to use it over vanilla FTP — a laudable 
documentation effort we would love to see other cloud providers strive toward.

TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR FILE SHARING: FTPS (990)

30 This is the faintest possible praise for Let’s Encrypt we could get both Bob and Tod to agree on.
31 Home.pl FTP/S documentation <https://pomoc.home.pl/baza-wiedzy/bezpieczne-polaczenie-ftps-z-serwerem-w-home-pl>

http://home.pl
http://Home.pl
https://pomoc.home.pl/baza-wiedzy/bezpieczne-polaczenie-ftps-z-serwerem-w-home-pl
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Unfortunately, home.pl didn’t expose sufficient nodes to make it into the top 10 cloud providers we used across all studies in 
this report, but they’re doing the right thing, as is Microsoft. Along with the aforementioned FTP documentation, they also have 
dedicated FTP/S setup and use instructions, and it’s fairly trivial to enable FTP/S in IIS, as the table in the Exposure section  
hints at.

For all this effort, though, users are likely using SCP instead of FTP/S, since SCP does, in fact, encrypt the contents of files in 
transit as well as login credentials.

CLOUD PROVIDER FILE SHARING: FTPS (990)

32 Microsoft Azure FTP/S documentation <https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/deploy-ftp>

http://home.pl
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/deploy-ftp
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Exposure Information
Recog was only able to fingerprint 84,607 (18%) of the 
available FTP/S services, but IIS “wins” this time, as there 
are explicit configuration parameters available for FTP/S 
and there is a GUI for requesting and installing certificates.

Since many FTP/S servers are both FTP and FTP/S servers, 
the same vulnerabilities apply. We’ll be giving IIS a full 
workout in the Web Servers section later on in the report.

Attacker’s View
FTP/S is not used much, and that’s generally a sign it’s not 
going to get much love from either attackers or researchers, 
a posit that our Project Heisenberg activity reinforces (like 
FTP, we do not have a high-interaction honeypot for FTP/S, 
so raw total and unique time series counts are used as a 
proxy for attacker and researcher activity):

SERVICE COUNT

IIS 38,314

FileZilla FTP 33,147

Serv-U 7,092

ProFTPD 1,697

vsFTPd 1,420

Pure-FTPd 1,184

WS_FTP 1,110

Gene6 623

Bftpd 19

Twisted 1

FTP/S (TCP/990) HEISENBERG ACTIVITY
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Besides exposing FTP/S on the default port, attackers will also have no trouble finding these systems by DNS entries, given just 
how many entries there are for ftps.….tld in public DNS:

DNS ENTRIES BEGINNING WITH ‘FTPS.’ BY TLD

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should follow the advice given in the FTP section, since most of it still applies. If you are always 
sending pre-encrypted files or the content you are uploading/downloading is not sensitive (and, you’re not worried about 
person-in-the-middle snooping or alteration), you may be able to get away with using FTP/S a bit longer.

Cloud providers should follow home.pl’s example and be explicit about what FTP/S can and cannot do for file transfer safety. 
While there may be some systems that are reliant on FTP/S, cloud providers should be actively promoting total solutions, like 
SCP and rsync, over SSH.

Government cybersecurity agencies should provide guidance on what FTP/S can and cannot do for file transfer safety and 
provide suggestions for alternative services. As noted in the FTP Exposure section (which applies also to FTP/S), there are 
unauthenticated RCE vulnerabilities in this small-ish population of internet-facing FTP/S systems, making them available 
targets for attackers and an inherent weakness in public infrastructure of each country with exposed FTP/S services.

SMB (TCP/445)
Choosy worms choose SMB.

33  Given how destructive WannaCry was and the persistence of EternalBlue exploit attempts on the public internet, there has been a concerted effort by governments and ISPs to mitigate 
the exposure of SMB by blocking access to ports 139 and 445. There are likely more than ~594K nodes trying to be on the internet—they’re just not succeeding unless an ISP slips up and 
nukes a firewall rule.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  SMB is the Windows everything protocol, but is usually used for  
Windows-based file transfers.

HOW MANY: 593,749 discovered nodes33

VULNERABILITIES:  The most destructive internet worms in history use SMB in some way.

ADVICE:  Direct access to SMB outside of an unroutable, local network should  
be prohibited as a general rule.

ALTERNATIVES:  HTTPS-based file sharing is usually the answer for whatever file  
hosting SMB was intending, but most SMB exposures seem to be  
accidental. 

GETTING:  Better! ZOMGOSH! Thanks mostly to ISPs, there was a 16% decrease 
 in exposure from 2019.

http://home.pl
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Discovery Details
SMB is a continued source of heartache and headaches for network operators the world over. Originally designed to  
operate on local area network protocols like NetBEUI and IPX/SPX, SMBv1 was ported to the regular TCP/IP network that 
the rest of the internet runs on. Since then, SMBv2 and SMBv3 have been released. While SMB is primarily associated with 
Windows-based computers for authentication, file sharing, print services, and process control, SMB is also maintained for 
 non-Windows operating systems in implementations such as Samba and Netsmb. As a binary protocol with negotiable 
encryption capabilities, it is a complex protocol. This complexity, along with its initial proprietary nature and deep couplings 
with the operating system kernel, makes it an ideal field for discovering security vulnerabilities that can enable remote code 
execution (RCE). On top of this, the global popularity of Windows as a desktop operating system ensures it remains a popular 
target for bug hunters and exploiters alike.

TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR FILE SHARING: SMB (445)
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Exposure Information
Many of the most famous vulnerabilities, exploits, and 
in-the-wild worms have leveraged SMB in some way. 
WannaCry and NotPetya are two of the most recent 
events that centered on SMB, both for exploitation and 
for transmission. Prior SMB-based attacks include the 
Nachi and Blaster worms (2003 — 2005), and future SMB-
based attacks will likely include SMBGhost.34 In addition 
to bugs, intended features of SMB — notably, automatic 
hash-passing — make it an ideal mechanism to steal 
password hashes from unsuspecting victims, and SMB 
shares (network-exposed directories of files) continue 
to be accidentally exposed to the internet via server 
mismanagement and too-easy-to-use network-attached 
storage (NAS) devices.

As expected, the preponderance of SMB services available 
on the internet are Windows-based, but the table on the 
right shows there is also a sizable minority of non-Windows 
SMB available.

CLOUD PROVIDER FILE SHARING: SMB (445)

34  SMBGhost, aka CVE-2020-0796, was patched shortly before this paper was written. The usual 90-day window for patching before mass-exploitation is ticking down now.  
See https://attackerkb.com/topics/2LCXe3EPAZ/cve-2020-0796---smbghost for more.

SMB SERVER KIND COUNT

Windows (Server) 298,296

Linux/Unix/BSD/SunOS 
(Samba)

170,095

Windows (Desktop) 110,340

QNAP NAS Device 10,164

Other/Honeypot 1,914

Apple Time Capsule or 
macOS

1,465

Windows (Embedded) 703

Keenetic NAS 647

Printer 386

Zyxel NAS 6

EMC NAS 5

https://attackerkb.com/topics/2LCXe3EPAZ/cve-2020-0796---smbghost
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As you can see, these non-Windows nodes are typically 
some type of NAS system used in otherwise largely 
Windows environments, and are responsible for maintaining 
nearline backup systems. While these devices are unlikely 
to be vulnerable to exactly the same exploits that dog 
Windows systems, the mere fact that these backups are 
exposed to the internet means that, eventually, these 
network operators are Going To Have A Bad Time if and 
when they get hit by the next wave of ransomware attacks.

Unattended Installs
Of the Windows machines exposed to the internet, we can 
learn a little about their provenance from the Workgroup 
strings that we’re able to see from Sonar scanning. The list 
below indicates that the vast majority of these machines 
are using the default WORKGROUP workgroup, with others 
being automatically generated as part of a standard, 
unattended installation. In a magical world where SMB 
is both rare and safe to expose to the internet, we would 
expect those machines to be manually configured and 
routinely patched.

This is not the case, though — these Windows operating 
systems were very likely installed and configured 
automatically, with no special care given to their 
exposed-to-the-internet status, so the exposure is almost 
certainly accidental and not serving some special, critical 
business function. Additionally, these aftermarket-default 
WORKGROUPS are also giving away hints about which 
specific Windows- or Samba-based build is being used 
in production environments, and can give attackers ideas 
about targeting those systems.

WORKGROUP COUNT

WORKGROUP 204,014

WIN-<string e.g. 
4RGO6K0U19F>

98,153

MICROSO-<string e.g. 
HCBD8KK>

27,213

SERVER[####] 15,721

HK-<number e.g. 2723> 12,823

IP Address 10,367

DESKTOP-<string e.g. 
HUDL8UO>

7,203

HKSRV[####] 6,160

RS-<string e.g. A2-084 6,017

XR-<string e.g. 
20190714REWT>

4,448

QNSERVER[####] 4,067

PC-<string e.g. 
HCBD8KK>

4,034

CCSERVER[####] 3,807

SVR-<number e.g. 
20191106VUM>

3,303

MYGROUP 3,269

MSHOME 3,060

SRV* 2,910

SERVER 2,476

VM* 2,186

TKO[####] 2,088

Attacker’s View
Regardless of the version and configuration of cryptographic and other security controls, SMB is inappropriate for today’s 
internet. It is too complex to secure reliably, and critical vulnerabilities that are attractive to criminal exploitation continue to 
surface in the protocol. With that said, SMB continues to be a critical networking layer in office environments of any size, and 
since it’s native to TCP/IP, network misconfigurations can inadvertently expose SMB-based resources directly to the internet. 
Every organization should be continually testing its network ingress and egress filters for SMB traffic — not only to prevent 
outsiders from sending SMB traffic to your accidentally exposed resources, but to prevent internal users from accidentally 
leaking SMB authentication traffic out into the world.
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Approximately 640,000 unique IP addresses visited our high-interaction SMB honeypots over the measured period, but rather 
than think of this as a horde of SMB criminals, we should recall that the vast majority of those connections are from machines 
on the internet that were, themselves, compromised. After all, that’s how worms work. Very few of these connections were 
likely sourced from an attacker’s personally owned (rather than pwned) machine. With this in mind, our honeypot traffic gives 
us a pretty good idea of which countries are, today, most exposed to the next SMB-based mega-worm like WannaCry: Vietnam, 
Russia, Indonesia, Brazil, and India are all at the top of this list.

PROJECT HEISENBERG MALICIOUS SMB ACTIVITY BY SOURCE COUNTRY (APRIL 2020)

PROJECT HEISENBERG MALICIOUS SMB ACTIVITY BY SOURCE CLOUD (APRIL 2020)

Among the cloud providers, things are more stark. EternalBlue, the exploit underpinning WannaCry, was responsible for  
about 1.5 million connections to our honeypots from Digital Ocean, while Microsoft Azure was the source of about 8 million 
(non-EternalBlue) connections (of which, about 15%, or 1.2 million or so, were accidental connections due to a misconfiguration 
at Azure). We’re not yet sure why this wild discrepancy in attack traffic versus accidental traffic exists between Digital Ocean and 
Azure, but we suspect that Microsoft is much more aggressive about making sure the default offerings at Azure are patched 
against MS17-010, while Digital Ocean appears to be more hands-off about patch enforcement, leaving routine maintenance to 
its user base.
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Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should prohibit SMB access to, or from, their organization over anything but VPN-connected 
networks, and regularly scan their known, externally facing IP address space for misconfigured SMB servers. 

Cloud providers should prohibit SMB access to cloud resources, and at the very least, routinely scrutinize SMB access to 
outside resources. Given that approximately 15% of our inbound honeypot connections over SMB from Microsoft Azure are 
actually misconfigurations, rather than attacks or research probes, Azure should be especially aware of this common flaw and 
make it difficult to impossible to accidentally expose SMB at the levels that are evident today.

Government cybersecurity agencies should be acutely aware of their own national exposure to SMB, and institute routine 
scanning and notification programs to shut down SMB access wherever it surfaces. This is especially true for those countries 
that are at the top of our honeypot source list.

RSYNC (873)
Almost an accident of early internet engineering.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT: Cleartext file/directory transfer service with or without [encrypted] authentication.

HOW MANY:  208,882 discovered nodes 
208,882 (100%) have Recog version fingerprints

VULNERABILITIES:  The rsync service has had a few high-profile vulnerabilities over the years, but the biggest one is 
users exposing it to the internet either without requiring credentials or with weak credentials and/or 
unencrypted credentials, followed closely by using it to transfer sensitive files that aren’t self-encrypted.

ADVICE:  Use it! But, only over SSH tunnels, since that way you have end-to-end encryption and are exposing one 
less service to the internet.

ALTERNATIVES:  While there are some, rsync-over-SSH is a great, secure way to perform backups and transfer files 
from one system to another, so you should strongly consider it over services such as FTP or FTPS and, 
especially, legacy tools such as RCP.

GETTING:  Better! Nearly 11% fewer rsunked systems are exposed this year compared to last year.

Discovery Details
The rsync service is almost old enough to rent a car in the U.S., given that it turned 24 this year. Unlike many network protocols, 
rsync has no IETF RFC for the protocol itself, but when uniform resource identifiers (URI, but you can think of them as URLs and 
we won’t judge you) became a thing, this venerable protocol achieved at least partial RFC status for its URI scheme.35 It does 
have documentation36 and is widely used on the modern internet for keeping software and operating system mirrors populated, 
populating filesystems, performing backups, and — as we’ll see later — exposing a non-insubstantial number of home network-
attached storage (NAS).

Rapid7’s Jon Hart and Shan Sikdar took an in-depth look at rsync exposure back in 2018,37 and only a tiny bit has changed since 
then, so we’ll focus more on the changes than reinvent the wheel.

35 RFC 5781 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5781>
36 The rsync algorithm. <https://rsync.samba.org/tech_report/>
37 Rsunk your Battleship: An Ocean of Data Exposed through Rsync <https://blog.rapid7.com/2018/12/21/rsunk-your-battleship-an-ocean-of-data-exposed-through-rsync/>

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5781
https://rsync.samba.org/tech_report/
https://blog.rapid7.com/2018/12/21/rsunk-your-battleship-an-ocean-of-data-exposed-through-rsync/
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TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR FILE SHARING: RSYNC (873)
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If you’re wondering why Alibaba of China and OVH of France both have a more significant rsync presence than the other 
providers, look no further than their documentation38 and services,39 which most folks new to “the cloud” will rely on to get  
jump-started. Unfortunately, both clouds default to plain ol’ rsync but do at least mention that you can run it more securely 
through an SSH tunnel.

CLOUD PROVIDER FILE SHARING: RSYNC (873)

38  Alibaba rsync documentation  
<https://www.alibabacloud.com/help/doc-detail/54016.htm>; <https://www.alibabacloud.com/blog/speeding-up-network-file-transfers-with-rsync_594337>

39 OVH “cloud archive” (based on rsync) <https://us.ovhcloud.com/public-cloud/cloud-archive/>

https://www.alibabacloud.com/help/doc-detail/54016.htm
https://www.alibabacloud.com/blog/speeding-up-network-file-transfers-with-rsync_594337
https://us.ovhcloud.com/public-cloud/cloud-archive/
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Exposure Information
Over half (~57%) of the exposed rsync systems are  
running with a 10-year-old protocol (version 30), which  
is an indicator the operating systems are potentially over 
10 years old and riddled with other vulnerabilities. While 
protocol version 31 is most current, this can be a bit 
misleading. Version 31 was released in 2013. Outside  
of versions 30 and 31 of the protocol, there is a steep  
drop-off to the truly ancient versions of the protocol. 

RSYNC  
PROTOCOL VERSION

COUNT

30 117,629

31 80,391

29 7,596

26 2,654

28 510

31.1440 45

27 36

24 8

34 7

32 2

20 1

25 1

29 1

31.12 1

We need to deviate a bit from some of the previous 
sections, since over 20% of rsync exposure lies in residential 
ISP space (top 25 providers listed below). Most of these are 
NAS devices with brand names you’ve likely seen in online 
stores or big-box electronic retailers. We’ll see why this is 
important in the next section.

ISP COUNT

HiNet 5,316

Korea Telecom 5,300

China Unicom 4,583

China Telecom 4,528

Vodafone 4,389

Orange 4,274

Deutsche Telekom 2,245

Comcast 1,994

Tata Communications 1,355

Charter Communications 1,306

Swisscom 810

Verizon 732

NTT Communications 727

Telia 643

Virgin Media 626

China Mobile 550

Cogent 489

Rostelecom 473

AT&T 412

Rogers 394

Cox Communications 383

CenturyLink 193

Hurricane Electric 165

Level3 102

China Tietong 92

40  As far as we can tell, 31.14 and 31.12, the only versions with decimal numbers, are unique to Buffalo NAS devices. We have no idea why they mark these this way.
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The core rsync service has no encryption, so all operations — including authentication — operate over cleartext. This makes it 
just as bad as Telnet and FTP. The protocol has been extended to support using non-cleartext credentials, but all file transfers 
still happen in cleartext, so any prying eyes in the right network position can still grab your data.

One of the real dangers of exposing rsync, though, is that you’re letting attackers know you have files for the taking and have 
some operating system that may be worth taking over. 

Attacker’s View
Since rsync is a big, neon sign saying “I’ve got files!” and since a large portion of exposed rsync is on residential ISP networks, 
attackers can correlate other services running on those IP addresses to get an idea of the type of system that’s being exposed.

Why are these residential rsync systems sitting on the internet? Vendors such as QNAP need to make these NAS devices easy 
to use, so they create services such as “myQNAPcloud,” which lets consumers create a “nameyouwant.myqnapcloud.com” to 
access their devices over the internet (meaning they have to punch at least one hole in their home router to do so). It even has 
handy mobile apps that let them watch saved videos and listen to saved music. Our Sonar FDNS study found over 125,000 
myqnapcloud.com entries, and it is super easy for attackers to collect that data as well. That means over 125,000 QNAP NAS 
device users just gave attackers their home (IP) addresses and placed a quaint “Welcome” mat out for them.

Unfortunately, QNAP (and a cadre of other NAS vendors) have a terrible track record when it comes to vulnerabilities, including 
seven unauthenticated, remote code execution vulnerabilities, the most recent of which is a doozy.41 While these vulnerabilities 
are not exposed over rsync, the presence of rsync is, as previously noted, a leading indicator that a NAS device is very likely 
present.

Attackers use these devices as launch points for other malicious activities on the internet (such as DDoS attacks) and can lock 
up all the files on these devices for consumer-grade ransomware attacks.

As you can see, exposing one innocent service such as rsync can ultimately get you into a world of trouble.

Our Heisenberg honeypot fleet does not have a high-interaction honeypot for rsync, but we do watch for all connection attempts 
on TCP/873 and see regular inventory scans (the blue spikes in the figure below) by researchers and attackers looking for new 
rsync endpoints to conquer.

41  QNAP Pre-Auth Root RCE <https://medium.com/bugbountywriteup/qnap-pre-auth-root-rce-affecting-450k-devices-on-the-internet-d55488d28a05>

http://nameyouwant.myqnapcloud.com
http://myqnapcloud.com
https://medium.com/bugbountywriteup/qnap-pre-auth-root-rce-affecting-450k-devices-on-the-internet-d55488d28a05
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RSYNC (TCP/873) HEISENBERG ACTIVITY

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should never use vanilla rsync and should always opt to wrap it in a tasty chocolate secure shell  
(i.e., only use it when tunnelling over certificate-based, authenticated SSH sessions). There is no other safe way to use rsync 
 for confidential information. None.

Cloud providers should know better than to offer rsync services over anything but certificate-based, authenticated SSH. 
Existing insecure services should be phased out as soon as possible. The most obvious path toward this brave new world of 
encryption everywhere is to offer excellent, well-maintained, easy-to-find documentation, with examples, on how exactly to 
“get started” with rsync over SSH, and on the flip side, little to no documentation on how to run rsync naked (users who are 
determined to do the wrong thing can fight through man pages like we used to in the old days).

Government cybersecurity agencies should regularly and strongly encourage consumers, cloud providers, and organizations 
to only use certificate-based, authenticated SSH-tunnelled rsync services and work with cloud providers and NAS vendors to 
eradicate the scourge of rsync exposure from those platforms.

Email

Email, in its currently recognizable form, emerged as the SMTP standard for transferring messages between networks and 
computers and was enshrined in RFC 788 in November 1981. Email had been in use for at least a decade earlier, but protocols 
and applications differed wildly among systems and networks. It took SMTP to unify and universalize email, and it continues to 
evolve today.

On the client side, we’ve seen shifting habits over time. The POP (Post Office Protocol) and IMAP (Internet Message Access 
Protocol) families of client-to-server protocols dominated in the 1990s. When the world moved to the World Wide Web, there 
was a brief decline in their use when people turned to webmail, rather than stand-alone mail user agents (MUAs). This trend 
reversed in the late 2000s with the rise of Apple and Android mobile devices, which tend to use IMAPv4 to interact with  
email servers.
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SMTP (25/465/587)
The “Simple” in SMTP is intended to be ironic.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT: A usually cleartext, text-based standard for delivering email between networks.

HOW MANY:  5,805,012 discovered nodes on port 25 and 4,007,931 on port 587. SMTPS on port 465 comes  
in with 3,494,067. All together, that’s 13,307,010 distinct service nodes. 
3,023,486 (52%) have Recog fingerprints (43 total service families)

VULNERABILITIES:  The natively cleartext nature of email is the primary concern around the security of this protocol.  
Email is also the most popular method for phishing users into revealing passwords and running  
malware. Finally, there are at least two serious vulnerabilities in popular mail servers Exim and  
Microsoft Exchange deployed today.

ADVICE:  Mail administrators need to be fanatical about applying security patches as they become available,  
and should implement DMARC anti-spoofing controls yesterday. 

ALTERNATIVES:  Outsourcing email to a cloud provider, such as Google or Microsoft, is often the right choice when 
comparing the costs of effectively maintaining this critical internet infrastructure.

GETTING: Better (25/587)! Fewer crazy people are hosting their own mail. 

Discovery Details
While SMTP is traditionally cleartext with an optional secure protocol negotiation called STARTTLS, we’re seeing more  
SSL-wrapped SMTP, also known as SMTPS, in the world today. The following charts and tables illustrate the distribution of 
SMTP over port 25, SMTP on port 587 (which is intended for SMTP-to-SMTP relaying of messages), and SMTPS on port 465.
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ENCRYPTED VS UNENCRYPTED MAIL SERVICES BY COUNTRY (TOP 10)
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ENCRYPTED VS UNENCRYPTED MAIL SERVICES BY CLOUD PROVIDER

COUNTRY SMTP (25) SMTP (587) SMTPS (465)

United States 1,467,077 1,456,598 1,253,805

Germany 637,569 373,266 375,526

Japan 589,222 382,133 222,633

France 398,390 212,937 196,177

Poland 306,368 289,522 284,297

Spain 291,844 44,435 48,694

Russia 245,814 104,709 95,972

United Kingdom 193,073 121,902 122,069

Netherlands 189,456 129,690 115,211

Canada 137,342 146,323 132,133
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PROVIDER SMTP (25) SMTP (587) SMTPS (465)

OVHcloud 317,584 248,695 236,772

Amazon 95,175 32,579 31,438

DigitalOcean 74,097 46,521 41,234

Scaleway 30,876 15,332 12,594

QuadraNet 29,282 18,200 8,667

Google 29,030 50,422 50,561

Microsoft 14,945 5,576 2,790

Rackspace 8,459 2,511 1,841

Alibaba 5,729 3,863 3,826

Oracle 1,274 509 345

As far as top-level domains are concerned, we see that the vast majority of SMTP lives in dot-com land — we counted over  
100 million MX records in dot-com registrations, with a sharp drop-off in dot-de, dot-net, and dot-org, with about 10 million  
MX records in each.

Exposure Information
There are dozens of SMTP servers to choose from, each with their own idiosyncratic methods of configuration, spam filtering, 
and security. The top SMTP server we’re able to fingerprint is Postfix, with over a million and a half installs, followed by Exim, 
Exchange, and trusty Sendmail. Below is the complete list of every SMTP server we positively identified — mail administrators 
will recognize the vestiges of old, little-used mail servers, such as the venerable Lotus Domino and ZMailer. If these are your 
mail servers, think long and hard about why you’re still running these as opposed to simply farming this thankless chore out to  
a dedicated mail service provider.
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SMTP FAMILY COUNT

Postfix 1,679,222

exim 759,799

Exchange Server 182,263

Sendmail 180,812

Mail Server 84,262

IIS 58,720

Ecelerity Mail Server 25,206

MDaemon 14,404

Connect 10,447

IMail Server 5,354

Pro 3,462

IBM Domino 3,445

Twisted 1,999

UTM 1,926

WinWebMail 1,879

Email Security 1,867

ListManager 1,785

Lotus Domino 1,734

David 1,490

PowerMTA 1,239

CCProxy 675

MailSite 305

SMTP FAMILY COUNT

Post.Office 275

VPOP3 245

ZMailer 205

GroupWise 176

Check Point 78

WinRoute 43

Messaging Server 40

VOPMail 24

IntraStore 22

Internet Mail Server 18

NTMail 17

Mercury Mail  
Transport System

15

FWTK 9

SLMail 8

FTGate 4

Internet Mail Services 4

VM 3

Mail-Max 2

AppleShare IP Mail Server 1

MERCUR 1

WebShield 1
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Finally, let’s take a quick look at the Exim mail server. Like 
most other popular software on the internet, we can find 
all sorts of versions. Unlike other popular software, Exim 
versioning moves pretty quickly — the current version of 
Exim at the time of scanning was v 4.93, and has already 
incremented to 4.94 by the time of publication. However, 
the popularity of the latest version (4.93) versus next-to-
latest (4.92.x) is in the 100,000 range, and given the intense 
scrutiny afforded to Exim by national intelligence agencies, 
this delta can be pretty troubling. It’s so troubling that the 
American National Security Agency issued an advisory 
urging Exim administrators to patch and upgrade as soon 
as possible to avoid exploitation by the “Sandworm team.”42 
Specifically, the vulnerability exploited was CVE-2019-10149, 
and affects versions 4.87 through 4.91 — as of the time of 
our scans, we found approximately 87,500 such servers 
exposed to the internet. While this is about a fifth of all  
Exim servers out there, exposed vulnerabilities in mail 
servers tend to shoot to the top of any list of “must patch 
now” vulns.

42 https://media.defense.gov/2020/May/28/2002306626/-1/-1/0/CSA%20Sandworm%20Actors%20Exploiting%20Vulnerability%20in%20Exim%20Transfer%20Agent%2020200528.pdf

EXIM VERSION COUNT

4.92 243,647

4.93 106,977

4.92.3 89,980

4.93.0.4 52,467

4.91 42,953

4.84_2 37,332

4.89 36,159

4.90_1 28,542

4.86_2 18,678

4.92.2 17,118

4.8 9,673

4.87 8,539

4.72 7,836

4.82 7,732

4.76 6,409

https://media.defense.gov/2020/May/28/2002306626/-1/-1/0/CSA%20Sandworm%20Actors%20Exploiting%20Vulnerability%20in%20Exim%20Transfer%20Agent%2020200528.pdf
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Attacker’s View
Given the high value attackers tend to assign to SMTP vulnerabilities, it’s no surprise that we see fairly consistent scanning 
action among threat actors in our SMTP honeypots.

PROJECT HEISENBERG SMTP INTERACTION ATTEMPTS

DATE SMTP PORT COUNT PERCENTAGE PROVIDER

2020-02-15 25 518 12.92% Sprint (Poland)

2020-02-15 25 514 12.82% China Telecom

2020-02-15 25 409 10.20% Tele Asia Hosting

2020-02-15 465 4,337 99.18% DigitalOcean

2020-02-15 587 4,568 99.65% DigitalOcean

2020-02-26 25 32,495 73.97% Hostwinds

2020-02-26 25 6,504 14.81% Sprint (Poland)

2020-02-26 25 2,730 6.21% Tamatiya Eood Hosting

2020-02-26 465 851 69.36% DigitalOcean

2020-02-26 465 344 28.04% Web Hosted Group

2020-02-26 587 948 94.33% DigitalOcean

2020-03-25 25 4,930 41.55% Microsoft 365

2020-03-25 25 1,481 12.48% Locaweb Hosting

2020-03-25 25 509 4.29% Hurricane Electric

2020-03-25 465 415 95.62% DigitalOcean

2020-03-25 587 408 97.14% DigitalOcean
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DATE SMTP PORT COUNT PERCENTAGE PROVIDER

2020-05-09 25 1,180 58.13% Vietnam Telecom

2020-05-09 25 195 9.61% Zumy Communications

2020-05-09 25 159 7.83% China Telecom

2020-05-09 465 6,641 94.91% Microsoft 365

2020-05-09 465 326 4.66% DigitalOcean

2020-05-09 587 316 95.18% DigitalOcean

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should seriously consider converting over to an established email provider such as Microsoft’s Office 
365 or Google’s G Suite. Running your own email remains one of the more truly painful network administration tasks, since 
outages, patch management, and redundant backups can be tricky even in the best of times, to say nothing of the constant 
drain of resources in the fight against spam and phishing. Established providers in this space have a proven track record of 
handling both spam and phishing, as well as achieving remarkable uptimes.

Cloud providers should provide rock-solid documentation on how to set up SMTP services for their customers, starting with 
SSL-wrapped SMTP as a default configuration. This is one case where we wouldn’t be opposed to providers such as Microsoft 
and Google inserting a little adver-docu-tizing43 pushing customers over to their hosted mail solutions.

Government cybersecurity agencies should recognize that everyone is challenged by running merely serviceable email 
infrastructure, and very few organizations are truly excellent at it at any reasonable scale. As far as content-based attacks are 
concerned, these experts should continue pressing for minimum technical defenses, such as DMARC, and user education in 
recognizing and avoiding phishing scams.

IMAP (143/993) AND POP (110/995)
Hey, only 55% of email is technically considered spam!

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  Internet Message Access Protocol, a stateful protocol nearly always used to read and send email,  
and Post Office Protocol, which operates essentially like a bulk download protocol for mail.

HOW MANY:  4,045,472 nodes running cleartext IMAP instances on TCP/143 and 3,848,675 nodes running  
ciphertext IMAPS.  
4,331,314 nodes running cleartext POP and 3,714,171 nodes running ciphertext POPS. 
3,240,919 75%) have Recog fingerprints (nine total service families)

VULNERABILITIES:  Lack of two-factor authentication (2FA) in virtually all implementations can turn IMAP and POP  
into a serious password liability against focused attacks.

ADVICE:  Ensure that IMAP and POP accounts are configured with an app-specific password.  
Consider dropping POP service entirely.

ALTERNATIVES: Whenever possible, prefer IMAPS, with its SSL wrapping, over IMAP.

GETTING: Better! Between 4% and 11% fewer mail client services are exposed than in 2019.

43 A portmanteau we just made up on the spot.
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Discovery Details
SMTP handles mail inbound to organizations, while POP and IMAP handle the action of individual users collecting that mail to 
read and reply to. As with SMTP, we’ve broken down the prevalence of cleartext versus encrypted versions of these services in 
the charts and tables below, both overall and by country and cloud.

ENCRYPTED VS UNENCRYPTED MAIL ACCESS SERVICES BY COUNTRY (TOP 10)
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COUNTRY IMAP (143) IMAPS (993) POP3 (110) POP3S (995)

United States 1,402,707 1,376,546 1,427,119 1,347,756

Germany 386,092 376,780 367,597 336,128

Japan 310,159 279,196 396,123 309,619

Poland 286,820 278,183 286,957 272,185

France 251,024 238,042 244,940 221,815

Canada 149,171 145,738 150,229 139,814

United Kingdom 142,433 134,132 141,653 122,933

Netherlands 138,202 134,078 138,549 130,015

Russia 116,758 108,308 119,790 102,058

Turkey 65,526 55,545 69,857 54,418

ENCRYPTED VS UNENCRYPTED MAIL ACCESS SERVICES BY CLOUD PROVIDER
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PROVIDER IMAP (143) IMAPS (993) POP3 (110) POP3S (995)

OVHcloud 293,785 279,854 290,942 268,917

DigitalOcean 52,410 53,909 49,531 47,715

Google 48,863 51,040 48,793 50,133

Amazon 33,859 33,934 38,619 28,002

Scaleway 17,062 15,632 14,117 13,187

QuadraNet 9,763 9,744 10,115 9,495

Microsoft 5,797 5,201 8,474 4,810

Rackspace 3,418 2,812 3,391 2,564

Alibaba 2,000 1,399 3,355 1,248

Oracle 342 361 327 283

While there are fewer choices in the end-user-accessible 
mail protocols, we were able to fingerprint IMAP servers  
by vendor:

IMAP/POP FAMILY COUNT

Dovecot 3,068,391

Courier MTA 103,604

Exchange Server 37,448

Cyrus MTA 12,671

Qpopper 9,809

Bigfoot Email Tools 6,153

Lotus Domino 1,102

CCProxy 896

E-mail Services 845

With that said, we have very little telemetry on a per-version 
basis. IMAP and POP don’t tend to reveal this information in 
a pre-authenticated way, and we don’t have any good tricks 
in Recog to suss out versions with any sort of accuracy.

Attacker’s View
The charts below graph our honeypot connections to 
IMAP and POP, and while the spikes may, at first, seem like 
outliers, in fact, IMAP and POP probing seems to always 
be pretty spikey. For reasons unknown, these scans have 
a “high seasonality” in statistical parlance — they tend to 
come in bursts, rather than the usual constancy that we see 
in other protocol scans.
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PROJECT HEISENBERG IMAP/POP3 INTERACTION ATTEMPTS

Over the course of the measured period, we saw about 7,500 unique usernames being tested for IMAP and POP. 

The top 20 usernames tested are: 

1. admin 11. postmaster

2. test  12. mail

3. webmaster 13. abuse

4. backup 14. service

5. info 15. spam

6. marketing 16. master

7. contact 17. helpdesk

8. support  18. mailing

9. office  19. newsletter

10. sales  20. recruit

Each of these were tried between 4,000 and 8,000 times. Interestingly, on most runs, each user name is tried precisely once,  
but sometimes, attackers try one username with 500 to 1,000 passwords in a given attempt.

HOW MANY TIMES A GIVEN LOGIN WAS TRIED
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Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should routinely review the costs involved in running their own on-premises mail infrastructure, 
in terms of not just money, but time and expertise. If at all possible, they should see about moving off to a professionally 
maintained email provider, like Outlook 365 or Google G Suite (which offer TLS-backed client mail services by default), and reap 
the benefits of uptime assurance and spam-scrubbing being Someone Else’s Problem.

Cloud providers should, similarly, steer people away from maintaining their own email infrastructure, and gently encourage 
customers to investigate the sane and stable alternatives. At the very least, cloud provider documentation should clearly explain 
the differences between POP and IMAP and why you might not need one or the other, then guide customers toward TLS-
wrapped client mail services.

Government cybersecurity agencies should advocate for strong encryption alternatives to the cleartext IMAP and POP 
protocols, and educate the public on the fact that POP and IMAP are often convenient backdoors to password testing, since 
they are rarely secured with multi-factor authentication.

Remote Access

We’re going to say it: For many tasks, a console terminal session just doesn’t cut it. While we’re command-line fans as much 
as anyone, graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to remote desktop/server environments definitely have their place in modern IT 
ecosystems. Whether it be providing remote access to a traditional (i.e., non-browser-based) desktop applications, bastioning 
access to intranet resources, or enabling remote use of full desktop interactive sessions, these solutions meet real needs and 
help organizations Get Stuff Done™.

Recognizing this reality, we’ve taken a look at two wildly popular remote access services:

• Virtual Network Computing (VNC, TCP/5900)

• Microsoft Remote Desktop (RDP, TCP/3389)

Sorry, X-Window. You had your day. It’s time to enjoy your retirement in astronomy labs and Hollywood hacking scenes.

VNC (5900 & 5901)
It’s really RFB, but weirdly, nobody calls it that.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  Graphical desktop-sharing system that uses the Remote Framebuffer protocol to enable full keyboard-
video-mouse interactivity on remote systems.

HOW MANY:  347,940 discovered nodes44  
347,932 (99.99%) have fingerprinted versions 

VULNERABILITIES: At least 37, across all vendors with VNC products.

ADVICE: Don’t expose VNC to the internet directly.

ALTERNATIVES: Run VNC over an SSH tunnel if you must use VNC.

The Virtual Network Computing (VNC) service was created back in 1999 at the Olivetti & Oracle Research Lab (no longer active, 
thanks to AT&T) and uses the Remote Framebuffer (RFB) protocol45 to transport you to a desktop or server GUI far, far away. If 
you run macOS and use the “Screen Sharing” feature, you run and use a flavor of VNC. There are a dozen or so other vendors 
with their own, custom VNC client-server solutions, all built on the same underlying protocol.

44 Remember, we only looked on port 5900 and 5901.
45 RFC 6143 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6143>

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6143
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Discovery Details
Project Sonar found 347,940 VNC servers on the default port of 5900 and popular alternate port of 5901. If you’ve seen larger 
numbers from other sources (namely, the most excellent Kaspersky summary paper46), those are very likely accurate, since 
VNC lives on many, many ports out in the wild west of the internet. For whatever reason, VNC implementations don’t adhere 
too closely to their IANA-assigned port number as a design decision. That means you can use our numbers as an exposure 
baseline, but you may want to refrain from generalizing distributions by country or network too much, though our numbers 
indicate at least ~60% of VNC users tend to use the most common ports for the service. 

46  Kaspersky released an outstanding VNC vulnerability research paper in November 2019 noting the possibility of over 600,000 VNC-like nodes on the internet at that time.  
<https://ics-cert.kaspersky.com/reports/2019/11/22/vnc-vulnerability-research/#_Toc22133279>

TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR REMOTE ACCESS: VNC (5900+5901)

https://ics-cert.kaspersky.com/reports/2019/11/22/vnc-vulnerability-research/#_Toc22133279
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OVH is in the lead, here, due to its “helpful” support page on “How to Access a Public Cloud Instance via VNC,”47 which includes 
the step of setting a password for the root user, since that’s what you log in as over VNC there. This is in violation of so many 
regulatory standards, it is sufficient to make our research team cry.

Amazon, too, goes out of its way to help you increase your attack surface,49 along with Alibaba and DigitalOcean.50 This likely 
explains their “top four” status in the cloud exposure view. 

CLOUD PROVIDER REMOTE ACCESS: VNC (5900+5901)

47 OVH VNC support page <https://support.us.ovhcloud.com/hc/en-us/articles/360002208690-How-to-Access-a-Public-Cloud-Instance-via-VNC>
48 AWS VNC support page <https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/ec2-linux-2-install-gui/>
49 Alibaba VNC support page <https://www.alibabacloud.com/blog/how-to-install-and-configure-vnc-on-an-alibaba-cloud-ecs-instance_595135>
50 DigitalOcean VNC support page <https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorial_collections/47>

https://support.us.ovhcloud.com/hc/en-us/articles/360002208690-How-to-Access-a-Public-Cloud-Instance-via-VNC
https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/ec2-linux-2-install-gui/
https://www.alibabacloud.com/blog/how-to-install-and-configure-vnc-on-an-alibaba-cloud-ecs-instance_595135
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorial_collections/47
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Exposure Information
As was the case in a few other sections of this report, 
we need to take a moment to talk about business and 
residential ISP exposure for VNC, since it makes up a great 
deal of the total exposure. The following ISPs/providers 
garnered 30% of total discovered VNC nodes.

ISP/PROVIDER COUNT

China Telecom 20,143

AT&T 12,202

British Telecom 11,410

Charter Communications 9,985

Orange 9,415

Comcast 9,229

Telefonica De Espana 6,758

HiNet 6,661

Korea Telecom 6,017

China Unicom 5,604

Vodafone 5,508

Deutsche Telekom 5,075

Telecom Argentina 4,980

Uninet 4,549

Cox Communications 4,056

CenturyLink 3,686

Telecom Italia 3,620

SK Broadband 3,574

NTT Communications 3,497

Host Europe GmbH 3,466

Stop us if you’ve heard this before, but these nodes are 
primarily businesses that want quick, remote access to 
something on their internal network or residential users  
who want to access internal home systems remotely. 

Attempting to guess credentials in any way would violate  
the CFAA51 here in the U.S., and our researchers do not 
look good in orange, so we cannot say how many of these 
systems require logins, nor can we take screenshots of 
them since the resultant images may contain sensitive 
information and, therefore, be in violation of many regional 
privacy regulations.

Fifty-two percent of the discovered servers are running  
RFB version 3.8 (the most recently published RFB standard), 
followed by 19% running some flavor of macOS, making 
this protocol one of the few where Apple-manufactured 
computers are likely to show up in significant numbers.  
We even found a few dozen multi-function devices52 
exposing their admin interface over VNC.

Attacker’s View
There have been many bugs in all flavors of VNC over the 
years,53 but the sort-of-good news is that most require an 
authenticated session to be effective. Having said that, there 
are over 8 billion credentials floating around on the “dark 
web” just waiting to be tried.

51 https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1030
52 The fancy term for “printer” these days.
53  libvnc <https://attackerkb.com/search?q=libvnc>; TightVNC <https://attackerkb.com/search?q=tightvnc>, TurboVNC <https://attackerkb.com/search?q=TurboVNC>,  

UltraVNC <https://attackerkb.com/search?q=UltraVNC>

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1030
https://attackerkb.com/search?q=libvnc
https://attackerkb.com/search?q=tightvnc
https://attackerkb.com/search?q=TurboVNC
https://attackerkb.com/search?q=UltraVNC
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Just as with other services, we do not advertise VNC services in our Heisenberg honeypot network, so the above chart 
represents either opportunistic scanning or organization misconfigurations (i.e., trying to hit a once-owned VNC server in AWS, 
Google, or Rackspace that no longer sits at the IP address they thought it did).

The connection attempt counts are non-trivial numbers, so perhaps think twice before exposing VNC to the internet, and make 
sure you use patched VNC server code with ne’er-before-used, strong credentials backed by multi-factor authentication.54

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should consider putting all VNC access behind a VPN connection or SSH tunnel and never expose 
VNC directly to the internet. Too many things can go wrong in the setup, care, and feeding of hosts with VNC access to make it 
safe for public internet use.

Cloud providers should stop encouraging the use of bare-naked VNC and come up with more secure and cost-effective 
solutions for their customers, such as VNC-over-SSH. Sure, there are some VNC client/server setups that offer enhanced 
security, but most of the tutorials and setup guides provide instructions that only really increase the attack surface  
of customers.

Government cybersecurity agencies should release regular guidance on how to safely use VNC, monitor VNC vulnerability 
disclosures and provide timely alerts, and encourage internet service providers to at least block VNC access on the default  
port (5900).

54 See https://help.realvnc.com/hc/en-us/articles/360002250077-Introduction-to-Multi-Factor-Authentication- for a handy 2FA guide to RealVNC

VNC (TCP/5900+5091) HEISENBERG ACTIVITY

https://help.realvnc.com/hc/en-us/articles/360002250077-Introduction-to-Multi-Factor-Authentication-
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REMOTE DESKTOP — RDP (3389)
It’s like VNC, but more Microsofty.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  A proprietary protocol developed by Microsoft for making graphical user interface (GUI) connections 
from one system to another. The default port is TCP/3389, but it can be hosted on any open port.

HOW MANY:  3,979,356 discovered nodes 
44,540 (1.1%) have Recog operating system fingerprints 
3,974,474 (99.8%) have Recog fingerprints for security scheme

VULNERABILITIES:  Numerous remote code execution issues including CVE-2019-070855 (BlueKeep)  
disclosed by Microsoft in the spring of 2019.

ADVICE:  Place RDP behind a VPN connection if it needs to be “always on.” If RDP can be made intermittently 
available, ensure all nodes exposing RDP are fully patched, hardened to recommended specifications, 
and utilize multi-factor authentication.

ALTERNATIVES:  This is Microsoft’s recommended solution for remotely accessing remote systems. It does what it says 
on the tin pretty well, so there are no real alternatives. If you need this type of access, follow the guidance 
in the Advice section.

GETTING:  Slightly better! We saw almost 5% fewer RDP than we measured in 2019.

The introduction of WindowsXP (2001) begat many inventions, including widespread malware distribution, punishing data 
loss due to Blue Screens of Death, and a newfound ability to easily gain a keyboard-video-mouse (KVM) connection to other 
WindowsXP systems via a Remote Desktop Connection (back then it was called “Terminal Services,” but we suppose Microsoft 
decided that sounded too grim). It has been in every Windows version since XP and continues to be the primary way most 
users access Windows systems remotely. Most cybersecurity folks use the shortcut “RDP” (Remote Desktop Protocol) when 
speaking about Microsoft Remote Desktop.

Discovery Details
Project Sonar found just under 4 million active RDP nodes, with over a quarter of them in China-homed networks.

55 BlueKeep/CVE-2019-0708 <https://attackerkb.com/topicsl/cve-2019-0708>

https://attackerkb.com/topicsl/cve-2019-0708
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Exposure Information
Unsurprisingly, we also find about a quarter of RDP nodes within our in-scope cloud provider networks — after all, one does 
need to connect to these remote systems to use them — though we would have expected Microsoft Azure to take the top spot 
(given, y’know, “Windows”). So, imagine our surprise when we found Azure-hosted RDP came in third. It’s a strong third place, 
though, behind the twin cloud giants Amazon and Alibaba.

RDP is everywhere, with a total population an order of magnitude more than VNC (about 4 million and change versus less 
than 400,000 for VNC). Apart from the aforementioned “cloud” use case, small businesses use it off of business-class ISP 
connections; enterprises use it for remote access and administration; retail operations often have RDP enabled on point-of-
sale systems for routine management; and, home users, too, find it easy enough to use to take the time to poke holes in their 
firewalls to enable remote access to home PCs. This ubiquity, along with pervasive misconfigurations and vulnerabilities, make 
it an ideal target for attackers, which we’ll cover in the next section.

TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR REMOTE ACCESS: RDP (3389)
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There are many56 ways to configure RDP sessions, and Project Sonar is able to identify three states: “standard” or “legacy,” 
“network level authentication” (NLA), and transport layer security (TLS). “Standard” is a train wreck waiting to happen, and  
both NLA and TLS do a fairly good job securing your sessions (provided you’re patching regularly and using safe configurations 
with multi-factor authentication). And, from the looks of it, most residential and business-class users seem to have received 
that memo given the high percentage of nodes in the top 10 countries and the fact that clouds are using more secure 
connection options:

RDP SECURITY USED PERCENT BY COUNTRY

RDP SECURITY USED PERCENT BY CLOUD PROVIDER

However, all clouds are not created nearly as equal, with Oracle cloud users limping in dead last (again, by percent of nodes in 
that cloud) when it comes to use of safer security modes. This is likely due to the default settings when enabling RDP.

56  Remote Desktop Protocol Basic Connectivity and Graphics Remote  
<https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/openspecs/windows_protocols/ms-rdpbcgr/5073f4ed-1e93-45e1-b039-6e30c385867c>

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/openspecs/windows_protocols/ms-rdpbcgr/5073f4ed-1e93-45e1-b039-6e30c385867c
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Attacker’s View
This is one protocol we do have robust honeypot coverage for, and we’ll focus on two areas: RDP session establishment and 
attempts to exploit RDP via BlueKeep.

Despite predictions for cyber-doom and gloom, BlueKeep — the unauthenticated remote code execution flaw in RDP, disclosed 
by Microsoft in the spring of 2019 — pretty much faded into the background, possibly due to folks actually patching and 
switching to NLA security (as we see in the country and cloud top views and in the fact that 92% of surveyed RDP nodes were 
using NLA). We posit that the early, and consistent, measured warnings at all levels helped keep BlueKeep from being the 
nightmare it could have been.

That does not mean there is no evidence of BlueKeep activity; however, we tend to see orders of magnitude more credential 
stuffing attempts than we do use of BlueKeep:

PROJECT HEISENBERG RDP ACTIVITY

There are four takeaways from the above figure:

• The BlueKeep volume is super low.

• The number of unique source hosts with malicious intent is low.

• RDP activity is a constant.

• Attackers thought they might get lucky right around the time the U.S. entered lockdown because of the 2020 pandemic.

Between January 1, 2020, and April 30, 2020, Heisenberg caught just over 8,500 distinct source IP addresses trying to use 
either BlueKeep-based exploits or perform credential stuffing against our honeypot network. Eleven percent (11%) of these 
unique IPv4 addresses originate from DigitalOcean, but 16% of all malicious RDP traffic comes from Hostkey, a hosting provider 
in the Netherlands. While those two network sources do stand out, 1,310 distinct autonomous systems (ASes) are hosting 
sources with malicious intent, so there are plenty of places to wag one’s chastisement finger at.
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Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should strongly consider putting RDP behind a VPN if they are heck-bent on using RDP for GUI remote 
access. If you need to place RDP directly on the internet, consider doing so on an as-needed basis and ensuring all systems 
with RDP exposed are patched and have RDP configured as strongly as possible, backed by multi-factor authentication.

Cloud providers should have amazingly secure defaults and regularly warn users if they deploy RDP with weaker settings. 
Giving users the ability to easily enable RDP for only a certain period of time would go a long way toward helping thwart 
credential stuffing attacks. To help make the internet a bit safer, providers should also monitor for malicious traffic and work 
with regional CERTs to shut down malicious nodes as soon as possible.

Government cybersecurity agencies should continue to educate their constituents on the dangers of RDP and how to ensure 
safe use of RDP. Given that there are fairly well-known sources with evil intent, centers should work with regional CERTs and 
hosting/cloud providers and ISPs to make it easier to stop bad traffic before it compromises remote hosts.

CITRIX ADC/NETSCALER (TCP/VARIOUS)
It’s like VNC, but like if Plan9 ever escaped Bell Labs and got super popular.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  A client/server technology—similar to Microsoft Remote Desktop—that provides remote access to 
applications and/or entire operating systems desktop environments.

HOW MANY:  62,998 discovered nodes 
62,998 (100%) have Recog service version fingerprints

VULNERABILITIES:  Tons! Most recently,57 a severe, unauthenticated remote code execution vulnerability has been widely 
exploited since January 2020.

ADVICE: Use it! But, keep it patched and use multi-factor authentication.

ALTERNATIVES: Microsoft Remote Desktop, VNC, and other similar solutions used behind a well-oiled VPN.

Citrix was founded in 1989 and has a diverse array of remote access solutions over the years. Modern Citrix ADC (application 
delivery controller) and NetScaler solutions use the Microsoft Remote Desktop Services infrastructure to deliver virtual 
applications and desktops to remote users. Organizations have the ability to configure stronger access controls than with 
vanilla Remote Desktop, and there are other optimizations within the Citrix application delivery process that also make it faster 
and consume less bandwidth than raw Remote Desktop sessions.

Discovery Details
Identifying Citrix systems on the internet turns out to be pretty easy, since their HTTP and NTP servers kind of go out of their 
way58 to proudly let you know they are, indeed, Citrix systems. This makes it easy for Rapid7 Labs researchers to track the 
spread of Citrix systems on the internet, and in March 2020, we also developed a method to fingerprint the server version based 
on the version fingerprint of the Citrix client that is offered for download (again, Citrix going out of its way to help folks identify 
their systems).

The Labs team spent time on this effort because attackers keep compromising systems that haven’t patched a gnarly remote 
code execution vulnerability,59 and we have many in-flight projects set up to model patch adoption rates of various technologies.

Unlike many other top 10 country lists in this report, China failed to even beat out Sweden in their internet-facing exposure of 
Citrix systems.

57  Active Exploitation of Citrix NetScaler (CVE-2019-19781): What You Need to Know  
<https://blog.rapid7.com/2020/01/17/active-exploitation-of-citrix-netscaler-cve-2019-19781-what-you-need-to-know/>

58  Recog fingerprints for Citrix <https://github.com/rapid7/recog/search?q=citrix&unscoped_q=citrix>
59  CVE-2019-19781 <https://attackerkb.com/topics/x22buZozYJ/cve-2019-19781>

https://blog.rapid7.com/2020/01/17/active-exploitation-of-citrix-netscaler-cve-2019-19781-what-you-need-to-know/
https://github.com/rapid7/recog/search?q=citrix&unscoped_q=citrix
https://attackerkb.com/topics/x22buZozYJ/cve-2019-19781
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TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR REMOTE ACCESS: CITRIX ADC/NETSCALER (VARIOUS)
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CLOUD PROVIDER REMOTE ACCESS: CITRIX ADC/NETSCALER (VARIOUS)

The lack of Citrix in cloud environments makes sense, since this technology is usually associated with virtual desktop 
infrastructure (VDI), which is almost exclusively found in enterprise/business environments.

Exposure Information
With an actively exploited vulnerability in play and regular government warnings60 about the situation, you’d likely guess that 
internet-facing Citrix servers were fully patched or had mitigations in place. And, you’d be wrong (again), but this time, the 
situation isn’t as grim as you might expect.

60  US-CERT “Detecting Citrix CVE-2019-19781” <https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-031a>

https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-031a
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Our version fingerprinting technique showed that 73% of internet-facing Citrix systems have patches or mitigations in place, 
with the remaining 27% either being vulnerable or woefully outdated (thus having other issues to worry about). It has taken  
five months to get to a patch rate of 73%.

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF CITRIX ADC/NETSCALER SYSTEMS
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The vast majority of our Heisenberg honeypot nodes are in cloud environments, and — as we’ve just seen — clouds are not 
where Citrix tends to live (at least on public internet cloud segments). Back in January, we caught attackers and researchers 
looking for exploitable systems quite regularly, but that activity has waned (though it hasn’t stopped). 

Our honeypots do not emulate Citrix, so the lack of activity is more likely due to our nodes being ignored after each attacker 
inventory scan. Attackers may also be reusing initial inventory lists or have already established a foothold on the thousands of 
systems that took forever to be patched.

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should relentlessly monitor vendor bulletins and CVE reports and patch Citrix environments as soon 
as possible. With attackers increasingly targeting remote access technologies over the past 18 months, it would also be a good 
idea to have enhanced monitoring with more detailed logging set up on these systems. 

Cloud providers likely can just keep doing what they’re doing with regard to Citrix since it does not seem to be widely used, 
despite Citrix-provided solutions61 for these environments.

Government cybersecurity agencies should keep up the great work they’ve been doing calling attention to threat actor activity 
and the severity of vulnerabilities in remote access technologies like Citrix.

ATTACKER PROBES FOR CITRIX SYSTEMS

61 e.g. https://www.citrix.com/global-partners/amazon-web-services/citrix-workspace-on-aws.html

https://www.citrix.com/global-partners/amazon-web-services/citrix-workspace-on-aws.html
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Databases

Computers have played a major role in cataloging information ever since their creation, but they really took off in the 1960s 
due, in large part, to the success of IBM’s SABRE62 system and how it transformed how we all book travel. In the ‘70s, E.F. Codd 
published a foundational document describing what we know today as relational database management systems (RDBMS), 
which are, in essence, normalized tables of information connected by keys. Ever since then, we’ve seen all sorts of database 
types emerge, but for the purposes of this report, we’re focusing on two common types: RDBMS and simple, but powerful,  
key-value storage systems.

The relational database is an amazing technology, and will be with us for a long time to come. That said, there is no good 
reason to expose them to the internet. Ever. We have an entire class of vulnerability — SQL injection — that ultimately 
describes the accidental exposure of database functionality that would otherwise be safely tucked behind a web application. 
There is no case in which a database should have an open connection addressable by anyone on the planet, regardless of any 
authentication scheme needed to actually access it. Doing so is asking for trouble.

Exposing databases to the internet is fundamentally ill-advised and promises both heartache and headache. It’s bad. The rest  
of this section should be read as an analysis of just how bad, on a scale delineated by multiples of “very.”

MYSQL (3306)
My SQL, your SQL, we all SQL for SQL.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT: A wildly popular open source relational database management system with a fragmented history.

HOW MANY:  2,826,541 discovered nodes 
2,817,028 (99.66%) have Recog fingerprints (4 total vendor families)

VULNERABILITIES: Um, over 1,000 (O_O) with CVSS scores all over the place.

ADVICE: Use it! But, not on the internet, please, and keep it patched.

ALTERNATIVES: PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle proper, and a host of other RDBMS.

We could write an entire paper on the fragmented history of MySQL. It started off as an open source, unified codebase 
and — since being acquired by Oracle — has variants such as MariaDB,63 Percona,64 Google Cloud SQL,65 and a few others.  
They all “speak” MySQL, but versioning works a bit differently for each of them. When we do slice and dice by vendor, we’ll  
be focusing on the official Oracle MySQL variant and MariaDB, since they make up 98.8% of discovered nodes.

Discovery Details
Poland barely passes Germany to fall into third position due to hosting provider Home.pl (thanks to Home.pl’s aforementioned 
affinity for, well, less-than-great default configurations as detected with our FTP studies). The United States accounts for 34%  
of all exposed MySQL, with China being a distant 15%.

62 <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sabre_(computer_system)>
63 <https://mariadb.org/>
64 <https://www.percona.com/>
65 <https://cloud.google.com/sql>

http://Home.pl
http://Home.pl
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sabre_(computer_system
https://mariadb.org/
https://www.percona.com/
https://cloud.google.com/sql
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TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR DATABASE: MYSQL (TCP/3306)
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Alibaba has both images with Oracle MySQL and MariaDB, but also has its own MySQL-flavored offering in its AsparaDB 
managed service.66 Amazon has a similar situation,67 and OVH also has targeted MySQL offerings.68 It’s strange to see them be 
in the top 3 of cloud exposure, as each provider does a pretty good job of offering secure defaults for the images and services 
they provide and have good documentation on securing MySQL. This means folks either go out of their way to make MySQL 
appear on the internet or really mess up the configuration.

CLOUD PROVIDER DATABASE: MYSQL (TCP/3306)

66 AsperaDB <https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/apsaradb-for-rds-mysql>
67 Amazon MySQL offerings <https://aws.amazon.com/rds/mysql/>
68 OVH MySQL <https://www.ovh.co.uk/cloud-databases/>
69 Unified Layer <https://unitedlayer.com/>
70 GoDaddy <https://www.godaddy.com/>

Because we chose to focus on cloud providers and not “hosting” providers or co-location companies for the majority of this 
report, we need to add some color to this section, since co-location company Unified Layer69 accounts for 145,967 exposed 
instances (beating OVH) and hosting provider GoDaddy70 accounts for 101,775 exposed instances (beating every other 
provider).

There are 17,876 autonomous systems exposing MySQL instances, with a median exposure of three servers and a mean of  
156 servers, so there’s plenty of exposure finger-pointing to go around.

https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/apsaradb-for-rds-mysql
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/mysql/
https://www.ovh.co.uk/cloud-databases/
https://unitedlayer.com/
https://www.godaddy.com/
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Exposure Information
There are 1,006 vendor+version combinations in the corpus, and that’s if we aggregate vendors into Oracle, MariaDB, Google, 
Percona, and “Other” buckets. With over 2 million instances on the internet, we may have a sufficient surveyed corpus for it 
to be safe to say that nobody manages MySQL well on their own. Yes, we’re looking right at you, now. Go ahead, type `mysqld 
-version` at your laptop’s command prompt or a server you regularly interact with (you know you’re running one somewhere). 
One of our authors — that crazy guy with the shield — did it and even he is two patch points behind the latest MariaDB release.71

We get it. Patch management is hard. But not patching a local laptop instance only exposed to `localhost` and not patching a 
MySQL instance directly connected to the internet are two vastly different situations.

Still, you likely want to know what the version distribution looks like. We had to get a bit creative for this one (given the huge 
spread), so we’ve made a word cloud superimposed on the MariaDB logo, because seals are awesome: 

71 In my defense, `brew update && brew upgrade` is quite a bit of typing.

Version 5.7.26 was released on April 25, 2019 (Oracle version, which all the other ones mostly flow from).

Version 5.7.26 has 13 moderate vulnerabilities, while 5.7.30 was released on April 27, 2020, so it is relatively current as of this 
report writing. Oracle maintains official branches for 8.0.x (which is really 5.8.x), 5.7.x, and 5.6.x due to fairly major technical 
differences between each of those versions. To keep things confusing, MariaDB jumped from 5.6.x to 10.0.x, with the most 
prominent 10.x release in the corpus as 10.2.31, which was released in January 2020 and has been superseded by 10.2.32 
(released in May). MariaDB itself maintains version 10.0.x through 10.4.x.

If you had trouble following that paragraph, you now have a more perfect understanding of how hard database patch 
management is, since it’s all a twisty maze of similar-but-different multi-decimal numbers. So, stop putting MySQL on  
the internet!
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Attacker’s View
Heisenberg has no MySQL honeypots, and the nature of MySQL connection attempts make it difficult to tell spurious 
connections from directed attacks or deliberate (albeit, misconfigured) attempts to legitimately communicate with  
something someone thought they owned. This means any charts we could have shown here would just result in more 
questions than answers.

Suffice it to say, Heisenberg generally sees 10,000 — 30,000 TCP connection attempts daily on TCP/3306 from a median  
of approximately 250 distinct source IPv4s. A handful of these (daily) are from other researchers scanning for MySQL, and 
between 5% and 15% are misconfigured clients, as our honeypot nodes are mostly in cloud IP space.

We can let you know that back in 2019, attackers launched ransomware campaigns72 against internet-facing MySQL servers 
and that there are billions of credentials out there for malicious actors to try against the 2+ million MySQL servers we found,  
so you really should think twice about putting MySQL on a public server.

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should never host MySQL on a public IP address and should strongly consider picking one flavor of 
MySQL vendor+version and make it standard across your entire enterprise (and keep it patched). MySQL often comes bundled 
with “appliances,” and you should work with your procurement team to ensure the vendor communicates which version is 
bundled with their solution and also that they provide timely updates when new MySQL releases are announced.

Cloud providers should continue to offer secure, managed MySQL-compatible offerings to help mitigate the threats associated 
with customers hosting their own MySQL infrastructure. Vendor-managed disk images with MySQL distributions on them 
should be updated immediately when there are new releases and vendors should communicate with customers to inform them 
they need to update their legacy versions.

Government cybersecurity agencies should provide meaningful guidance on how to host MySQL securely and provide 
timely notifications when new attacker campaigns are discovered. Furthermore, an effort should be made to work with cloud 
providers, hosting providers, and ISPs to prevent MySQL from being connected to the public internet.

MICROSOFT SQL SERVER (MS SQL) (UDP/1434)
SELECT TOP 1 * FROM quippy_subtitles;

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  A relational database management system developed by Microsoft. Note, the database proper operates 
over TCP (usually port 1433), but the MS SQL Discovery service (which points to where MS SQL actually 
is) was used for this survey.

HOW MANY:  98,771 discovered nodes 
98,771(100%) returned version and other configuration information over an unauthenticated request.

VULNERABILITIES:  86 since 1999 — 21 with a CVSS score of 8.5 or higher, and 45 with remote code execution flaws.

ADVICE: Use it! But, never, ever, ever let it sit on the internet.

ALTERNATIVES: PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, and a cadre of other relational database management systems.

GETTING: Complacent. Virtually no change over 2019.

72 <https://news.sophos.com/en-us/2019/05/24/gandcrab-spreading-via-directed-attacks-against-mysql-servers/>

https://news.sophos.com/en-us/2019/05/24/gandcrab-spreading-via-directed-attacks-against-mysql-servers/
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Microsoft SQL Server 1.0—a 16-bit server for the OS/2 operating system — was first released in 1989 (so, it’s older than many of 
you who are reading this report!). The first version on a Microsoft Windows operating system (NT) was SQL Server 4.2, released 
in 1993. Presently, Microsoft supports five different major versions of SQL Server: 2012, 2014, 2016, 2017, and 2019, along with 
its Azure cloud database offering. If you’re in a large enterprise, it’s almost guaranteed that you have MS SQL Server running 
somewhere supporting some business process/task.

Discovery Details
Despite the fact that one should never expose any database service to the internet (unless it is via some deliberate API 
offering), Project Sonar found nearly 99,000 of them more than willing to give us many details about their services (without 
any authentication). This is a tiny number compared to what you saw in the section on MySQL — two orders of magnitude 
tiny — which is likely due to the fact that MS SQL Server costs money and MySQL is, well, free.

TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR DATABASE: MS SQL (TCP/1434)

It’s unusual for Turkey to break into these top 10 lists, let alone take the No. 2 spot away from larger countries, so we dug 
into the results a bit, and it turns out customers of hosting providers in Turkey love to expose Microsoft SQL Server to the 
internet! Fifteen providers account for 75% of Turkey’s exposure, with an impressive variety of SQL Server versions (below) on 
display. Similarly, 20 hosting companies in India account for 75% of SQL Server exposure there (35 total SQL Server versions). 
Poland is worth a mention, since it exposes nearly as much SQL Server as Germany. Orange Polska — a large ISP and hosting 
provider — accounts for 50% of the SQL Server exposure in Poland, with one, large sales, accounting, and HR management 
SaaS firm accounting for 35% of exposure from Orange’s network.
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RANGE OF MS SQL SERVER VERSIONS EXPOSED IN TURKISH HOSTING PROVIDERS

We suspect there’s a very popular database management course in some Istanbul university or training facility that’s 
encouraging people to expose Microsoft SQL server. If you know of it, please let us know so we can convince them to stop it!

You’d think Microsoft would have come in first when it came to Microsoft SQL Server exposure in our in-scope cloud providers, 
but if we step back a bit and remember that Microsoft Azure has an Azure Database Service73 offering, it’s easier to see why it 
may not be exposing as many SQL Server instances to the internet, since it’s likely very difficult to talk to the Azure Database 
Service from the outside.

OVH makes a big deal74 out of providing cost-effective, ready-made images for SQL Server, as does Amazon,75 but OVH seems 
to cost less than the other two when it comes to self-hosting MS SQL, which is what likely gave it the top spot.

73 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/sql-database/
74 https://www.ovh.com/world/dedicated-servers/distributions/sql_server.xml
75 https://aws.amazon.com/sql/

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/sql-database/
https://www.ovh.com/world/dedicated-servers/distributions/sql_server.xml
https://aws.amazon.com/sql/
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CLOUD PROVIDER DATABASE: MS SQL (UDP/1434)
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Exposure Information
We found 54 unique versions of Microsoft SQL Server across those systems, 20 of which make up 95% of the exposure.  
Red cells indicate that the SQL Server main version is no longer supported. Green CVE cells indicate when a vulnerability  
was patched. “Vintage” signifies the release date for the listed version.

VERSION COUNT PERCENTAGE SQL SERVER VINTAGE

12.0.2000.8 12,149 12.30% SQL Server 2014 RTM 2014-04-01

14.0.1000.169 10,398 10.53% Microsoft SQL Server 2017 RTM 2017-10-02

11.0.2100.60 9,378 9.49% SQL Server 2012 RTM RTM 2012-03-06

10.50.1600.1 7,880 7.98% SQL Server 2008 R2 RTM RTM 2010-04-21

10.50.4000.0 7,420 7.51% SQL Server 2008 R2 Service Pack 2 (SP2) 2012-07-26

12.0.5000.0 6,218 6.30% SQL Server 2014 Service Pack 2 (SP2) 2016-07-11

13.0.1601.5 6,132 6.21% Microsoft SQL Server 2016 RTM 2016-06-01

12.0.4100.1 4,454 4.51% SQL Server 2014 Service Pack 1 (SP1) 2015-05-14

11.0.6020.0 3,445 3.49% SQL Server 2012 Service Pack 3 (SP3) 2015-11-23

10.50.2500.0 3,153 3.19% SQL Server 2008 R2 Service Pack 1 (SP1) 2011-07-11

8.0.194 3,011 3.05% SQL Server 2000 RTM (no SP) RTM 2000-11-30

9.0.5000 2,998 3.04% SQL Server 2005 Service Pack 4 (SP4) 2010-12-17

12.0.6024.0 2,901 2.94% SQL Server 2014 Service Pack 3 (SP3) Latest SP 2018-10-30

11.0.3000.0 2,629 2.66% SQL Server 2012 Service Pack 1 (SP1) 2012-11-06

11.0.7001.0 2,551 2.58% SQL Server 2012 Service Pack 4 (SP4) Latest SP 2017-10-05

11.0.5058.0 2,356 2.39% SQL Server 2012 Service Pack 2 (SP2) 2014-06-10

13.0.5026.0 2,209 2.24% Microsoft SQL Server 2016 Service Pack 2 (SP2) 2018-04-24

10.0.1600.22 1,721 1.74% SQL Server 2008 RTM 2008-08-07

9.0.4035 1,643 1.66% 955706 SQL Server 2005 Service Pack 3 (SP3) 2008-12-15

9.0.1399 1,168 1.18% SQL Server 2005 RTM 2005-11-07

We must note that none of the supported versions are at the latest patch release. Granted, anyone who is recklessly exposing 
MS SQL to the internet likely does not have the greatest cyber-hygiene by default, so it is somewhat optimistic to expect to see 
these folks keeping up with patches.
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Attacker’s View
Attackers regularly set their sights on SQL Server, but they’ve gone above and beyond since October 2019 (in reality, going back 
to 2018, but they really stepped things up in 2019) with a relentless credential stuffing and SQL execution campaign.76

MS SQL SERVER HEISENBERG ACTIVITY

76 The Vollgar Campaign <https://www.guardicore.com/2020/04/vollgar-ms-sql-servers-under-attack/>
77 <https://www.scmagazine.com/home/security-news/gaming/skip-2-0-backdoor-malware-provides-magic-password-to-access-mssql-accounts/>

Our high-interaction MS SQL honeypots in Project Heisenberg were literally overwhelmed with this activity starting shortly after 
outlets started reporting on a possible backdoor77 in some less-than-legitimate distributions of MS SQL Server. Each day saw 
over 63 million credential access attempts, followed by various SQL command sequences (when the honeypots allowed the 
attackers to log in). Rapid7 Labs has yet to correlate the drop in February to any known, public actions, but this campaign is far 
from over (though it may have changed hands since Guardicore broke the story).

If this doesn’t convince you to be extra careful about not hanging MS SQL Servers directly off the internet, we’re not sure what 
else would.

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should never, ever, ever, ever, ever put MS SQL Server instances directly on the internet and should do 
a much better job than the folks responsible for these ~32,000 have when it comes to patch management. Those responsible 
for managing access to internal SQL Server instances should track credential breaches and force password resets for any 
accounts that match usernames in those in the credential dumps. We know we shouldn’t have to say this, but given both the 
attacker campaign and the sorry state of SQL Server on the internet, you should never leave default accounts enabled and never 
use default credentials.

Cloud providers should continue to offer secure, private Microsoft SQL Server managed services and ensure their provider’s 
managed images are always at the latest patch level. Customers who use out-of-date and especially out-of-support images 
should receive regular communications regarding the hazards associated with lack of attention to this matter.

Government cybersecurity agencies should track campaigns against MS SQL Server and provide timely notifications to 
individuals, organizations, and their constituents with sufficient detail to help them detect possible attacks. Extra focus should 
be made on providing education and awareness regarding the need to keep MS SQL Server patched and ensure it does not sit 
directly on the public internet.

https://www.guardicore.com/2020/04/vollgar-ms-sql-servers-under-attack/
https://www.scmagazine.com/home/security-news/gaming/skip-2-0-backdoor-malware-provides-magic-password-to-access-mssql-accounts/
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REDIS (6379)
Even non-relational databases shouldn’t be on the internet!

TLDR

WHAT IS IT: An in-memory key-value database created in 2009 with a special focus on scalability and performance.

HOW MANY: 102,801 discovered nodes

VULNERABILITIES: Twelve CVEs since 2013, but CVEs don’t tell the complete story about exposure for Redis.

ADVICE:  Use it! Just, y’know, don’t expose it to the public internet (especially since it was never meant to be 
exposed to the public internet).

ALTERNATIVES:  etcd78 and memcached79 are two similar, alternative in-memory key-value stores with characteristics 
similar to Redis.

Redis fundamentally reshaped or, at least popularized, the idea of having data that you need always resident in-memory and on-
disk, with the sole purpose of the on-disk version to be that of rebuilding the in-memory version and for use in synchronization 
in high-availability configurations. It is immensely popular in the category of “NoSQL”80 databases and is used in production at 
Twitter, GitHub, and many other large-scale environments.

78 <https://etcd.io/>
79 <https://memcached.org/>
80 <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NoSQL>

https://etcd.io/
https://memcached.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NoSQL
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Discovery Details
Project Sonar discovered 102,801 Redis instances on the public internet. That’s an astonishing figure given that Redis, like all 
other databases, should never be exposed to the internet.

China comes in at No. 1, helped largely by the presence of TencentDB,81 which fully emulates the Redis protocol. Over 15,000 of 
these Redis-compatible nodes in China come from the Tencent autonomous system.

81   <https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/product/crs>

TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR DATABASE: REDIS (6379)

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/product/crs
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Finding Redis in cloud environments is no real surprise, since that’s where a great deal of public web applications reside today. 
Microsoft tops the list, as it relies heavily on Redis for its Azure Cache offering,82 and Amazon’s second-place finish is a result  
of direct AWS support for Redis83 and their Redis-compatible ElastiCache service.84

But, if you’re looking at the cloud counts and thinking they seem low, keep reading, since we’ll speak to this in the  
Exposure Information section.

82 Azure Cache for Redis <https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cache/>
83 AWS: Redis <https://aws.amazon.com/redis/>
84 ElastiCache <https://aws.amazon.com/elasticache/>

CLOUD PROVIDE DATABASE: REDIS (6379)

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cache/
https://aws.amazon.com/redis/
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticache/
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Exposure Information
As noted in the TLDR, Redis has not had too many CVEs 
(one in particular85 was pretty bad), but the chief weakness 
of Redis is that — by default — it binds to all network 
interfaces.86 That means unless you go out of your way 
to secure a Redis instance or Redis cluster, anyone with 
access to the same network segment will be able to talk to it 
(we’ll come back to this statement in a bit). The developer of 
Redis, antirez, demonstrated that with just a little knowledge 
of how SSH works, it takes just about five seconds to gain 
remote access to an unsecured Redis instance.87

Redis can be run on alternate ports, configured to require 
authentication, and wrapped in TLS tunnels to help secure 
the service, but it really has no business being on the 
internet. Since there are over 100,000 of them on the 
internet (on the default port), let’s see what state they’re in:

REDIS SERVER STATE COUNT PERCENTAGE

Requires authentication 77,050 74.95%

Returned version 13,590 13.22%

Running protected 9,255 9.00%

Encountered error 2,765 2.69%

IP whitelisting 130 0.13%

Reported busy 11 0.01%

Given how easy it is to compromise a remote Redis 
instance, it is reassuring to see around 75% of these servers 
requiring authentication. We have no idea how strong those 
credentials are, since testing credentials without permission 
is verboten. It was also encouraging to see 9% of systems 
running in “protected” mode. Since version 3.2.0, when 
Redis is executed with the default configuration (binding all 
the interfaces) and without any password in order to access 
it, it enters a special mode called “protected mode” and will 
only reply to queries from the loopback interface and reply 
with an error message to queries from all other interfaces.

We were able to extract version and other information (via 
an INFO request) from around 13% of Redis instances and 
managed to count 112 different version strings. Thirty of 
them cover 90% of the discovered versions:

REDIS VERSION COUNT PERCENTAGE

3.0.504 2,303 21.25%

3.2.12 1,314 12.12%

5.0.8 878 8.10%

5.0.7 843 7.78%

3.0.6 793 7.32%

3.2.100 728 6.72%

4.0.9 657 6.06%

3.0.503 364 3.36%

5.0.5 327 3.02%

3.0.501 235 2.17%

2.6.12 212 1.96%

2.8.17 191 1.76%

5.0.3 188 1.74%

5.0.6 175 1.62%

3.2.6 169 1.56%

4.0.14 160 1.48%

3.0.7 158 1.46%

3.2.8 122 1.13%

3.0.500 109 1.01%

2.8.4 106 0.98%

5.0.4 98 0.90%

2.8.19 93 0.86%

3.2.11 91 0.84%

2.8.23 85 0.78%

4.0.11 83 0.77%

3.2.9 81 0.75%

3.2.10 78 0.72%

3.0.5 72 0.66%

3.0.1 70 0.65%

4.0.10 55 0.51%

85 CVE-2015-4335 <http://attackerkb.com/cve-2015-4335>
86  Redis Quick Start <https://redis.io/topics/quickstart#:~:text=By%20default%20

Redis%20binds%20to,is%20a%20big%20security%20concern.>
87 A few things about Redis security <http://antirez.com/news/96>

http://attackerkb.com/cve-2015-4335
https://redis.io/topics/quickstart#
http://antirez.com/news/96
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Part of the reason version 3.0.504 is so prolific is due to improperly secured TencentDB instances (that appears to be one of the 
versions it reports, though there are others). That version was also the last version released by Microsoft before Azure Managed 
Cache was shuttered.88

One final thing to note here is that the most current version from these April 2020 studies was 5.0.8, and indeed, that is the third 
most common version of Redis. At the time of publication, though, Redis is already on version 6.0.5. Redis version numbers 
increment fast.

Attacker’s View
Given how easy it is to compromise an unsecured Redis instance, it stands to reason attackers do all sorts of terrible things 
to them,89 such as gaining a new host to perform other malicious actions from, holding them for ransom, or installing a 
cryptocurrency miner.

Project Heisenberg does not emulate Redis, but we can use attempted TCP connections to port 6379 as an initial, imperfect 
proxy to see whether attackers are, indeed, scouring the internet for exposed Redis nodes.

88 Microsoft Redis release archive <https://github.com/microsoftarchive/redis/releases>
89  Exposed Redis Instances Abused for Remote Code Execution, Cryptocurrency Mining  

<https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/exposed-redis-instances-abused-for-remote-code-execution-cryptocurrency-mining/>

Since we saw that highly abnormal spike, and since Redis is one of those “you can shove as many commands into a single 
packet as you can,” type of protocols, our interest was piqued sufficiently to dig into the packet captures for that time period.

It turns out that we certainly did receive many Redis requests during that period, specifically in our Rackspace honeypot  
nodes, and that it appears someone misconfigured their Redis cluster replication configuration to include our Heisenberg IPs 
(at that time) and managed to send us ~5GB of web server log count data, making an average of 1,700 Redis PUBLISH requests 
an hour.

This is the perfect time for us to remind you to not only secure your Redis instances but also maintain draconian control over 
your cluster configurations, lest ye inadvertently leak 5GB of your own data to unsuspecting security researchers.

REDIS (TCP/6379) HEISENBERG ACTIVITY

https://github.com/microsoftarchive/redis/releases
https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/exposed-redis-instances-abused-for-remote-code-execution-cryptocurrency-mining/
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Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should have well-established playbooks and automation for running Redis in production. They 
should also ensure developers configure Redis properly during application development to further ensure they aren’t exposing 
unsecured instances for attackers to take advantage of. No Redis instance should be internet-facing.

Cloud providers should ensure their managed Redis services are secured in their own defaults and make it super hard to run 
them insecurely. After all, Redis was explicitly designed to favor openness and usability over security. If machine images with 
Redis pre-installed are provided, those images should be updated with each Redis release, and users of those images should be 
notified they need to upgrade their deployed nodes.

Government cybersecurity agencies should provide guidance on running Redis safely and monitor for malicious actors 
attempting to gain a foothold on Redis systems. 

MEMCACHED (UDP/11211)
It’s an easy-to-use DDoS Howitzer AND a NoSQL database!90

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  An in-memory key-value store, used usually in caching website assets for geographically  
distributed websites.

HOW MANY:  68,337 discovered nodes 
68,337 (100%) have version fingerprints

VULNERABILITIES:  13 CVEs since 2011, but it has a wicked amplification DDoS issue we cover in the  
Exposure Information section.

ADVICE: Use it! Just don’t expose it to the internet.

ALTERNATIVES:  Redis and etcd are two similar, alternative in-memory key-value stores with characteristics similar  
to memcached.

Memcached is an in-memory key-value store for small chunks of arbitrary data (i.e., strings, binary objects) from results of 
database calls, API calls, or web page rendering. Its simple design has made it wildly popular, as it promotes quick deployment 
and ease of development.

Discovery Details
Project Sonar found 68,337 exposed memcached hosts, and we did a double-take when we saw that South Africa is in third 
place, since we don’t often find it in any other top 10 lists of exposure. Most (97%) of these SA nodes are in two autonomous 
systems: Icidc Network (87%) and Internet Keeper Global (10%), and a majority of hosts in each autonomous system appear to 
have similar exposure counts in both nginx and SSH.

90 And, stays crispy in milk!
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TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR DATABASE: MEMCACHED (11211)
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As noted in our section on Redis, Amazon has a cloud “cache” service offering that can also be configured to use memcached 
directly or emulate the exquisitely diminutive memcached protocol, and Alibaba has a managed memcached service offering,91 
so it is no surprise finding some in those environments, but it is somewhat disconcerting that these instances are exposed 
to the internet. What’s more surprising is that OVH goes out of its way to help you secure memcached92 and, yet, ~1,500 folks 
apparently did not get that rather crucial memo.

Exposure Information
Why all the fuss about memcached? Well, way back in 2018,93 an “Insufficient Control of Network Message Volume” 
vulnerability94 in the UDP portion of memcached was used to launch the largest distributed denial-of-service amplification 
attack ever, and disrupted many major internet services. Cloudflare summed up the flaw quite well in its blog95 at that time:

There are absolutely zero checks, and the data WILL be delivered to the client, with blazing speed!  
Furthermore, the request can be tiny and the response huge (up to 1MB).

CLOUD PROVIDER DATABASE: MEMCACHED (11211)

91 AsparaDB for memcache <https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/apsaradb-for-memcache>
92 Securing a server with memcached service <https://docs.ovh.com/gb/en/dedicated/securing-server-with-memcached-service/>
93 The Flip Side of memcrashed <https://blog.rapid7.com/2018/02/27/the-flip-side-of-memcrashed/>
94 CVE-2018-1000115 <https://attackerkb.com/topics/KM2uX55z24/cve-2018-1000115-major-amplification-ddos-vulnerability>
95 Memcrashed <https://blog.cloudflare.com/memcrashed-major-amplification-attacks-from-port-11211/>

https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/apsaradb-for-memcache
https://docs.ovh.com/gb/en/dedicated/securing-server-with-memcached-service/
https://blog.rapid7.com/2018/02/27/the-flip-side-of-memcrashed/
https://attackerkb.com/topics/KM2uX55z24/cve-2018-1000115-major-amplification-ddos-vulnerability
https://blog.cloudflare.com/memcrashed-major-amplification-attacks-from-port-11211/
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Rapid7 Labs keeps an eye on memcached in the hopes we won’t find any, and, as seen in the previous section, said hopes are 
constantly dashed. Of the 68,337 nodes discovered, 68,044 return a valid version number (so ~300 folks think they’re being 
awfully clever). If the valid version numbers are correct, 47% of them (~32,000) are below the fixed release version of 1.5.6, 
but the “fix” in 1.5.6 and above was to disable UDP by default. Our study uses UDP and sends the stats query command and 
receives a full reply, so all these hosts can potentially be used in other amplification attacks.

Oh, and since we get a full response from that stats inquiry, it is good to see that most of these servers restart at least once  
a month:96

96 Rapid7 Labs should consider setting up an exposed memcached instance remote monitoring service. 
97 https://www.shadowserver.org/

UPTIME STATISTICS FOR DISCOVERED MEMCACHED HOSTS

Attacker’s View
While we do not have a memcached honeypot, we can see connection attempts on UDP 11211 and peek at the packet captures 
to see if memcached commands (most often, the stats one we use, though we occasionally see what look like misconfigured 
clients that are connecting to what they think are their memcached servers). The daily memcached command connections 
we see are mostly from Shadowserver,97 which is (correctly) self-described as a “nonprofit security organization working 
altruistically behind the scenes to make the internet more secure for everyone,” despite their scary name. They also scan the 
internet every day to try to get a handle on exposure and help organizations (for free) get a picture of their attack surface. We 
heart Shadowserver.

During the first third of 2020, we saw spikes of near 80,000 data-less UDP connections on 11211 across a handful of days, but 
none of this appears truly malicious in nature.

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should never expose memcached to the internet, and should ensure via playbooks and automation 
that development, test, and production memcached environments are rigidly controlled.

Cloud providers should continue to offer secure service alternatives to self-hosted memcached, ensure their  
provider-maintained machine images are kept patched with a default configuration of memcached only available on  
non-internet-exposed interfaces, and—frankly—not allow memcached to be exposed to the internet on host in their sphere  
of network control.

https://www.shadowserver.org/
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Government cybersecurity agencies should provide regular reminders about the dangers of memcached, offer guidance on 
how to run memcached safely, monitor for malicious use of memcached, and strongly encourage ISPs and cloud providers to 
block connections to memcached’s default port.

ETCD (TCP/2379)
Gleaming the Kube(rnetes).

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  Another distributed key-value store that provides a reliable way to store data that needs to be accessed 
by a distributed system or cluster of machines.

HOW MANY:  2,560 discovered nodes 
2,560 (100%) have version fingerprints

VULNERABILITIES: Two low-to-moderate CVEs since 2018.

ADVICE: Use it! Just don’t expose it to the internet.

ALTERNATIVES:  Redis and memcached are two similar, alternative in-memory key-value stores with characteristics 
similar to etcd.

The etcd key-value service is part of the Kubernetes98 ecosystem and is designed to hold system/service configuration and 
state information. The Kubernetes API Server uses etcd’s watch API to monitor the cluster and roll out critical configuration 
changes or simply restore any divergences of the state of the cluster back to what was declared by the deployer. It exposes a 
JSON API over the HTTP protocol.

Discovery Details
Project Sonar found 2,560 etcd nodes exposed to the internet. The counts by country (top 10) and provider are below:

COUNTRY COUNT PROVIDER COUNT

China 1,036 Alibaba 434

United States 476 Amazon 243

South Africa 255 Google 101

Germany 210 OVHcloud 89

Hong Kong 66 DigitalOcean 52

France 64 Microsoft 29

Singapore 59 Scaleway 15

Canada 56 Oracle 10

Russia 40 QuadraNet 6

Netherlands 38 Rackspace 1

98 https://kubernetes.io/

https://kubernetes.io/
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We’re including etcd for completeness (since we’ve mentioned in the previous sections on Redis and memcached), but the 
sample size is way too small to dig into, since we have no data on which ones are honeypots and which ones are real.

Just like the other two key-value databases, etcd should never be exposed to the internet. Unlike the previous two services, etcd 
tends to be purpose-driven for Kubernetes orchestration environments, which is another great reason not to expose it to the 
internet directly.

Internet Infrastructure

You would not get far on a roadtrip across most any country without roads, bridges, stoplights, maps, and the ability to request 
and receive directions. The same is true when it comes to the internet. There are quite a number of services we tend to treat as 
“invisible” that enable us to get from site A to site B or use the internet-enabled apps we’ve come to rely on. We’ve chosen a few 
key ones to see how they’re used, how safe they are, and what characteristics each one exhibits.

DOMAIN NAME SYSTEM (DNS) (UDP/53)
“The Achilles Heel of the Internet” - Sir Tim Berners-Lee

TLDR

WHAT IS IT: Domain Name System (DNS):99 The globally distributed address book of services on the internet.

HOW MANY:  4,717,658 discovered nodes 
3,498,439 (74.1%) have Recog fingerprints (15 total vendor+service families)

VULNERABILITIES: ~200 across all service families with every CVSS score imaginable.

ADVICE: You kinda have no other choice but to use it.

ALTERNATIVES: DNS over TLS (DoH), DNS over HTTPS (DoH), DNS over QUIC (DoQ); downgrade to Novell Netware.

GETTING: Used about as much as last year, which kind of makes sense since DNS makes the internet work.

Nobody wants to memorize IP addresses in order to get to network resources, nor does anyone want to maintain a giant 
standalone list of hostname to IP address mappings. However, nobody also wants to wait forever to get a response to the 
request for the IP address of, say, example.com. Thus was the atmosphere that begat what we posit is the most ubiquitous 
user-facing but also most user-overlooked service on the internet: the Domain Name System (DNS).

Discovery Details
Project Sonar discovered nearly 5 million DNS servers via UDP requests on port 53. This is a far fewer number than the total 
sum of, say, web servers, but it is a non-trivial number of systems and the reasons for that make sense. ISPs provide DNS 
services to home and small-business users, organizations host their own DNS to maintain control of their brand namespace, 
and vendors provide customized DNS services in either an outsourcing capacity or to provide enhanced services such as 
malware and other types of content filtering. Finally, large technology companies such as Google, Cloudflare, IBM (via Quad9), 
and others also provide centralized DNS services for various good (?) reasons. This is all to say, outside of the giant centralized 
DNS providers, the global DNS footprint tends to track very closely with the allocated country IPv4 space; the more IP 
allocations a given country has, the more DNS servers are there to keep track of them all.

99 RFC 1034 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1034>

http://example.com
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1034
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TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR INFRASTRUCTURE: DNS (UDP/53)
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Conversely, it really doesn’t make much sense to waste precious (and costly) cloud resources by hosting DNS in there. However, 
it seems OVH users have plenty of cycles (and money) to burn. Yep, those aren’t just OVH’s DNS servers. We come to that 
conclusion based on the diversity of DNS vendor software and the version spread. Now, OVH does have the largest data center 
on the planet100 and is not just a cloud services provider, so it’s pretty reasonable to see that it can and should be in the top spot.

Given that most small orgs use their ISPs’ external DNS (directly or via recursive DNS) and that the vast majority of home users 
still use their ISP DNS, you can imagine that autonomous system DNS server distribution has a very long tail.

CLOUD PROVIDER INFRASTRUCTURE: DNS (UDP/53)

100 (We think this is still true) <https://www.itworldcanada.com/article/why-ovh-opened-the-worlds-largest-datacentre-in-the-great-white-north/387358>

https://www.itworldcanada.com/article/why-ovh-opened-the-worlds-largest-datacentre-in-the-great-white-north/387358
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DNS SOFTWARE VERSION DISTRIBUTION BY ASN AND VENDOR

Exposure Information
DNS has had…challenges…over the years. It is a binary protocol that receives quite a bit of attention paid to it by both 
researchers and attackers. Because of this, and the nature of the UDP service, it is possible to craft a binary DNS request 
that ends up being around 60 bytes that asks for a DNS response, which ends up potentially being near 4,000 bytes (~7:1 
amplification), making it great for use in low-to-mid-level amplification DDoS attacks.101 It is also possible to compromise  
a DNS server via specially crafted binary messages, though that task gets more difficult with each passing year.

101 <https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA13-088A>

COUNTRY COUNT PERCENTAGE

ISC BIND 2,007,593 57.39%

Thekelleys 
Dnsmasq

556,228 15.90%

NLnet Labs NSD 520,785 14.89%

PowerDNS 
PowerDNS

342,143 9.78%

Microsoft DNS 43,185 1.23%

NLnet Labs 
Unbound

14,158 0.40%

Nominum Vantio 7,596 0.22%

DrayTek DNS 2,674 0.08%

COUNTRY COUNT PERCENTAGE

cz.nic Knot 1,897 0.05%

Michael Tokarev 
rbldnsd

898 0.03%

RIPE Atlas 
Anchor

614 0.02%

ALU DNS 539 0.02%

Incognito DNS 78 0.00%

D J Bernstein 
djbdns

45 0.00%

Check Point 
META IP

6 0.00%

BIND (now ISC BIND) was the first DNS server and is still the most prevalent one (of those we had Recog fingerprints for), which 
is likely why it has 119 CVEs (most all of them DoS-related). The picture really isn’t this clean, though. Within ISC BIND alone, we 
found 550 distinct version strings (most legit, too). We can look at version diversity by vendor across all autonomous systems 
with DNS servers to see just how crazy the situation really is:

https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA13-088A
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If this were a social media service instead of a serious research paper, now’s about the time we’d post a “Do You Even…?” meme 
gif with the word “Patch” in it. So, not only do we forget about DNS when we’re using it, we also seem to forget about it when 
we run it, too. Denial-of-service flaws are found every year in these servers, but when DNS is running, it’s running, and you likely 
need it to keep running.

Attacker’s View
We’re not in the DDoS protection services racket market, nor do we have DDoS probes sitting in key locations to be able to 
detect when DDoS attacks are happening. We see both TCP- and UDP-based DNS traffic in Heisenberg, but they’re mostly 
inventory scans or misconfigurations. 

This is not to say attackers care not about DNS anymore. Every DDoS mitigation vendor makes a point of reminding us about 
this a few times a year in their service reports, and Verizon noted a serious uptick in DoS in general in 2019102 (in which DNS 
played a part). And, there are always new, crafty attack vectors being researched and developed.103

But, attackers do more with DNS than just DoS. Organizations must register public, top-level domain names and set up 
various types of records for them so we can all buy things without leaving home.104 This exposes two potential avenues of for 
attack: first at the registrar level, which is why it is vital that you protect your domain registration account with multi-factor 
authentication (preferably app-based for this versus just SMS) and then do the same for your external DNS provider (if you’re 
using an external DNS provider). In May 2020, the Internet Systems Consortium hosted a webinar105 on this very topic that 
should help provide more background information, and SpamHaus estimates106 that GoDaddy has around 100 newly hijacked 
domains daily. 

They who control DNS control who you are on the internet.

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should safeguard registrar and external DNS provider accounts with multi-factor authentication, keep 
internal and external DNS systems fully patched, relentlessly monitor DNS for signs of abuse and configuration changes, and 
consider treating DNS like a first-class application in your environment as opposed to the plumbing that sits hidden behind 
drywall.

Cloud providers that offer DNS registration and hosting services should mandate multi-factor authentication be used and 
have processes in place to detect potential malicious activity (i.e., takeover attempts). All machine images with DNS services 
installed by default should be updated immediately after new DNS server versions are released and then notify all existing users 
about the need to upgrade.

Government cybersecurity agencies should provide timely notifications regarding DNS attacks of all kinds and have resources 
available that document how to securely maintain DNS infrastructure.

102 2020 DBIR <https://threatpost.com/verizon-data-breach-report-dos-skyrockets-espionage-dips/155843/>
103 NXNSAttack (Disclosed May 19, 2020) <https://attackerkb.com/search?q=NXNSAttack>
104 I mean, that’s kinda what the internet is now for, no?
105 Domain Hijacking slides/recording <https://www.isc.org/presentations/>
106 <https://www.spamhaus.org/news/article/797/the-current-state-of-domain-hijacking-and-a-specific-look-at-the-ongoing-issues-at-godaddy>

https://threatpost.com/verizon-data-breach-report-dos-skyrockets-espionage-dips/155843/
https://attackerkb.com/search?q=NXNSAttack
https://www.isc.org/presentations/
https://www.spamhaus.org/news/article/797/the-current-state-of-domain-hijacking-and-a-specific-look-at-the-ongoing-issues-at-godaddy
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DNS-OVER-TLS (DoT) (TCP/853)
Encrypting DNS is great! Unless it’s baddies doing the encrypting.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  DNS over TLS107 is just what it says on the tin: the DNS protocol embedded in a TLS connection, 
ostensibly to make your DNS request more confidential. 

HOW MANY:  3,237 discovered nodes 
A hodgepodge mix of vendor/version information was discernible, but you’ll need to read the details  
to find out more.

VULNERABILITIES:  Whatever is in the DNS that backs the service or in the code that presents TLS (more often than not,  
a plain, ol’ web server). 

 
 
ADVICE:  
  
 (read on to find out why!)

ALTERNATIVES:  Plain, simple, uncomplicated, and woefully unconfidential UDP DNS; DNS over HTTPS (DoH);108  
DNS over QUIC (DoQ);109 DNS over avian carriers (DoAC).110

GETTING: Drunk with power. There are nearly two times as many as April 2019.

At face value, DNS over TLS (henceforth referred to as DoT) aims to be the confidentiality solution for a legacy cleartext 
protocol that has managed to resist numerous other confidentiality (and integrity) fixup attempts. It is one of a handful of 
modern efforts to help make DNS less susceptible to eavesdropping and person-in-the-middle attacks.

Discovery Details
We chose to examine DoT because web browsers have become the new operating system of the internet, and DoT and 
cousins all allow browsers (or any app, really) to bypass your home, ISP, or organization’s choices of DNS resolution method 
and resolution provider. Since it’s presented over TLS, it can also be a great way for attackers to continue to use DNS as a 
command-and-control channel as well as an exfiltration channel.

We chose to examine DoT versus DoH because, well, it is far easier to enumerate DoT endpoints than it is DoH endpoints.111  
It’s getting easier to enumerate DoH since there seems to be some agreement on the standard way to query it, so that will  
likely make it to a future report, but for now, let’s take a look at what DoT Project Sonar found:

In an open relationship

It’s complicated

Separated

107 RFC 7858 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7858>
108 RFC 8484 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8484>
109 Specification of DNS over Dedicated QUIC Connections <https://tools.ietf.org/id/draft-huitema-quic-dnsoquic-06.html>
110 We totally made this one up but it is theoretically possible given RFC 2549 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2549>
111 Points for honesty?

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7858
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8484
https://tools.ietf.org/id/draft-huitema-quic-dnsoquic-06.html
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2549
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Yes, you read that chart correctly! Ireland is No. 1 in terms of the number of nodes running a DoT service, and it’s all thanks to a 
chap named Daniel Cid,112 who co-runs CleanBrowsing,113 which is a “DNS-based content filtering service that offers a safe way 
to browse the web without surprises.” Daniel has his name on AS205157,114 which is allocated to Ireland, but the CleanBrowsing 
service itself is run out of California.115 In fact, CleanBrowsing comprises almost 50% of the DoT corpus (1,612 nodes), with 563 
nodes attributed to the United States and a tiny number of servers attributed to a dozen or so other country network spaces.

Both the U.S. and Germany have a cornucopia of server types and autonomous systems presenting DoT services (none really 
stand out besides CleanBrowsing).

Since Bulgaria rarely makes it into top 10 exposure lists, we took a look at what was there and it’s a ton (relatively, anyway: 242) 
of DoT servers in Fiber Optics Bulgaria OOD,116 which is a kind of “meta” service provider for ISPs. Given the relative scarcity of 
IPv4 addresses, setting aside 242 of them just for DoT is a pretty major investment.

Even though the numbers are small, Japan’s presence is interesting, as it’s nearly all due to a single ISP: Internet Initiative  
Japan Inc.117

TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR INFRASTRUCTURE: DoT (853)

112 <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_B._Cid>
113 <https://cleanbrowsing.org/>
114 <https://bgpview.io/asn/205157>
115 Yes, the entire IP address attribution situation is, in fact, 100% terrible and needs a major overhaul or we should all just stop attributing IP addresses.
116 <http://www.fobul.net/>
117 <https://www.iij.ad.jp/en/>

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_B._Cid
https://cleanbrowsing.org/
https://bgpview.io/asn/205157
http://www.fobul.net/
https://www.iij.ad.jp/en/
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In case you have been left unawares, Google is a big player118 in the DoT space, but it tends to concentrate DNS exposure  
to a tiny handful of IP addresses (i.e., that bar is not Google-proper). When we filter out CleanBrowsing (yep, they’re  
everywhere), we’re left with the major exposure in Google being…a couple dozen servers running an instance of Pi-hole119 
(dnsmasq-pi-hole-2.80, to be precise). Cut/paste that finding for OV and DigitalOcean and yep, that same Pi-hole setup is  
tops in those two clouds as well.

You don’t need to get all fancy and run a Pi-hole setup to host your own DoT server. Just fire up an nginx120 instance, create a 
basic configuration,121 set up your own DNS122 behind it, and now, you too can stop your ISP from snooping your DNS queries.

CLOUD PROVIDER INFRASTRUCTURE: DoT (853)

118 <https://developers.google.com/speed/public-dns/docs/dns-over-tls>
119 <https://pi-hole.net/>
120 Nginx proxied DoT for 50% of the non-CleanBrowsing sites in the corpus.
121 <https://www.nginx.com/blog/using-nginx-as-dot-doh-gateway/>
122 GetDNS would be a good, modern choice <https://getdnsapi.net/>

https://developers.google.com/speed/public-dns/docs/dns-over-tls
https://pi-hole.net/
https://www.nginx.com/blog/using-nginx-as-dot-doh-gateway/
https://getdnsapi.net/
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Exposure Information
Here is where we’d normally talk about versions and CVEs, etc., but the DoT situation is complicated by a few things. First, we 
have big players in this space using proprietary solutions, so version fingerprints such as “CleanBrowsing v1.6a” are not very 
useful information. Second, should we focus on the version of the web server or of the back-end DNS server (or, both)? The 
latter might not be useful, since you can configure an nginx DoT setup to proxy to a third party, and that’s what will get picked up 
in the response. Lastly, even if we focus on the second-tier “big guns,” such as PowerDNS,123 we end up with a situation like this:

PowerDNS

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.0.9 (built Jul 31 2019 00:17:38 by buildbot@4842127c3c6c)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.1.1

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.1.10 (built Jun 20 2019 23:00:19 by root@e0846b1bda55)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.1.11

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.1.3 (built May 24 2018 12:54:13 by root@cebf8df1a8ce)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.1.4 (built Aug 29 2018 14:08:38 by root@7d1469b19fba)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.1.6

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.1.6 (built Feb  6 2019 14:44:29 by root@FreeBSD-Core-default-job-03)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.2.0 (built Jan  5 2020 00:41:27 by nobody@pkg.ssnet.ca)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.2.0 (built Jan 27 2020 11:34:42 by root@113amd64-quarterly-job-13)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.2.1

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.2.1 (built Nov 29 2019 11:55:12 by root@2ccf7cb0fe12)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.2.1 (built Nov 29 2019 13:34:28 by root@f06a46cf444e)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.3.0-beta2 (built Feb 19 2020 01:48:39 by root@eacdc4c975a9)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.3.0-rc2 (built Mar 18 2020 20:04:33 by root@freebsd_12x64-system-job-01)

PowerDNS Authoritative Server 4.4.0-alpha0.189.master.gdbcbb6820 (built Mar 27 2020 18:40:56 by root@4bf58b8d80f0)

PowerDNS Recursor

PowerDNS Recursor 3.7.3 ( jenkins@autotest.powerdns.com built 20151009082750 suresh@)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.0.4

PowerDNS Recursor 4.1.1

PowerDNS Recursor 4.1.11

PowerDNS Recursor 4.1.14

PowerDNS Recursor 4.1.15 (built Dec  3 2019 12:30:06 by root@626a1e888795)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.1.8

PowerDNS Recursor 4.1.8 (built Nov 26 2018 14:00:19 by buildbot@73da2fe09a4f)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.2.0 (built Jul 15 2019 09:36:44 by root@d44ad1e36fdb)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.2.1 (built Dec  6 2019 15:21:13 by root@b55bffd5a41e)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.2.1 (built Dec  6 2019 16:06:22 by root@acea22bef73d)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.2.1 (built Dec  6 2019 17:14:08 by root@77f29736172f)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.2.1 (built Dec  6 2019 17:42:47 by root@5cbd65d75070)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.3.0 (built Mar  2 2020 14:27:59 by root@031b640c6ba8)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.3.0 (built Mar 28 2020 20:36:40 by balor@optimus-G750JZ)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.3.0-beta1.203.master.ge8a76b3be (built Feb  6 2020 10:46:29 by root@68ea2e4b7b0c)

PowerDNS Recursor 4.3.0-beta1.25.master.g732b1dbd0 (built Dec 31 2019 12:13:41 by root@2bbbfe93b2b7)

123 <https://www.powerdns.com/>

mailto:nobody@pkg.ssnet.ca
mailto:jenkins@autotest.powerdns.com
https://www.powerdns.com/
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Giving you that glimpse does help to show it’s utter chaos even in PowerDNS-land, but DNS and chaos seem to go hand  
in hand.

Attacker’s View
There are no DoT honeypots in Heisenberg, but DoT is just a TLS wrapper over a traditional DNS binary-format query. When we 
looked for that in the TCP/853 full packet captures, we saw us (!) and a couple other researchers. Not very exciting, but with the 
goal of DoT being privacy, we really shouldn’t see random DoT requests.

Attackers are more likely to stand up their own DoT servers or reconfigure other DoT servers to use their DNS back-ends 
and then use those as covert channels once they gain a foothold after a successful phishing attack. This is a big reason we 
enumerate/catalog DoT, and we’re starting to see more DoT in residential ISP space and traditional hosting provider IP space. It 
looks like more folks are experimenting with DoT with each monthly study.

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should block TCP/853, lock down DoT and DoH browser settings as much as possible so there is no 
way to bypass organizational IT policies, and monitor for all attempts to use DoT or DoH services internally (or externally). In 
other words, unless you’re the ones setting them up, disallowing rogue, internal DoT is the safest course.

Cloud providers should consider offering managed DoT solutions and provide patched, secure disk images for folks who want 
to stand up their own. (This is one of the few cases where organizational advice and cloud advice are quite nearly opposite.)

Government cybersecurity agencies should monitor for malicious use of DoT and provide timely updates to the public. These 
centers should also be a source of unbiased, expert information on DoT, DoH, DoQ (et al).

NTP (123)
In the immortal words of The Smiths, “How soon is now?”

TLDR

WHAT IS IT: Network Time Protocol—the service that keeps us all in sync.124

HOW MANY:  1,638,577 discovered nodes 
1,638,495 (99.9%) gave up version and/or other fingerprintable information and (much) smaller subsets 
provided operating system information.

VULNERABILITIES:  A few. Mostly denial-of-service and information disclosure, but there have been remote code execution 
ones from time to time.

ADVICE: Use it! Just not on the internet. And, configured properly. And, patched.

ALTERNATIVES: Nope. This is the de facto way to keep time on the internet.

GETTING:  Stuck in time. There was literally no change from 2019.

The internet could not function the way it does without NTP. You’d think with that much power NTP would be all BPOC125 and 
act all smug and superior. Yet, it does it’s thing — keeping all computers that use it in sync, time-wise — with little fanfare, except 
when it’s being used in denial-of-service attacks. It has been around since around 1985, and while it is not the only network-
based time synchronization protocol, it is The Standard. 

124 RFC 5905 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5905>
125 Big Protocol on Campus

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5905
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NTP servers operate in a hierarchy with up to 15 levels dubbed stratum. There are authoritative, highly available NTP servers we 
all use every day (most of the time provided by operating system vendors and running on obviously named hosts such as time.
apple.com and time.windows.com). 

Virtually anything can be an NTP server, from a router, to your phone, to a RaspberryPi, so dedicated appliances that key off of 
GPS signals as a time-source. Now, just because something can be a time server does not mean it should be a time server.

Discovery Details
Project Sonar found 1,638,577 NTP servers on the public internet, so one might say we have quite a bit of time on our hands.126 
Our editors say otherwise, so let’s see what time looks like across countries and clouds.

126 You really did not think we’d pass up on the opportunity to pun this section into the ground, did you?

TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR INFRASTRUCTURE: NTP (123)

The United States has many IPv4 blocks, many computers, and many major ISPs and IT companies that like to control things. 
It also has a decent number of businesses that run NTP for no good reason. All of this helps push it to the top spot. Russia 
finally shows up in second place, for similar reasons, though two of Russia’s major ISPs account for just over 40% of Russia’s 
exposure. China — with its vast IPv4 space and population — comes in at No. 3, which means businesses and ISPs have figured 
out needlessly exposing NTP can cause more problems than it’s worth.

http://time.apple.com
http://time.apple.com
http://time.windows.com
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Rapid7 Labs was glad to see cloud environments (both the runners and the customers) seem to take the dangers of running 
NTP seriously as well, with most having almost no exposure.

Exposure Information
Now, you know NTP has to be a bit dangerous if the main support site for the protocol itself has a big, bad warning about the 
dangers of NTP right at the top of its page.127 The biggest danger comes from using it for amplification DDoS (it is a UDP-based 
protocol). While it is still used today, there are way better services, such as memcached, to use for such things.

NTP servers are just bits of software that have vulnerabilities like all other software. When you put anything on the internet, bad 
folks are going to try to gain control over it. If an organization needs — for some odd reason — to run its own NTP server, there’s 
no reason it has to be on the public internet. And, if there is some weird reason it does, there’s no reason it has to be configured 
to respond to requests from all subnets.

Why are we picking nits? Well, it’s one more thing you’re not going to patch. Then, there’s the problem of all the information 
you might be giving to attackers about your network setup. In our NTP corpus, 255,602 (15.5%) reveal the private IP address 
scheme on the internal network interface. 

CLOUD PROVIDER INFRASTRUCTURE: NTP (123)

127 <http://support.ntp.org/bin/view/Main/WebHome>

http://support.ntp.org/bin/view/Main/WebHome
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Over 1.5 million NTP servers give hints about the operating system and version they run:

OS COUNT PERCENTAGE

UNIX (generic) 1,089,876 69.61%

Cisco device 294,330 18.80%

Linux+kernel version 99,032 6.32%

BSD+kernel version 38,798 2.48%

Juniper device+version 32,469 2.07%

VMware+version 8,597 0.55%

SunOS 948 0.06%

Other 657 0.04%

vxWorks 505 0.03%

Sidewinder+version 332 0.02%

QNX+version 186 0.01%

macOS+version 66 0.00%

In total, 180,410 (11%) give us precise NTP version and build information, with all but roughly  
4,000 giving us the precise release date:

BUILD YEARS FOR IMPROPERLY CONFIGURED NTPD SERVERS

There’s an [un]healthy mix of remote code execution, information leakage, local service DoS, and amplification DDoS spread 
throughout that mix of NTP devices.

Hopefully we’ve managed to at least start to convince you otherwise if you were thinking, “Well, it’s just an NTP server” at the 
start of this section.
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Attacker’s View
The Exposure Information section provided a great deal of information on the potential (and measured) weaknesses in NTP 
systems. Attackers will judge your potential as a victim (and cyber-insurers will likely up your premiums) from how your attack 
surface is configured. NTP can reveal all the cracks in your configuration and patch management processes, and even provide 
a means of entry.

And, attackers still use NTP in amplification attacks, so that NTP server you didn’t realize you had or really thought you needed 
will likely be used in attacks on other sites.

Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should use NTP behind the firewall and keep it patched. If you do need to run NTP externally, only let it 
talk to specific hosts/networks.

Cloud providers should keep up the great work by only exposing as much NTP as they need to and offering guidance to 
customers for how to run NTP securely (off the internet).

Government cybersecurity agencies should provide timely notifications when new vulnerabilities in NTP surface or there are 
known, active NTP DoS campaigns. Educational materials should be made available on dangers of exposing NTP to the internet 
and on how to securely configure various NTP services.

Web Servers

Last year (2019) marked the 30th anniversary of the World Wide Web. Tens of thousands of bloggers and news outlets and 
vendors told you about it and then opined incessantly about what the web is and where it’s going, so we’ll save you from 
such exposition. “Web servers” is a very loaded term, since at their core, they are pieces of software that receive Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol requests and deliver responses. They front-end most everything today, from components in 
traditional server environments that deliver ranty blog posts and cat pictures to conduits for API requests that fit on a microchip 
inside your refrigerators, network routers, doorbells, automobiles, or drones. Because they are fairly diminutive and ridiculously 
easy to interact with, they are everywhere.

In this section, we focus on encrypted (HTTP 443) and encrypted (HTTP 80) internet-facing web servers. We kind of already 
covered some of this a bit back in the Remote Access section when we talked about Citrix servers, since the initial connection 
(from Citrix clients) and response comes from a web server.128 Unlike the dwarves of Moria, we will not delve too deeply in this 
section, since there’s only so much you can say about exposure from lightweight HTTP probes.129

128 We told you! They’re everywhere!
129  Plus, we’re neither Netcraft (<https://news.netcraft.com/archives/category/web-server-survey/>) nor Google, which both specialize in highly customized scanning of the entirety of the 

HTTP[S] internet.

https://news.netcraft.com/archives/category/web-server-survey/
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HTTP (TCP/80) & HTTPS (TCP/443)
One protocol to bring them all, and in the darkness, bind them.

TLDR

WHAT IS IT:  HTTP: Pristine, plaintext Hypertext Transfer Protocol communications. 
HTTPS: Encrypted HTTP

HOW MANY:  51,519,309 discovered HTTP nodes 
36,141,137 discovered HTTPS nodes 
 
We’re going to be talking a bit differently about fingerprinting in this section, so raw  
generic counts will have no context.

VULNERABILITIES:  Hoo boy! Many! But, do you mean vulnerabilities in core web servers themselves? The add-ons  
folks build into them? The web applications they serve? As many users of Facebook might say,  
“it’s complicated.”

ADVICE:  Go back to Gopher!130 Seriously, though, please continue to build awesome things using HTTPS.  
Just build them in such a way that folks who install and operate web servers can easily configure  
them securely, see patch status, and upgrade quickly and confidently. 

ALTERNATIVES:  QUIC,131 or “Quick UDP Internet Connection,” which is a “new multiplexed and secure transport atop  
UDP, designed from the ground up and optimized for HTTP/2 semantics.” While HTTP[S] will be with us 
for a Very Long Time, QUIC is its successor and will usher in whole new ways to deliver content securely 
and efficiently (and undoubtedly, exploit the same).

We’re going to talk about both HTTP and HTTPS combined (for the most part) as we identify what we found, some core areas 
of exposure, and opportunities for attackers. It’ll be a bit different than all the previous sections, but that’s just part of the quirky 
nature of HTTP in general.

Discovery Details
Way back in our Email Section, we compared encrypted and unencrypted services. We’ll do the same here, but will be 
presenting a “top 12” for countries since that is the set combination between HTTP and HTTPS.

130 <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gopher_(protocol)>
131 QUIC IETF draft <https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-tsvwg-quic-protocol-02>

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gopher_(protocol
https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-tsvwg-quic-protocol-02
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There are 30% more devices on the internet running plaintext HTTP versus encrypted HTTPS web services. The U.S. dwarfs all 
other countries in terms of discovered web service, very likely due to the presence of so many cloud services, hosting providers, 
and routers, switches, etc. in IPv4 space allocated to the U.S.

Germany and Ireland each expose 9% more HTTPS nodes than HTTP, and both the Netherlands and U.K. are quickly closing 
their encryption disparity as well.

We’ll skip cloud counts since, well, everyone knows cloud servers are full of web servers and we’re not sure what good it will do 
letting you know that Amazon had ~640K Elastic Load Balancers (version 2.0!) running on the day our studies kicked off. 

ENCRYPTED VS UNENCRYPTED HTTP SERVICES BY COUNTRY (TOP 12 MINUS U.S.)
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Exposure Information
To understand exposure, we need to see what is running on these web servers. That’s not as easy as you might think with just 
lightweight scans. For example, here are the top 20 HTTP servers by vendor/family and port:

VENDOR FAMILY HTTPS (80) % OF HTTP HTTPS (443) % OF HTTPS

Microsoft IIS 5,273,393 10.24% 2,096,655 5.80%

Apache Apache 4,873,517 9.46% 2,595,714 7.18%

nginx nginx 3,938,031 7.64% 2,495,667 6.91%

Amazon Elastic Load Balancing 644,862 1.25% 386,751 1.07%

Squid Cache Squid 381,224 0.74% 8,649 0.02%

ACME Laboratories mini_httpd 125,708 0.24% 82,427 0.23%

Oracle GoAhead Webserver 48,505 0.09% 40,501 0.11%

Apache Tomcat 40,702 0.08% 32,271 0.09%

Taobao Tengine 37,626 0.07% 14,130 0.04%

Eclipse Jetty 29,750 0.06% 50,763 0.14%

Mbedthis Software Appweb 23,463 0.05% 19,470 0.05%

Virata EmWeb 22,354 0.04% 7,179 0.02%

Embedthis Appweb 17,235 0.03% 32,629 0.09%

Microsoft Windows CE Web Server 14,012 0.03% 1,027 0.00%

TornadoWeb Tornado 13,637 0.03% 10,151 0.03%

Tridium Niagara 9,772 0.02% 564 0.00%

TwistedMatrix Twisted Web 7,481 0.01% 4,984 0.01%

Caucho Resin 5,168 0.01% 1,812 0.01%

Mort Bay Jetty 5,079 0.01% 2,033 0.01%

SolarWinds Serv-U 3,232 0.01% 6,421 0.02%
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Remember, we’re just counting what comes back on a `GET` request to those two ports on each active IP address, and the 
counts come from Recog signatures (which are great, but far from comprehensive). For some servers, we can get down to the 
discrete version level, which lets us build a Common Platform Enumeration132 identifier. That identifier lets us see how many 
CVEs a given instance type has associated with it. We used this capability to compare each version of each service family 
against the number of CVEs it has. While we do not have complete coverage across the above list, we do have some of the 
heavy(ier) hitters:

CVES PER SERVICE FAMILY VERSION BY SEVERITY COMBINED HTTP (80) & HTTPS (443)

We limited the view to a service family having at least having 10 or more systems exposed and used color to encode the  
CVSS v2 scores. 

The most prevalent CVE-enumerated vulnerabilities are listed in the table below. While it’s technically possible that these CVEs 
have been mitigated through some other software control, patching them out entirely is really the best and easiest way to avoid 
uncomfortable conversations with your vulnerability manager.

132 CPE <https://nvd.nist.gov/products/cpe>

https://nvd.nist.gov/products/cpe
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And, the top 30 most prevalent are: 

CVE NUMBER

CVE-2017-8361 336

CVE-2013-2275 202

CVE-2012-1452 186

CVE-2016-1000107 184

CVE-2016-6440 184

CVE-2012-0038 168

CVE-2012-1835 165

CVE-2016-8827 165

CVE-2011-3868 164

CVE-2011-0607 160

CVE-2007-6740 154

CVE-2013-4564 150

CVE-2016-0948 149

CVE-2016-0956 149

CVE-2009-2047 146

CVE-2015-5670 145

CVE-2017-8577 143

CVE-2014-0134 135

CVE-2015-5355 135

CVE-2012-5932 127

CVE-2014-8089 120

CVE-2015-5685 118

CVE-2016-1000109 118

CVE-2015-5672 114

CVE-2016-5596 112

CVE-2016-5600 112

CVE-2016-4261 111

CVE-2016-4263 111

CVE-2016-4264 111

CVE-2016-4268 111
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While we expect to see traditional web servers, there are other devices connected to the internet that expose web services or 
administrative interfaces (which we’ve partially enumerated below):

VENDOR DEVICE HTTP (80) HTTPS (443)

Cisco Firewall 123 986,766

AVM WAP 1,942 604,890

Asus WAP 1 177,936

Synology NAS 61,796 50,531

Check Point Firewall 16,059 30,773

SonicWALL VPN 7,413 16,061

Ubiquiti WAP 0 11,813

HP Printer 16,247 9,178

MikroTik Router 289,026 8,056

Tivo DVR 6,400 6,779

Philips Light Bulb 4,785 3,349

Polycom VoIP 369 3,079

Ubiquiti Web Cam 955 922

HP Lights Out Management 601 708

ARRIS Cable Modem 350 217

Fortinet Firewall 1,221 159

Xerox Printer 1,575 29

Canon Multifunction Device 124 14

Netwave Web Cam 6,420 7

HeiTel DVR 2,734 2

Samsung DVR 53,053 2

Merit LILIN DVR 2,565 1

Fidelix Industrial Control 545 0

FUHO DVR 1,249 0

Shenzhen Reecam Tech. Ltd. Web cam 1,902 0

Ubiquiti DVR 675 0

Yamaha Router 9,675 0

For instance, we found nearly a million Cisco ASA firewalls. That fact is not necessarily “bad,” since they can be configured to 
provide remote access services (like VPN). Having 123 instances on port 80 is, however, not the best idea.
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Unlike Cisco, most MikroTik routers seem to be exposed sans encryption, and over 75% of them are exposing the device’s 
admin interface.133 What could possibly go wrong?

Upward of 50,000 Synology network-attached storage devices show up as well, and the File Sharing section talked at length 
about the sorry state of exposure in these types of devices. They’re on the internet to enable owners to play local media 
remotely and access other files remotely.

There are printers, and light bulbs; DVRs and home router admin interfaces; oh, and a few thousand entire building control 
systems.134 In short, you can find pretty much anything with a web interface hanging out on the internet.

Attacker’s View
There are so many layers in modern HTTP[S] services that attackers likely are often paralyzed by not knowing which ones to go 
after first. Attacking HTTP services on embedded systems is generally one of the safest paths to take, since they’re generally 
not monitored by the owner nor the network operator and can be used with almost guaranteed anonymity.

Formal web services — think Apache Struts, WebLogic, and the like — are also desirable targets, since they’re usually associated 
with enterprise deployments and, thus, have more potential for financial gain or access to confidential records. HTTP interfaces 
to firewalls and remote access systems (as we saw back in the Remote Access section) have been a major focus for many 
attacker groups for the past 18 — 24 months since once compromised, they can drop an adversary right into the heart of the 
internal network where they can (usually) quickly establish a foothold and secondary access method.

133 And the common admin passwords are just a Google search away (and will likely work).
134 <https://www.fidelix.com/building-automation/>

HTTP (80) AND HTTPS (443) UNIQUE ATTACKERS-PER-DAY DURING APRIL 2020

You’re also more likely to see (at least for now) more initial probes on HTTP (80), as noted by both the unique source IPv4 and 
total interaction views (above). It’s hard to say “watch 80 closely, and especially 80→443 moves by clients,” since most services 
are still offered on both ports and good sites are configured to automatically redirect clients to HTTPS. Still, if you see clients 
focus more on 80, you may want to flag those for potential further investigation. And, definitely be more careful with your 
systems that only talk HTTP (80). 

https://www.fidelix.com/building-automation/
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Our Advice
IT and IT security teams should build awesome platforms and services and put them on the internet over HTTPS! Innovation 
drives change and progress — plus, the internet has likely done more good than harm since the first HTTP request was made. 
Do keep all this patched and ensure secure configuration and coding practices are part of the development and deployment 
lifecycles. Do not put administrative interfaces to anything on the internet if at all possible and ensure you know what services 
your network devices and “Internet of Things” devices are exposing. Finally, disable `Server:̀  banners on everything and examine 
other HTTP headers for what else they might leak and sanitize what you can. Attackers on the lookout for, say, nginx will often 
move on if they see Apache in the Server header. You’d be surprised just how effective this one change can be.

Cloud providers should continue to offer secure, scalable web technologies. At the same time, if pre-built disk images with 
common application stacks are offered, keep them patched and ensure you have the ability to inform users when things go  
out-of-date.

Government cybersecurity agencies should keep reminding us not to put digital detritus with embedded web servers on 
the internet and monitor for campaigns that are targeting these invisible services. When there are major issues with core 
technologies such as Microsoft IIS, Apache HTTP, or nginx, processes should be in place to notify the public and work with 
ISPs, hosting, and cloud providers to try to contain any possible widespread damage. There should be active programs in 
place to ensure no critical telecommunications infrastructure has dangerous ports or services exposed, especially router 
administrative interfaces over HTTP/HTTPS.



Conclusions
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First, and foremost, the sky most certainly is not falling. Sure, each and every service we’ve reported on is extremely messy, and 
we humans are doing a terrible job at maintaining service currency and configuration safety. But, we’re fairly certain you and 
your family are reading, watching, and posting to Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, TikTok, et. al. every day just fine, and that you’ve 
performed a number of online banking and online purchasing transactions within the last four weeks with nary a care in the 
world about their security, and that you’ve used countless SaaS applications with or without your direct knowledge. All of that 
was done despite deep levels of inherent vulnerability that lie across the entirety of the internet.

Sure, bad things happen, like 23,000 denial-of-service attacks per day (16 every minute),135 Magecart javascript injections136 
on sites with exposed vulnerabilities, and EternalBlue-based exploits still work and are still prevalent137 all these years after 
WannaCry. While these disruptions no doubt inflict varying levels of pain on the victims (both consumers/visitors and 
operators/businesses), the internet — for the most part — moves ever on and on for the vast majority of users.

We are not suggesting that the status quo is okay. Far from it. But, we do feel more like the environmental scientists who 
continue to warn about the real and present danger of global warming or health professionals who implore us to wear masks 
and social distance. We’re pounding the same drum, just to a different beat. We are crawling, not racing, toward systematic 
disaster with the way we’re managing the global internet. Things aren’t great, but not disastrously bad, and relatively small 
changes in how we design, develop, and deploy services will still have a great impact on the stability, safey, and security of the 
internet as a whole.

If you put anything on the internet, it should be:

• Exposed deliberately. You meant to expose it versus accidentally exposed it.

• Configured competently. The configuration is secure and designed to perform only the necessary tasks.

• Patched regularly. You need to make a real effort to keep with current version levels and especially when there are critical 
vulnerabilities identified. You also need to go out of your way to ensure you can pull patched versions even when your default 
package repositories stop updating.

• Monitored mindfully. You have just increased the attack surface of both yourself/your organization and the internet as a 
whole; as such, you are inherently responsible for doing your part in the defense of those entities.

• Assumed attacked. Researchers aren’t the only ones looking for services, and attackers do not have the ethical and legal 
restrictions we do, so they’ll look harder and attack at will. You cannot assume that your services will only receive benign 
interactions using the methods you outlined in your benign use-cases.

We’re not saying you should not innovate or experiment. By all means, invent and release brand-new protocols and services 
with a hostile internet in mind. Such services that expect attack and failure, and compensate for such events, will thrive on the 
future internet. In the end, any new service you deploy may fall under the control of attackers who are smart, resourceful, and 
relentless, so engineer accordingly.

135 <https://www.netscout.com/threatreport>

136 <https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/92899/cyber-crime/fbi-cisa-e-skimming-attacks.html>

137 <https://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/eternalblue-longevity-underscores-patching-problem/d/d-id/1337233>

https://www.netscout.com/threatreport
https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/92899/cyber-crime/fbi-cisa-e-skimming-attacks.html
https://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/eternalblue-longevity-underscores-patching-problem/d/d-id/1337233
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The internet has grown chaotically and explosively since its inception back in the 1960s.138 The 1,000th node was connected to 
the internet when it was 18 years old, in 1987. In 2020, the internet is over 50 years old, and we are able to discover 330,087,843 
active nodes that are offering some sort of service on the internet — web servers, file sharing sites, streaming video services, 
terminal consoles, and anything else capable of sending network data. If every computer server were a citizen of The 
Cybercratic Machines’ Republic of the Internet, that country would be the fourth most populated country in the world.

At its most fundamental level, the internet runs on the Internet Protocol, or IP, which is the basic addressing and routing system 
to reach machines hosted in different networks. It stands to reason, then, in order to be on “the internet,” a node or resource 
needs to be reachable by this lingua franca of public addressing via an “IP address.” Below is a representation of the entire 
population of every four-byte IPv4 address, with each pixel representing one block of 255 individual addresses, and colored dark 
to light depending on how many of those nodes respond to scanning. All together, there are 2^32 possible addresses, or about 
4.2 billion.

As one can see, not every address in the 2^32 bit 
space is actually open for connections. For starters, 
the large black rectangles represent reserved and 
non-public addresses. You might see these addresses, 
such as 10.1.1.1 and 192.168.0.1, on your local network, 
but they are not directly reachable over the internet 
under normal circumstances. Other dark areas are 
either unpopulated, not responsive to probes, or on 
our blocklist of those networks that have opted out of 
scanning (more on that below, under Measurement 
Strategy and Tools). These unscannable areas aside, 
the internet is pretty densely packed in some of its 
more populous regions, and it’s changing more rapidly 
than ever.

Measurement Strategy and Tools

Collecting telemetry to grasp the makeup of the 
internet is no easy task. As mentioned above, the 
total possible IPv4 internet consists of 4.2 billion 
addresses, 3.7 billion of which are actually assignable 
on the public internet.139 Over the past two decades, as 
computing power has increased alongside advancements in networking, obtaining an accurate picture of the internet went from 
an impossible task to one that could be completed in under five minutes.140 As it would turn out, coupled with new technology 
that embraces dynamism, such as cloud computing, incredibly fast scanning is not only necessary, but insanely important to 
obtain a picture that is as accurate as possible of a vast, churning internet. In other words, don’t count on one IPv4 address 
with its set of services to look the same the next time you look. In fact, prior internal Rapid7 research (associated with our 
Heisenberg honeypots) has shown that IPv4 address leases could change hands and character within seconds.

While we’re discussing IP address space, let’s take a minute to appreciate IPv6, the newer141 and expanding addressing and 
routing scheme for the internet. Unlike IPv4’s 232 space, IPv6 has space for 2128 addresses. Just for fun, that’s 340,282,366,920,938,463,463

,374,607,431,768,211,456 IPv6 addresses, compared to IPv4’s much more fathomable 4 billion. So large, we had to reduce the font size so 
this report would format cleanly. Let that set in (actually, you can’t, but don’t feel too bad about it).

However, IPv6 address adoption by clients still stands at around 31% as of the time of writing of this report, according to 

138  RFC 1 was published back way back in 1969, by Steve Crocker at UCLA. If any one person could be said to have invented the internet, it’s Crocker. Use that fact in a trivia challenge today!
139  There are 592,708,864 addresses that are reserved for private networking, multicast addressing, and other non-public uses, according to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4#Special-

use_addresses. For example, all the addresses in the 127/8 block—about 16.8 million total—are reserved for local loopback addresses. What a waste.
140  <https://www.usenix.org/conference/woot14/workshop-program/presentation/adrian>
141  The IPv6 spec is almost 25 years old now, so it’s hardly “new” anymore.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4#Special-use_addresses
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4#Special-use_addresses
https://www.usenix.org/conference/woot14/workshop-program/presentation/adrian
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Google142 (and that is counting physical systems that are addressable by both IPv4 and IPv6), and nearly all IPv6 services today 
are also reachable over the IPv4 network. So, while keeping an eye on IPv6 is definitely important, it’s still reasonable to assume 
that the IPv4-addressable internet is “pretty much the whole internet,” and we don’t believe there is a totally separate and 
invisible-to-Sonar IPv6 server-side internet out there.

Now that we’ve discussed the challenges of active scanning, let’s talk a little about passive internet telemetry collection. Passive 
collection typically involves sitting a computer on the internet and…listening. Yep, really that’s it. In fact, pretty much any device 
you have sitting on the internet is serving this purpose, right now, attracting all sorts of nonsense, such as proxy requests 
for scraping nike.com (yes, seriously), and brute force attempts against SSH on TCP/22. Check your web server logs if you 
don’t believe us. One specialized form of passive collection, a honeypot, involves placing a device deliberately on the internet 
to entice someone or something to attack or probe it, and trap deeper behavior you wouldn’t otherwise normally be able to 
track. As it turns out, this behavior gives you a wealth of information, including building an understanding of post-exploitation 
behavior, trapping malware samples for later analysis, and understanding common non-malicious errors made in computing 
infrastructure, such as when someone forgets to remove that dynamic cloud IP they no longer own from receiving sensitive 
application messages.

Lastly, once you obtain your telemetry through active and passive means, you need a way to enrich it to understand more about 
the overall complexion, or general aspect and character, of the internet. Being able to determine that an IP address is hosting 
a specific OS, like Windows ME (let’s hope not), is critically important to understand the types of devices and extrapolate risk 
based on past weather.143

That thing called Sonar
Rapid7 has run Project Sonar, an active internet scanning project, since 2013. Project Sonar was created to measure IPv4 
address space, as well as Forward (FDNS) and Reverse (RDNS) DNS records.144 IP scanning activity today focuses entirely on 
IPv4-based services, though support for IPv6 is considered for future work, as adoption continues to increase.

Project Sonar scans, otherwise known to the Rapid7 Labs research team as “Studies,” are run on regular intervals. These 
intervals differ, however, depending on the type of study. For example, Rapid7 runs HTTP scans every two weeks across a 
variety of ports, while we run FDNS and RDNS weekly. This amounts in a staggering amount of data, easily in the petabyte 
range when considering complete history. One of our largest studies, HTTP/80, routinely comes in around 50 — 60GB as a 
compressed single zipped file, each row of the uncompressed results containing a unique response from an interaction from a 
server in IPv4 address space. 

The amount of IPv4 addresses monitored by Project Sonar are further reduced through a blocklist Rapid7 implements and 
honors when inbound email requests ask us to refrain from scanning certain IP address ranges. This blocklist represents 
around 20 million — 30 million IPv4 addresses, a small, but notable set.

Project Sonar scans are run from our data centers in San Diego, California, and London. Running scans from multiple locations 
allows us to collect telemetry from different “perspectives” of the internet, while also balancing scan load across multiple hosts 
for more efficient collection. Rapid7 Labs does not routinely analyze the difference in perspectives of the internet from these 
data center locations today, though this is an area of future research.

Now may also be a great time to mention that a large amount of Project Sonar data is available free of charge for academic, 
research, or practitioner (use for your own security, corporate, or otherwise) use cases at the Open Data website.145

142  <https://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/statistics.html>
143 <https://www.cvedetails.com/top-50-products.php>
144  Forward DNS is the system that translates friendly names to IP addresses, while Reverse DNS does the opposite. For example, “www.rapid7.com” resolves to 52.85.146.50 (at this 

moment) forwardly, while a the reverse resolution of 52.85.146.50 points to “server-52-85-146-50.iad89.r.cloudfront.net.” These days, FDNS generally says “who” is at an IP address, 
while RDNS says “where” that IP address is.

145 <https://opendata.rapid7.com/>

http://nike.com
https://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/statistics.html
https://www.cvedetails.com/top-50-products.php
http://www.rapid7.com
http://server-52-85-146-50.iad89.r.cloudfront.net
https://opendata.rapid7.com/
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Heisenberg, too
Project Heisenberg is a net of honeypots Rapid7 has deployed across the globe to gain regional threat intelligence and 
understand internet weather. As mentioned earlier, this honeynet listens on the internet for unsolicited attacks against each 
honeypot in the network. These attacks are aggregated and sent to Rapid7 for enrichment and analysis. Rapid7 has 120 
honeypots deployed across five continents.

One critical component of the Heisenberg honeynet is remaining unidentified as a honeypot, as to not tip off attackers to its 
capabilities. For this reason, some of the methods it deploys will remain secret and excluded from this report. However, suffice 
to say, Heisenberg routinely traps credentials used in brute force attacks, exploitation attempts, proxy traffic, and unintentional 
information leakage due to configuration errors from other adjacent infrastructure.

And then there’s Recog
The last piece of the picture is Project Recog. Recog is an open source fingerprint database146 that can be used to turn 
identifying protocol details (such as banners, version strings, and other technical hints) collected during internet scans into 
normalized operating system, software, hardware, and service fingerprints. Recog spun out of Rapid7’s Nexpose (now known 
as InsightVM), from its earlier days. Recog is used by Rapid7’s InsightVM and Metasploit products, and remains to this day one 
of several important information sources for identifying and classifying the makeup of the internet.

Recog supports a variety of protocols and protocol responses. For example, for HTTP replies, we can turn headers, cookies, 
and even HTTP body title tags into some type of fingerprint. More concretely, if we see a Server header come back with a value 
of Microsoft/IIS 6.0, we can not only deduce IIS 6.0 is running147 on the host running that HTTP service, but also that the 
host is running Windows 2003, an obsolete operating system. This knowledge allows us to estimate or, in some cases, directly 
identify risks related to global infrastructure we observe.

146 <https://github.com/rapid7/recog>
147 <https://github.com/rapid7/recog/blob/master/xml/http_servers.xml#L176>

https://github.com/rapid7/recog
https://github.com/rapid7/recog/blob/master/xml/http_servers.xml#L176
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Despite what you may believe, see, or have tried yourself, measuring the internet is difficult. But, what do we — Rapid7 
Labs — mean by “measuring the internet?” As it relates to the components of this report, we define “measure” as “enumerate all 
the internet IPv4 endpoints at a given point in time — usually between 30 and 240 minutes, depending on the day, time, and what 
we’re looking for — that respond positively to a request using protocol X.” First, we perform a probe against all of IPV4 space to 
see if there’s something listening at all on a given port using ZMap,148 then perform a protocol-level request against all nodes 
that responded to the initial probe.

While one might be inclined to believe this is a full/complete inventory, it isn’t. It’s really a sample from a superpopulaton of 
nodes connected to the internet. Why isn’t it complete? Well, just like in ecology, when those scientists attempt to count all the 
squirrels in a given forest region, they do this by looking at them in defined block areas. They most certainly aren’t counting 
every squirrel with whatever devices they’re using, but they are getting a statistically usable sample count that they can  
work with.

Similarly, the internet is, to some degree, as dynamic as a natural forest. Portions of the internet go down regularly,149 the cloud 
enables organizations to rapidly provision and deprovision resources, many of which will be observable from the internet, and 
many ISPs also continue to use short-lifespan IPv4 DHCP assignments. Plus, for some dangerous services, such as SMB, ISPs 
often work with national authorities to block access to those resources. Finally, Rapid7 Labs honors opt-out requests (as seen 
in our massive IPv4 heatmap), so we miss whatever is in those blocks.

We note this to caution against making 100% definitive statements based on any internet scan data, including ours. This is why 
you see rounding and estimates used throughout the report. The Labs team work diligently to ensure the efficacy of our Sonar 
studies, but has little control if a given country (or weather event) decides to take down the internet somewhere as scans are 
being performed.

Unless otherwise noted, all the measurements were taken from April 2020 Sonar studies in an effort to perform measurements 
based on the “new (for the moment) normal” after the 2020 SARS-CoV-2 global pandemic. 

Why We Chose the Services We Chose

Readers familiar with our previous work on the National Exposure Index (NEI)150 will note a significant difference between those 
research efforts and this one, most prominent of which are the use of full protocol scans. The NEI papers of yore used plain 
SYN scans, which, while useful, don’t paint as accurate a picture of specific protocol exposure. Folks can, and do, stick all kinds 
of network services on every imaginable, usable TCP and UDP port. By switching to showing results from full protocol scans, 
we paint a far more accurate picture of those specific services, and can — where we have Recog fingerprints and where said 
services expose enough information to use those fingerprints — provide a rich set of detail that we can use to approximate the 
relevance/severity of the exposure of those services.

The NEI series relied on the statistical service encounter frequencies from nmap.151 For NICER, the research team wanted 
to help create a usable atlas/reference of core, critical, and/or colloquially common services to both help paint a picture of 
exposure and and highlight areas they felt were important in 2020. This is by no means an exhaustive list of what Sonar 
studies on a regular basis, nor is it the totality of the most important services. However, we believe it strikes the right balance 
of importance and usability (in other words, the report is already fairly comprehensive and also fairly long, and making it longer 
would not have necessarily made it better).

146 <https://github.com/rapid7/recog>
147 <https://github.com/rapid7/recog/blob/master/xml/http_servers.xml#L176>
148 <https://github.com/zmap/zmap>
149 <https://map.internetintel.oracle.com/> 
150 <https://www.rapid7.com/ja/info/national-exposure-index/>
151 <https://svn.nmap.org/nmap/nmap-services>

https://github.com/rapid7/recog
https://github.com/rapid7/recog/blob/master/xml/http_servers.xml#L176
https://github.com/zmap/zmap
https://map.internetintel.oracle.com/
https://www.rapid7.com/ja/info/national-exposure-index/
https://svn.nmap.org/nmap/nmap-services
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Why We Focused on Countries

Like it or not, country-level autonomous system/CIDR assignments are still the most accurate types of IPv4 entity resolution we 
commonly have. It is also far from perfect, with major industrial nations, such as the United States and United Kingdom, having 
a higher IPv4-to-country attribution accuracy (~85 — 92+%) than those with less modern infrastructure.152 We use MaxMind153 
for all country/region-level entity resolution, with said mapping performed at the time of the Sonar study.

As noted in various sections, we believe civilian cybersecurity government authorities can and should help make the internet 
safer. Thus, having an understanding of what exposure looks like in their jurisdictions should help representatives craft better 
guidance and set up more complete education, monitoring, and alerting programs to help with this safety mission.

Why We Focused on Clouds

An ever-increasing percentage of mission-critical business workloads are moving to cloud environments for all the reasons 
every bit of advertising you receive about the benefits of “the cloud” have told you a million times already, so we won’t bore or 
annoy you by re-enumerating them. With providers such as Amazon and Microsoft each having a customer base exposing 
services across over a million IPv4s (each), the research team felt it was important to dig into what portion of services in our 
survey came from cloud environments. We chose the cloud providers we did based on IPv4 allocated capacity, discovered 
usage, and which ones were more prevalent in the context of real business use (versus hobbyist use).

Where possible, we used official lists provided by providers and augmented these with known mappings from provisioned 
autonomous systems. While we have strived for completeness, IPv4 entity mapping even in cloud space is less than a  
precise science.

How We Ranked 

Ranking is always a challenge, since at some point humans incorporate their biases in terms of what an individual or group 
believes should be more important than something else. An example would be “exposing SMB is far more dangerous and 
irresponsible than exposing DNS” (which is a truth embedded in the NICER rankings). Not all exposure is created equal, and we 
imposed similar expert biases or “opinions” in previous NEI work. A key difference for NICER rankings is that we also have data 
on likely real vulnerabilities, both in terms of count and severity, for each service for each entity being ranked. 

152 Accuracy in those regions may drop down to 65% or lower.
153 <https://www.maxmind.com/en/home>

https://www.maxmind.com/en/home
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We gave an “Attacker’s View” for each service in the report to provide threat context for defenders. In this appendix, we’ve 
collected relevant MITRE ATT&CK154 tactic/technique mappings relevant to each service to enhance this context and provide 
a path toward identifying attacker actions against these services by implementing relevant detections associated with these 
ATT&CK techniques (provided the detection technologies within your organization support ATT&CK mappings).

Services in this report and tactic phases are grouped within each technique, and an abbreviated description is included. 
Readers are encouraged to review the detailed descriptions and associated mitigation strategies of services relevant to your 
organizations on the main MITRE ATT&CK website.

SERVICE TECHNIQUE DESCRIPTION
PRESENT IN  
TACTIC PHASES

RDP Commonly Used 
Port (T1043)

Adversaries may communicate over a commonly used port to bypass 
firewalls or network detection systems and to blend with normal 
network activity to avoid more detailed inspection. 

They may use the protocol associated with the port or a completely 
different protocol.

Command  
and Control

DNS Custom 
Command and 
Control Protocol 
(T1094)

Adversaries may communicate using a custom command and control 
protocol instead of encapsulating commands/data in an existing 
Standard Application Layer Protocol. Implementations include 
mimicking well-known protocols or developing custom protocols 
(including raw sockets) on top of fundamental protocols provided by 
TCP/IP/another standard network stack.

Command  
and Control

DNS Data Hiding 
(T1320)

Certain types of traffic (e.g., DNS tunneling, header inject) allow for 
user-defined fields. These fields can then be used to hide data. In 
addition to hiding data in network protocols, steganography techniques 
can be used to hide data in images or other file formats. Detection can 
be difficult unless a particular signature is already known. 

DNS DNS poisoning 
(T1382)

DNS (cache) poisoning is the corruption of an internet server’s domain 
name system table by replacing an internet address with that of 
another, rogue address. When a web user seeks the page with that 
address, the request is redirected by the rogue entry in the table to a 
different address.

DNS DNSCalc (T1324) DNS Calc is a technique in which the octets of an IP address are used to 
calculate the port for command and control servers from an initial DNS 
request.

DNS Dynamic DNS 
(T1311)

Dynamic DNS is a method of automatically updating a name in the DNS 
system. Providers offer this rapid reconfiguration of IPs to hostnames 
as a service.

154 MITRE ATT&CK <https://attack.mitre.org/>

https://attack.mitre.org/
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DNS Endpoint Denial of 
Service (T1499)

Adversaries may perform endpoint denial-of-service (DoS) attacks to 
degrade or block the availability of services to users. Endpoint DoS 
can be performed by exhausting the system resources those services 
are hosted on or exploiting the system to cause a persistent crash 
condition. 

An endpoint DoS denies the availability of a service without saturating 
the network used to provide access to the service. 

A DoS attack may be generated by a single system or multiple systems 
spread across the internet, which is commonly referred to as a 
distributed DoS (DDoS).

To perform DoS attacks against endpoint resources, several aspects 
apply to multiple methods, including IP address spoofing and botnets.

Adversaries may use the original IP address of an attacking system, 
or spoof the source IP address to make the attack traffic more difficult 
to trace back to the attacking system or to enable reflection. This can 
increase the difficulty defenders have in defending against the attack 
by reducing or eliminating the effectiveness of filtering by the source 
address on network defense devices.

Botnets are commonly used to conduct DDoS attacks against networks 
and services. Large botnets can generate a significant amount of traffic 
from systems spread across the global internet. Adversaries may have 
the resources to build out and control their own botnet infrastructure 
or may rent time on an existing botnet to conduct an attack. In some 
of the worst cases for DDoS, so many systems are used to generate 
requests that each one only needs to send out a small amount of traffic 
to produce enough volume to exhaust the target’s resources. In such 
circumstances, distinguishing DDoS traffic from legitimate clients 
becomes exceedingly difficult. 

Impact

DNS

FTP

FTPS

SMB

SMTP

Exfiltration 
Over Alternative 
Protocol (T1048)

Data exfiltration is performed with a different protocol from the main 
command and control protocol or channel. The data is likely to be sent 
to an alternate network location from the main command and control 
server. Alternate protocols include FTP, SMTP, HTTP/S, DNS, SMB, or 
any other network protocol not being used as the main command and 
control channel. Different channels could include Internet Web services 
such as cloud storage.

Adversaries may leverage various operating system utilities to exfiltrate 
data over an alternative protocol.

Exfiltration

POP3

POP3S

SMTP

SMTPS

Exfiltration Over 
Command and 
Control Channel 
(T1041)

Data exfiltration is performed over the Command and Control channel. 
Data is encoded into the normal communications channel using the 
same protocol as command and control communications.

Exfiltration
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Redis Exploitation for 
Client Execution 
(T1203)

Vulnerabilities can exist in software due to insecure coding practices 
that can lead to unanticipated behavior. Adversaries can take 
advantage of certain vulnerabilities through targeted exploitation 
for the purpose of arbitrary code execution. Often the most valuable 
exploits to an offensive toolkit are those that can be used to obtain 
code execution on a remote system because they can be used to gain 
access to that system. Users will expect to see files related to the 
applications they commonly used to do work, so they are a useful target 
for exploit research and development because of their high utility.

Execution

MySQL

RDP

Exploitation of 
Remote Services 
(T1210)

Exploitation of a software vulnerability occurs when an adversary takes 
advantage of a programming error in a program, service, or within 
the operating system software or kernel itself to execute adversary-
controlled code. A common goal for post-compromise exploitation of 
remote services is for lateral movement to enable access to a remote 
system.

An adversary may need to determine if the remote system is in a 
vulnerable state, which may be done through Network Service Scanning 
or other Discovery methods looking for common, vulnerable software 
that may be deployed in the network, the lack of certain patches that 
may indicate vulnerabilities, or security software that may be used to 
detect or contain remote exploitation. Servers are likely a high value 
target for lateral movement exploitation, but endpoint systems may 
also be at risk if they provide an advantage or access to additional 
resources.

Lateral Movement

Citrix External Remote 
Services (T1133)

Remote services such as VPNs, Citrix, and other access mechanisms 
allow users to connect to internal enterprise network resources from 
external locations. There are often remote service gateways that 
manage connections and credential authentication for these services. 
Services such as Windows Remote Management can also be used 
externally.

Adversaries may use remote services to initially access and/or persist 
within a network. Access to Valid Accounts to use the service is often 
a requirement, which could be obtained through credential pharming 
or by obtaining the credentials from users after compromising the 
enterprise network. Access to remote services may be used as part of 
Redundant Access during an operation.

Initial Access

Persistence

SMB Forced 
Authentication 
(T1187)

The Server Message Block (SMB) protocol is commonly used in 
Windows networks for authentication and communication between 
systems for access to resources and file sharing. When a Windows 
system attempts to connect to an SMB resource, it will automatically 
attempt to authenticate and send credential information for the current 
user to the remote system. 

Credential Access
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DNS

memcached

NTP

Network Denial of 
Service (T1498)

Adversaries may perform network denial-of-service (DoS) attacks 
to degrade or block the availability of targeted resources to users. 
Network DoS can be performed by exhausting the network bandwidth 
services rely on. Example resources include specific websites, email 
services, DNS, NTP, and web-based applications.

Reflection Amplification

Adversaries may amplify the volume of their attack traffic by using 
Reflection. This type of network DoS takes advantage of a third-party 
server intermediary that hosts and will respond to a given spoofed 
source IP address. This third-party server is commonly termed a 
reflector. An adversary accomplishes a reflection attack by sending 
packets to reflectors with the spoofed address of the victim. Similar to 
Direct Network Floods, more than one system may be used to conduct 
the attack, or a botnet may be used. Likewise, one or more reflector 
may be used to focus traffic on the target.

Reflection attacks often take advantage of protocols with larger 
responses than requests in order to amplify their traffic, commonly 
known as a Reflection Amplification attack. Adversaries may be able to 
generate an increase in volume of attack traffic that is several orders of 
magnitude greater than the requests sent to the amplifiers. The extent 
of this increase will depend upon many variables, such as the protocol 
in question, the technique used, and the amplifying servers that actually 
produce the amplification in attack volume. Two prominent protocols 
that have enabled Reflection Amplification Floods are DNS and NTP.

Impact

SMB Network Share 
Discovery (T1135)

Networks often contain shared network drives and folders that enable 
users to access file directories on various systems across a network.

Adversaries may look for folders and drives shared on remote systems 
as a means of identifying sources of information to gather as a 
precursor for Collection and to identify potential systems of interest for 
Lateral Movement.

Cloud virtual networks may contain remote network shares or file 
storage services accessible to an adversary after they have obtained 
access to a system. For example, AWS, GCP, and Azure support 
creation of Network File System (NFS) shares and Server Message 
Block (SMB) shares that may be mapped on endpoint or cloud-based 
systems.

Discovery

SSH Private Keys 
(T1145)

Private cryptographic keys and certificates are used for authentication, 
encryption/decryption, and digital signatures.

Adversaries may gather private keys from compromised systems 
for use in authenticating to Remote Services like SSH or for use in 
decrypting other collected files such as email. 

Credential Access
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RDP Redundant 
Access (T1108)

Adversaries may use more than one remote access tool with varying 
command and control protocols or credentialed access to remote 
services so they can maintain access if an access mechanism is 
detected or mitigated.

If one type of tool is detected and blocked or removed as a response 
but the organization did not gain a full understanding of the adversary’s 
tools and access, then the adversary will be able to retain access to 
the network. Adversaries may also attempt to gain access to Valid 
Accounts to use External Remote Services such as external VPNs as 
a way to maintain access despite interruptions to remote access tools 
deployed within a target network.

Persistence

Defense Evasion

RDP

VNC

Remote Access 
Tools (T1219)

An adversary may use legitimate desktop support and remote access 
software, such as Team Viewer, Go2Assist, LogMein, AmmyyAdmin, 
etc., to establish an interactive command and control channel to target 
systems within networks. These services are commonly used as 
legitimate technical support software, and may be whitelisted within 
a target environment. Remote access tools like VNC, Ammy, and 
Teamviewer are used frequently when compared with other legitimate 
software commonly used by adversaries. 

Command  
and Control

RDP

VNC

Remote Desktop 
Protocol (T1076)

Remote desktop is a common feature in operating systems. It allows 
a user to log in to an interactive session with a system desktop 
graphical user interface on a remote system. Microsoft refers to its 
implementation of the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) as Remote 
Desktop Services (RDS). There are other implementations and third-
party tools that provide graphical access Remote Services similar to 
RDS.

Adversaries may connect to a remote system over RDP/RDS to expand 
access if the service is enabled and allows access to accounts with 
known credentials. Adversaries will likely use Credential Access 
techniques to acquire credentials to use with RDP. Adversaries may 
also use RDP in conjunction with the Accessibility Features technique 
for Persistence. 

Lateral Movement

FTP

FTPS

rsync

SMB

Remote File Copy 
(T1105)

Files may be copied from one system to another to stage adversary 
tools or other files over the course of an operation. Files may be copied 
from an external adversary-controlled system through the Command 
and Control channel to bring tools into the victim network or through 
alternate protocols with another tool such as FTP. Files can also be 
copied over on Mac and Linux with native tools like scp, rsync, and sftp.

Lateral Movement

Command  
and Control

SSH

Telnet

VNC

Remote Services 
(T1021)

An adversary may use Valid Accounts to log into a service specifically 
designed to accept remote connections, such as Telnet, SSH, and VNC. 
The adversary may then perform actions as the logged-on user.

Lateral Movement
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MS SQL Server Software 
Component 
(T1505)

Adversaries may abuse legitimate extensible development features 
of server applications to establish persistent access to systems. 
Enterprise server applications may include features that allow 
application developers to write and install software to extend the 
functionality of the main application. Adversaries may install malicious 
software components to maliciously extend and abuse server 
applications.

SQL stored procedures are code that can be saved and reused so 
that database users do not waste time rewriting frequently used SQL 
queries. Stored procedures can be invoked via SQL statements to the 
database using the procedure name or via defined events (e.g., when 
a SQL server application is started/restarted). Adversaries may craft 
malicious stored procedures that can provide a persistence mechanism 
in SQL database servers. To execute operating system commands 
through SQL syntax, the adversary may have to enable additional 
functionality.

Microsoft SQL Server can enable common language runtime (CLR) 
integration. With CLR integration enabled, application developers can 
write stored procedures using any .NET framework language (e.g., VB 
.NET, C, etc.). Adversaries may craft or modify CLR assemblies that 
are linked to stored procedures, these CLR assemblies can be made to 
execute arbitrary commands.

Persistence

DNS Shadow DNS 
(T1340)

The process of gathering domain account credentials in order to 
silently create subdomains pointed at malicious servers without tipping 
off the actual owner. 

Establish 
& Maintain 
Infrastructure

SSH SSH Hijacking 
(T1184)

Secure Shell (SSH) is a standard means of remote access on Linux 
and macOS systems. It allows a user to connect to another system via 
an encrypted tunnel, commonly authenticating through a password, 
certificate, or the use of an asymmetric encryption key pair.

In order to move laterally from a compromised host, adversaries may 
take advantage of trust relationships established with other systems 
via public key authentication in active SSH sessions by hijacking 
an existing connection to another system. This may occur through 
compromising the SSH agent itself or by having access to the agent’s 
socket. If an adversary is able to obtain root access, then hijacking SSH 
sessions is likely trivial.

SSH hijacking differs from use of remote services because it injects 
into an existing SSH session rather than creating a new session using 
valid accounts.

Lateral Movement

DNS

HTTPS

RDP

SMTP

SMTPS

SSH

Standard 
Application Layer 
Protocol (T1071)

Adversaries may communicate using a common, standardized 
application layer protocol such as HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, or DNS to avoid 
detection by blending in with existing traffic. Commands to the remote 
system, and often the results of those commands, will be embedded 
within the protocol traffic between the client and server.

For connections that occur internally within an enclave (such as those 
between a proxy or pivot node and other nodes), commonly used 
protocols are RPC, SSH, or RDP.

Command  
and Control

Exfiltration
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etcd System 
Information 
Discovery (T1082)

An adversary may attempt to get detailed information about the 
operating system and hardware, including version, patches, hotfixes, 
service packs, and architecture. Adversaries may use the information 
from System Information Discovery during automated discovery to 
shape follow-on behaviors, including whether or not the adversary fully 
infects the target and/or attempts specific actions.

Discovery

DNS System Network 
Configuration 
Discovery (T1016)

Adversaries will likely look for details about the network configuration 
and settings of systems they access or through information discovery 
of remote systems. Several operating system administration utilities 
exist that can be used to gather this information. 

Discovery

VNC Third-party 
Software (T1072)

Third-party applications and software deployment systems may be 
in use in the network environment for administration purposes (e.g., 
SCCM, VNC, HBSS, Altiris, etc.). If an adversary gains access to these 
systems, then they may be able to execute code.

Adversaries may gain access to and use third-party systems installed 
within an enterprise network, such as administration, monitoring, and 
deployment systems as well as third-party gateways and jump servers 
used for managing other systems. Access to a third-party network-wide 
or enterprise-wide software system may enable an adversary to have 
remote code execution on all systems that are connected to such a 
system. The access may be used to laterally move to other systems, 
gather information, or cause a specific effect, such as wiping the hard 
drives on all endpoints.

Execution

Lateral Movement

Citrix

RDP

Valid Accounts 
(T1078)

Adversaries may steal the credentials of a specific user or service 
account using Credential Access techniques or capture credentials 
earlier in their reconnaissance process through social engineering for 
means of gaining Initial Access.

Initial Access

Persistence

Privilege 
Escalation

Defense Evasion
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